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Move-in safety a key this year
By Patricia Rengrlo
CAMPUS *EWS EDITOR

Parents, unlike worker ants,
cannot lift 20 times their weight,
livery year during student movein parents and students often try
to "morph" into ants and can
become injured in the process.
Every year there arc a few
reported cases of heat exhaustion
and heat stroke during move-in
weekend, said lim Zentmeyer,
associate director of Residence
life for Housing and Operations.
A parent died of a heart attack
during move-in last year.
Matthew laegcr. 45, of Toledo collapsed in his daughter's room and
was transported to the Wood
(aunty I lospital. where he died.
The death served as a harsh
reminder of the possible health
risks associated with move-in.
"Unfortunately it was the culmination of a known problem,
there really isn't anything to do for
clogged arteries and years of poor
eating habits," said Dr. Joshua

Kaplan, director of Health
Services.
The Office of Residence Life is
doing everything they can to
make this process as safe as possible, Zentmeyer said. An estimated 5,000 students will move
into residence halls during the
weekend.
Kaplan, commends lite Office
of Residence Life for their movein planning and execution.
"I'm very impressed with
Residence life. They do a good
job of carefully planning and do a
good job addressing those concerns," he said. "It is planned
effectively."
To make move-in easier,
Residence life has organized
almost 500 volunteers to help and
will have various refreshment
tables around campus. In addition to volunteers, the residence
halls have cans to make the move
easier and for one weekend parking and traffic will ease up on the
tickets.

"They do a good job of making
allowances for parking close to
buildings," Kaplan said.
More than 300 students
belonging to sororities and fraternities returned early to assist with
freshmen move in.
In addition to student volunteers, faculty and staff will join in
on Saturday to help with the bulk
of the process. Zentmeyer said.
Zentmeyer and Kaplan urge
parents to ask for help if an object
is too heavy or if they need a
break.
"Unfortunately men are sometimes macho, and don't like to say
phrases like. 'Can you help me lift
the other end of this?'" Kaplan
said. "Not only can you get a cart
but you can get a person to put
sniff in the can and push it for
you."
Plan on it being a long day, and
take your time are the two pieces
of advice Zentmeyer feels are the
most imponant.

Careful
with that
personal
computer
MOVING
COMPUTER

Btn Swinger BC Nem

DOING WORK: Peach Nerderman helps his daughter, Lynn,
move into Kohl Hall Yesterday afternoon.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Ribeau to deliver
annual Opening Day
address today

on Sunday between 3:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m. on the University
I lall lawn. Ribeau will also be
speaking at this event.

President Ribeau welcomes
campus back with Opening
Oay Address, which will be
held in the Union Ballroom at
10a.m.on FridayAugust22,
2003.1 le will be speaking on
"An Investment in
Achievement."

Programs on the
move for 2003-2004
school year

The Lenhard Grand
Ballroom in the BowenThompson Student Union will
be open at 9:30 a.m. when colleagues and friends can meet
for coffee and conversation,
followed by the address.
Come join the president as
we begin a new year on campus.
Also, this weekend will be
the annual convocation picnic.

Three programs on campus
will start the year off in a new
location, according to Robert
Waddle, assistant vice president for capital planning.
On August 12, the Center for
Environmental Programs
moved from their office at 153
College Park to 246 Shatzel
I lall. The Women's Studies
Program, which was located in
246 Shatzel is now in 226 Last
Hall.
Also, the Office of Student

Academic Achievement, now
occupies office space on the
fourth floor of Moseley 1 lall,
once belonging to the First
Year Expe rif ncc Program
bf fore its move last year to the
Union
All officf phone numbers
will remain unchanged.

Musical Arts College
to hold auditions for
Choral Society
The College of Musical Arts
and Sciences will hold auditions for the University Choral
Society Sunday from 4-6 p.m.
in Bryan Recital Hall at the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Conducted by William
Skoog, associate professor of
choral activities, the group

formed in 1999 to provide an
opportunity for lovers of
choral music to perform with
various area orchestras. In die
past, the group has performed
with the Bowling Green
I'! 1111 I,I 11 in in 1.1 and the Toledo
Symphony Orchestra.
The society is open to anyone of high school age or
older. Participation in the
enstmblf can provide
University credit.
Weekly rehearsals begin
Monday at 7:30. This season,
the group will perform
Mozart's "Requiem" with thf
Toledo Symphony Orchestra
on Oct. 24,25 and 27 and
Mahler's "Symphony No. 2"
and Brahms' "Name" with the
Bowling Green Philharmonia
on April 25.
For more information or to
set up an audition time, call

the University College of
Musical Arts at: 419-372-2181.

University welcomes
two new police
officers
The University's director of
of public safety jim Wiegand
has brought on two new campus police officers. who were
sworn in Aug. 7.
Charles Langford a native of
Louisville, Ky, and Ion
Luidhardt, from Bowling
Green.
langford previously served
with the Kentucky
Department of Corrections,
while 1 jiidhardt formerly
served with the Wood County
(Common Pleas Court.
"It's important that we be at
full staff for the security of the
campus," Wiegand said.

YOUR

Before moving your ptrsonal
computer, there are certain procedures to follow which will protect your system from mechanical
failure or damage due to normal
physical shock which occurs during transport. If the following
steps are taken prior to moving
your computer, your system will
arrive safely.

FLOPPY DISK
PREPARATION

DRIVE

Make backup copies of your
data files and store them together
with the original program disks in
a sturdy container, preferably a
fireproof lockbox. Remove any
floppy diskettes from the drives
and insert a cardboard disk or an
old floppy disk in the drive and
close the drive door.

PACKING/SHIPPING
PREPARATION
The original packing box your
system came in is the best choice.
The rigid Styrofoam packing
material will hold the system
securely in place. In the event
your original box is not available,
your carrier will provide a sturdy
packing container and materials.

MOVING A PRINTER
The original packing box and
material is the best choice for
transport because the Styrofoam
is customized to fit each printer. If
you are moving a laser printer,
remove the ink cartridge as the ink
may spill and contaminate the
laser engine.
" Information is taken from
http://dial-a-box.com/index.hlml

Get involved capturing
student life at BGSU!
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Report shows bargain in Japanese cars
San Francisco (KRT) - In the latest list of top used-cars, 15
of the 18 bargains comprised of Japanese-made autos.
According to Consumer Reports' new Used Car Yearbook,
the other three models were U.S. models. Cars made in
Germany, Sweden, Korea and elsewhere were no-shows
on the list.
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FRIDAY, 8/22/03
8 am. -5 p.m.
Expressions: Surface Threads
Fiber
Presented by the Fibers
Program in the School of Art.
Bowen-Tliompson Student
Union Galleries

Continuing auditions and fundamentals training for all
prospective members of the
Falcon Marching Band. I or more
information, contact the Band
Activities Office at 1419) 3722186.1010 Moore Musical Arts

8 am.
Falcon Marching Band:
Fundamentals Week
Continuing auditions and fundamentals training for all
prospective members of the
Falcon Marching Band. For more
information, contact the Band
Activities Office at (419) 3722186.1010 Moore Musical Arts
Center

9:45 am. - 6 p.m.
Recruitment Sign-Up
Sponsored by Panhellenic
Council. Bowen-Thompson
Student Union hobby

10-11 am.
Opening Day Address: An
Investment in Achievement
President's opening day
address to the University community. Coffee and fellowship at
9:30 a.m., address at 10 a.m.
Lenliart Grand Ballroom.
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union
SATURDAY, 8/23/03
8 am. - 5 p.m.
Expressions: Surface Threads
Fiber
Presented by the Fibers
Program in the School of Art.
Bowen-Tliompson Student
Union Galleries
8 am.
Falcon Marching Band:
Fundamentals Week

Center

10 am. - Noon
Honors Program Faculty
Panel and Student Association
Introduction. 101 Olscamp Hall
11 am. -2 p.m.
BIG Welcome
Orientation and First Year
Programs will have information.
Bowen-Tliompson Student
Union Lobby
4-6 p.m.

Honors Program Cookout
Held North of Anderson Arena
5-8 p. m.
Move-In Madness
Take a break from moving and
relax! Stop by to meet some of
tlii' members of the BCSU Creek
community. learn about Creek
Life at the University and enjoy
some free food! Sponsored by
Greek Affairs. Old Irawrnity How
Courryanl

loin us for a chance to win
super prizes, including a Sony
Playstation 2. Free.
Falcon's Nest, Bouvn-Viompson
Student Union
6-8 p.m.
Residence Hall Floor
Gatherings
Required of all residential students. Resilience halls
8 p.m. - Midnight
late Nile @ the U!
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union T-alcon s Nest
9:30 p.m.
Great Drive-In Movie The
Matrix: Reloaded
Rain location is the lenhart
Grand Ballroom. Sponsored by
University Activities
Organization. McDonald Hall
Quail limrn.
SUNDAY. 8/24/03
8 am.-5 p.m.
Expressions: Surface Threads
Fiber
Presented by the Fibers
Program in the School of Art.
Ilouvn- Thompson Student
Union Galleries

Important hours and
numbers for move-in
EXTEN0ED OFFICE HOURS

RESIDENCE HALL MAIN NUMBERS

Several offices will have
special weekend office
hours for student move
in.

Conklin
Founders
Harshman Anderson
Harshman Bromfield
Harshman-Chapman
Harshman-Dunbar
Kohl Hall
Kreisher-Ashley
Kreisher-Batchelder
Kreisher-Compton
Kreisher Darrow
McDonald East
McDonald West
McDonald North
Offenhauer East
Oflenhauer West
Rodgers

DINING SERVICES*.

372-7933
100 Centrex
Saturday: 10 a.m. -7 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Bursar:
372-2815
132 Administration
Saturday: 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Sunday 1- 4 p.m.
Residence Lite:
372-2011
440 Saddlemire
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 1- 5 p.m.

372-2549
372-2510
372-2367
372-2367
372-8280
372-8280
372-2639
372-2565
372-2565
372-2965
372-2965
372-2394
372-2394
372-2394
372-2898
372-2898
372-2861

UNION NUMBERS
Fact line
Bookstore
ZZA's Pizza and Pasta
liifiir mation Center

Student Financial Aid:

372-2651
231 Administration
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 1-4 p.m.

372-2445
372-2851
372-9100
372-2741

HEALTH CENTER
Pharmacy
Switchboard/Appointments
Hours and Information

"On Saturday and Sunday after
5 p.m. Dining Services will only
answer questions by phone.

372-7999
372-2271
372-2885

OTHER IMPORTANT NUMBERS

—Staff will be in the «M/ffr
Ce/rferSaturday from 12

BG News
BGSU Shuttle Service
Bursar
Career Center
Library Circulation Desk
Parking Services
Recreation Center
Language Learning Center
Math lab
Tech Lab

8 am.
Falcon Marching Band:
Fundamentals Week
lor more information,contact
the Hand Activities Office at (419)
372-218& 1010 Moore Musical
Arts Center

Super BINGO

372-6968
372-0236
372-2815
372-9847
372-0475
372-0392
372-8454
372-8146
372-8009
372-7719

5:30-8:30 p. in

Average new
textbook pnee

$73
You do the math.
How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. And all you have
to do is go to half.com and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers. Gotta love that new math.

For • limited time, flrtt-tim* buyer*

lT0ll.com

I

Save an additional *5 !
on purchases of *50 or more! j
Simply use this code:
■
BowlingGreen2003

ovefaftT
Same textbooks. Smarter prices.
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QUOTEIXyiOTK
" I'm glad that Gary Coleman lives in
California. A guy like me that believes in
limited government probably would have a
tough time against a fellow like that because
he probably symbolizes smaller government."
|eb Bush, Florida Gorernor

OPINION

Partying will not get you a degree
Waking up for classes can be a
hard enough (ask, without the
extra hassle of a hangover from
the previous night.
Not to say that when you are
in college you should not attend
any parties; but you should
know how and when to party. If
you have a class at 8 a.m.
Thursday, it would not be a good
idea to stay out late drinking
Wednesday People just need to
know how to party responsibly,
lor example, the best party days
are the ones where you have late
classes the next day or on the
weekend when there are no

classes.
A lot of students do horribly in
classes because they are not
aware you have to stud] On
some nights and give up a night
of drinking in order to do well in
your classes. Some freshmen
have the idea in their heads that
college is all about parties and
getting drunk. Pan of that may
even be cosher, lust don't party
on the wrong days and get out
of hand when you do party.
Another problem that can
occur due to late night outings is
aggravating your roommate.
Not all people are party animals,

therefore be considerate of your
roommate's sleeping habits as
well. It is probably a good idea
to check with your roommate
when you move in and see if
he/she is a late nighter or if they
like to go to bed early. It is not
the favorite task of a new roommate to be taking care of their
upchucking, stumbling to the
bathroom, and turning in your
sleep, kind of roommate until
you pass out.
As mentioned before, classes
can be hard enough to wake up
for, therefore there is no need to
get drunk on a weeknight. You

Not drinking is a choice:
blackmale is a another game
MATT
SUSSMAN
^V>^/ Humor Columnist
They picked me to welcome
the new freshmen with a column. Scary thought.
There are many ways I could
introduce you to the campus. I
could haze you by telling lies
("The puddle water here actually
tastes good"), by scaring you
("The student union contains a
massive amount of red and blue
paint"], or by getting you massively injured ("Dan Dakich loves
it when you pull on his blazer").
But chances are you just want to
know where the beer is. My
guess would be in the beer cans.
We are overstocked with
seniors who arc ready to get you
inebriated beyond any
Tennessean. Some might try to
get you so stoned in hopes you
may single-handedly improve
Visine's third quarter sales
report.
Still, chances are they will
simply give you free beer, like
they did my first weekend of college.
Two years ago. some friends
and I went to some guy's apartment.
Right out of the gate, he
offered a free can of Natural
Light to anyone who wanted
one, and the only two freshmen
who didn't partake were the
designated driver and some
loser who grew up to be The BG
News humor columnist.
He then told everyone to
open the can and chug it. As if
we were clueless how to drink
stuff, he demonstrated for us.
Once everyone was done, he

made an announcement: "For
those of you who just chugged a
can. welcome to college. For
those of you who didn t, it'sgonna be u long four years for
you." Then the party began.
What he failed to mention was
that for some of those who
downed that brew, ii was merely
a brief semester for them. They
are gone, and I am still here.
For the rest of the night, I sat
on that couch with contempt as
I watched my friends gel wasted
Naturally (no pun intended),
the smaller ones got drunker
faster. My best friend, weighing
in at a robust 110 pounds and
towering at 5'3", spent the entire
next day bonding with her new
roommate as she rhythmically
emptied stomach contents into
a conveniently placed bucket.
I only went back to that
apartment one more time, and
yes, I did drink.
Could you blame me? The
dice game "Three Man" seemed
very alluring. I think I won.
because I only had to drink two
beers. As I was thinking to
myself, "That tasted like expired
urine." the rest of my opponents
seemed to have trouble staying
in their chairs. Perhaps their
seats were convex. I may never
know.
I have lived tile past two
years — and will do so for the
next two — with a chip of sobriety on my shoulder. So what if I
turn 21 in lanuary? I listened to
my friends on their 21 st birthdays, as they pranced around all
day cheering, "I can finally drink
tonight!" as if the legal age limit
stopped them in the past.
I also never heard of the law
thai permits somebody to get-

drunk enough to fondle their
bucktoothed cousin just
because they're celebrating their
birthday for the 21st time. Then
again, who am I to argue with
laws?
According to
DumbLaws.com, it is illegal in
Ohio to fish for whales on
Sunday. Since when do rules
passed by the government make
sense? 1 honestly think the
drinking age limit is hypocritical. Heck, I wouldn't mind if it
was lowered to 13 years of age.
Then I could break my television and watch people for entertainment.
Underage drinking isn't
wrong. It's just incredibly stupid,
even if you're a "legal adult." The
fact that pretty much all college
students blindly walk into this
brand of social life is dangerously alarming.
People will tell you that you
will have no friends or no life if
you choose to stay sober week
in and week out. I don't even
hesitate saying that these are
boldfaced lies, and 1 will even go
as far to say that these people
who tell you such are spreading
propaganda. It's a highly effective scare tactic just so they can
say they had a lot of people at
their crazy party.
You have a choice. Get some
friends and go out and play basketball at midnight. Rent
movies, play Twister or even
buy a disposable camera and
collect incriminating photos of
your drunken friends so that
they may never become president. I laving said that, would
you like to chug a beer?
Pay no attention to my camcorder.

will probably forget to set your
alarm for class or oversleep and
miss it anyway.
Hopefully, most people are
here to get a degree and worry
about their future rather than
wonder where the next big bash
is going to take place and who
the designated driver will be.
Many times students get so
caught up in the party scene that
Uiey forget the real reason they
are in college. College is not a
career, it is simply a way for us to
obtain the career we want after
four or so years.
The more partying we do at

If you could use the
money spent on books
for something else,
what would you buy?

Did you say something?
Your voice can't be heard
unless you use it. If you
have something to say,
send it in to The BG News.
lust remember to keep it
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appropriate.
Send your opinions to

bgnewstsiistproc.bgsu.edu
or to volunteer with The
BG News staff contact us
at: 419-372-6966.

LIVING INDEPENDENTLY: College life is what you make
of it. It is a way to find who you are and see if you
are able to survive independently without
parentals. You decide what you will become.
home on your own without
mommy and daddy there to
hold your hand and make sure
that you do your homework, go
toclassoranyoftheothercrap
you take for granted.
So you don't do that stuff,
you don't do class work, you
don't go to class... and suddenly wham bam thank you Sam,
you have no one to blame but
yourself.
Almost everyone I knew as a
freshman did it and so will you.
Not that I'm preaching the
"after school special" mantra
here. I actually think its good
thing for you to skip class. Go
ahead faii tests. Go ahead and
be a complete and total idiot.
It's a good thing!
All you Freshmeat have spent
the past 12 years doing homework, studying and other such
nonsense because it was all
going to pay off some day.
Guess what? That day is still far,
faraway!
It is, however, close enough
that it's time to undo the years
of "because you have to" brainwashing that parents and teachers have force fed you. Take a
semester and do it your way.
Skip class, don't study, go to
class drunk, fill your Aquafina
bottle with Vodka and drink in
class, or whatever silly rebellious
thing you feel like doing. Go
ahead get it out (or in) your system.
At the end of the semester, all
of the sudden there are consequences and everything you
used to "because you have to"
suddenly has a real tangible
meaning to it.
Granted, for some of you it
may wind up being" If I get
kicked out school, then I have to
live with my parents again and
they always check to see if I put
vodka in my Aquafina bottle."
Do whatever it takes to make
that ir.uisitiiin from abstract
goal, to real goal with real consequences.
So to recap my advice to you,
freshmen girls are good. Also,
playing in traffic is good.
Drinking in class also can be
good.
But don't combine the last
two. That would be bad.

Columnist
ASHLEY BAKER
SENIOR, BUSINESS

"Liquor, all liquor.
And a pack of
Middletons.'

BRIAN EACHUS
SOPHOMORE.
PSYCHOLOGY

"Spring break trip to
Cancun."

RICKY HARPER
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

HAVE SOMETHING YOU
WANT TO SAY?

Htgctighti ot a new report on alconoi use
OyU£.coBegestuaeitia,BgBeietoZ4:

budget and more options available.
Concider the type of person
you will be in the future if you
start slacking in college, skipping
class and partying when you
have other important obligations, such as your studies?
You are here to benefit your
future, not to see how many keg
stands you can do in one night.
We need to take the time we
have at college to leam to put
away our high school partying
ways, grow up and start concentrating on your futures.

Finally away from
PEOPLE home: A college life
ON THE STREET

"All new underwear."

College drinking

college, the more we are delaying
our real future and making
money that will give us the life
we want.
Once you are out of college
and in the real worid, you will be
able to use your payc hecks to
not only pay rent and other
expenses, but you will also occasionally be able to go out with
your friends and have some
drinks.
However, if students want to
learn how to be responsible
adults, the best time to leam
may be during your college years
when you have more time to

KIRILL AFONIN
FRESHMAN,
BIOCHEMESTRY

"/ would give it to
charity for poor
people in Africa."

Welcome Freshmeat... er...
freshmen.
As a long, long time student
allow me to impart some things
that I have learned that might
help you as you become accustomed to your new settings here
at the University.
First, while getting your fouryear degree in four years is a
worthy goal, don't be disappointed if it takes, let's say
seven and a half years to graduate. If a lengthly stay in college
starts to depress you, keep this
in mind, each passing year you
get older and wiser, but the
freshman girls don't.
Secondly, on any road that
comes anywhere near campus,
apparemly pedestrians have the
right of way.
If you look up and see a car
coming and slow your pace or
even watch the oncoming car as
you cross the street to make
sure it slows down, everyone
will instantly know you're a
freshman.
The correct method, as
demonstrated by the rest of the
student body, is to maintain
present speed and course and
lower your head so that you
cannot see an oncoming motor
vehicle. We do this because
when we have the right of way,
even if a car's brakes were to fail
or a driver was distracted by a
cell phone conversation, and
the car were to hit us, the large
metal car would easily crumple
under the mighty weight of our
body endowed with me mighty
powers of the right of way.
Finally, the thing that 1 have
learned in college that I wish I
knew when I came here was
that the typical incoming freshman is a complete and total
idiot. The best way to tell if
you're that typical incoming
freshman is if you immediately
assumed that you weren't a typical freshman. If you think you
aren't, then you are. If you think
you are, then you aren't.
For the typical freshman, this
is your first time away from

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
JOEL HAMMOND. DESIGN EDITOR
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Residence Life changes fire policy
By Angela L Gorier
PUiSE

E DIT uR

The importance of the
University's Fire Safety Policy
being stressed once again. As a
result of a fire in a Greek house
last December, the current lire
Safety Policy regarding ceremonial use has been permanently
changed.
It first started off as a trial during spring semester last year and
now has become, for the most
part, an unwelcome change to
the University's safety policies.
No longer can persons in
University buildings or residences, use candles in ceremony,
specifically the Greeks' in their
private initiations. This also
includes prohibiting permit
applications lo be given out or
accepted in regards to candle use,
Nicholas Hcnnessy, Interim
Associate Director of Residence
Ufe for Educational Initiatives,
said.

What may have started as a
large concern in 1996 after the
devastating Rodgers Quadrangle
fire, is now a growing problem.
"Education is our focus," Sheila
Coressel Hall Director in the
Rodgers Quadrangle said. Each
resident must realize, she said,
"you are not just living with yourself and a roommate, but there
are over 500 residents |in
Hodgers]."
This point and many others of
the residence life fire safety policies were acknowledged at this
year's Orientation/Registration
Eire Safety Presentation, given by
Res I jfe lo students and their parents The students and parents
were understanding of our concern and accepting of our policy,
I lenncssy, who gave the presentation, said.
The University's fire policy has
been influenced by both the Ohio
I ire Codes for buildings and by
the
department
of

"A person shall not utilize or allow to be
utilized, any open flame, burning candle or
candles in connection with any public
meeting or gathering for purposes of deliberation, worship, entertainment,
amuse, instruction, education, recreation,
awaiting transportation or similar purpose
in assembly or educational occupancies
without first obtaining approval."
OHIO REVISED CODE F402

Environmental Health and Safety
here on campus "Even without
fire code specifications by the
state of Ohio," Hennessy said,
"BG would still have a no candle
policy."
In the 2001-2002 school year,
this
particular
regulation
changed for the first time in years.
Previously, residents were
allowed to decorate their dorms
with unlit candles, but this

proved to be unsafe still, thus
revamping the rule to no remnants of candles.
Linda Newman, Executive
Director of the Office of
Residence Life and University
Dining Services said, that taking
the temptation away from the
students was the best thing to do
in order to prevent a disaster
from happening.
Temptation, one of the many

fully certified and qualified,"

Dugan said. "Sometimes people
think that we donl know what
we're doing."
According to Dugan, the facility sees an average ol 17") to 200
patients a day and approximately
32,000 clients each year
rhecentei charges for
"X-rays
■ Laboratory work

Want to succeed?
Heed this advice

HEALTH CENTER
OFFERS ON-LINE
OPTIONS

By Carrie Whitaker

Prescriptions filled at the
University Student Health
Service Pharmacy with
remaining refills can be
refilled online.

MANAGING (Dl'08

This option, dubbed the
Readyfill system, can be
accessed at:
wwwbgsu.edu/offices/sa/heal

' Prescriptions
' (her-the counter medicines
• Immunizations
" Injections
' Physical therapy
' Physicals
' Minor surgical procedures
• Electrocardiograms
■ Dressings
• Summaries of Records
But according to Becky Utz,
assistant director of the center,
many students do not realize that
to come in and see a health care
provider about a concern is free.
There's no fee to come in and
be seen by one of our professionals," Utz said. "People don't seem
to grasp that they can come in
and see a provider for free."
Call the center at 372-2271.

Get Great Prices
and Great Values
at Goodwill for your
Clothing and
Dorm Needs

rose to over 20.
Violators of each of these policies are dealt with on a case-locase basis, Hennessy said. It
depends on how dangerous the
offense was and could have
posed.
Eire safety in the residence
halls and on campus as a whole,
is a top priority of Res Life.
Educating students on the best
ways to stay safe becomes
increasingly important with each
passing year.
"Be aware of your surroundings and be smart." Newman
said.
Eor more information on the
University's fire safety policies
visit the online website:
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/en
vhs/training/documents/schediile.hlm. Additional infonnation
can be found at resident hall front
desks and in the Office of
Residence I jfe.

"Do get involved on campus. Own your
experience here at the University. College
is what you make of it."

University health center
offers variety of services
Being away from home and the
family doctor doesn't mean thai
students are without access to
quality health care, according to
staff at the University's Student
Health Services.
Located on the first lloor of the
Health Center Building across
from lerome library on Ridge
Street, the facility is stalled with
five physicians, six nurse practitioners, lour registered nurses
and two medical statf members.
The center also bouses a lab and
pharmacy
The facility is one of 110 in the
Country accredited by the
Accreditation Association of
Ambulatory Health Care Inc.
(AAAIIC). Despite this factor, the
center's capabilities are often
misunderstood by the student
population, said Aim Dugan
assistant director and nurse practitioner with the center
The professional staff is all

voices to all students on campus,
is what the University's bookstore
provides, selling candles and
halogen lamps. By selling candles, the main cause of campus
fires. Newman said, sends mixed
messages to students.
Although there arc signs posted, stating the fire safety policy in
front of each display, the appeal
to buy is still there.
Even the most responsible person can make a mistake. Sheila
Coressel acknowledges.
In addition to the basic decoration do's and dont's for campus
residence, Newman stresses the
importance of not tampering
with the fire safety equipment as
well.
As most students who have
lived on campus know, a random
fire alarm that goes off81 3 a.m. is
quite unpleasant. In February
2003 alone, there were 19 malicious fire alarms, second to
October 2000 when the number

Samanttia Indttson BG I*'*1

GETTING MEDICINE: A University student receives care at the
BGSU Health Center.
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Oh, freshman year, what an
experience. There are a few
things all freshman should
know, maybe not listen to, but
know. It is of course the first time
many of you have been away
from home and freedom is wonderful, but it can sometimes be a
scary thing. Use it wisely.
1. Do go to class. This may
seem like a no-brainer but you
would be surprised how often
this simple rule is broken.
Don't go to class if you are just
going to fall asleep. What's the
point?
2) Do turn off your cell phone
before class starts. It doesn't
impress the professor and you
will always lx' the annoying girl
or guy whosimplydidn't turn off
the dam phone.
Don't talk during class, here
again you will be labeled annoying.
3) Don't buy your books
before classes start. Professors
may tell you the book is not necessary and you get very little
money back for returns

TODAY,

i

Do open the books that you
buy. In the past I have heard it
can help tremendously (note
the sarcasm).
4) Don't sit in the dorms. The
city of Bowling Green has a lot to
offer.
Do make lime to familiarize
yourself with the University and
the city of Bowling Green.
5) Do get involved on campus. Own your experience here
at the University. College is what
you make of it.
Don't get involved In just any
organization. Instead, do some
research and find a group you
can enjoy. Tnist me you don't
want to waste your time sitting
at some meeting when you
could be doing something you
really want to do.
6) Don't wait for people to
come to you. (let out and meet
people.
Do give people a chance,
especially people you may not
usually consider. There are so
many different kinds of people
on this campus, give everyone a
chance.

GAVE

PLASMA

My roommate used to do it all the
time. Finally, she talked me into it. I

r\

was a little nervous at first, but

it

was really easy. It didn't hurt and
only took two hours.

V :

Then,

we

found out that plasma was used to

6

make medicines for people with

/

60

a

month

\
hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt
even better. The money didn't hurt
either...it helps make ends

meet

when money is tight. But even after
I'm out of college, I'm still going to

goodwill

give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's
the right thing to do.

fjffi
Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Monday - Saturday
Noon 5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit.

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES 419-425-8680
1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com
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" I'm glad that Gary Coleman lives in
California. A guy like me that believes in
limited government probably would have a
tough time against a fellow like that because
he probably symbolizes smaller government."

0PNI0N

|eb Bush, Florida Governor

Partying will not get you a degree
Waking up for classes can be a
hard enough task, without the
extra hassle of a hangover from
the previous night.
Not to say that when you are
in college you should not attend
any parties; but you should
know how and when to party. If
you have a class at 8 a.m.
Thursday, it would not be a good
idea to stay out late drinking
Wednesday. People just need to
know how to party responsibly.
For example, the best parry days
are the ones where you have late
classes the next day or on the
weekend when there are no

classes.
A lot of students do horribly in
classes because they are not
aware you have to study on
some nights and give up a night
of drinking in order to do well in
your classes. Some freshmen
have tlie idea in their heads that
college is all about parlies and
getting drunk. Pan of that may
even be cosher, lust don't party
on the wrong days and get out
of hand when you do party.
Another problem that can
occur due to late night outings is
aggravating your roommate.
Not all people are party animals,

therefore be considerate of your
roommate's sleeping habits as
well. It is probably a good idea
to check with your roommate
wiicn you move in and see if
he/she is a late nighter or if they
like to go to bed early. It is not
the favorite task of a new roommate to be taking care of their
upchucking, stumbling to the
bathroom, and turning in your
sleep, kind of roommate until
you pass out.
As mentioned before, classes
can be hard enough to wake up
for, therefore there is no need to
get dnink on a weeknight. You

MATT
SUSSMAN
X^/^/ Humor Columnist
They picked me to welcome
the new freshmen with a column. Scary thought.
There are many ways I could
introduce you to the campus. 1
could haze you by telling lies
("The puddle water here actually
tastes good "I. by scaring you
("The student union contains a
massive amount of red and blue
paint"), or by getting you massively injured ("Dan Dakich loves
it when you pull on his blazer").
But chances are you just want to
know where the beer is. My
guess would be in the beer cans.
We are overstocked with
seniors who arc ready to get you
inebriated beyond any
Tennessean. Some might try to
get you so stoned in hopes you
may single-handedly improve
Visine's third quarter sales
report.
Still, chances arc they will
simply give you free beer, like
they did my first weekend of college.
Two years ago. some friends
and 1 went to some guy's apart
ment.
Right out of the gate, he
offered a free can of Natural
Light to anyone who wanted
one. and the only two freshmen
who didn't partake were the
designated driver and some
loser who grew up to be The BG
News humor columnist.
He then told everyone to
open the can and chug it. As if
we were clueless how to drink
stuff, he demonstrated for us.
Once everyone was done, he

drunk enough to fondle their
bucktoothed cousin just
because they're celebrating their
birthday for the 21 st time. Then
again, who am I to argue with
laws?
According to
DumbLaws.com, it is illegal in
Ohio to fish for whales on
Sunday. Since when do rules
passed by the government make
sense? I honestly think the
drinking age limit is hypocritical. Heck, I wouldn't mind if il
was lowered to 13 years of age.
Then I could break my television and watch people for entertainment.
Underage drinking isn't
wrong. It's just incredibly stupid,
even if you're a "legal adult." The
fact lhat pretty much all college
students blindly walk into this
brand of social life is dangerously alarming.
People will tell you that you
will have no friends or no life if
you choose to stay sober week
in and week out. I don't even
hesitate saying that these are
boldfaced lies, and 1 will even go
as far to say lhat these people
who tell you such are spreading
propaganda. It's a highly effective scare tactic just so they can
say they had a lot of people at
their crazy parry.
You have a choice. Get some
friends and go out and play basketball at midnight. Rent
movies, play Twister or even
buy a disposable camera and
collect incriminating photos of
your drunken friends so that
they may never become president. I laving said that, would
you like to chug a beer?
Pay no attention to my camcorder.

If you could use the
money spent on books
for something else,
what would you buy?

ASHLEY BAKER
SENIOR, BUSINESS

"Liquor, all liquor.
And a pack of
Middtetons.'

BRIAN EACHUS
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY

"Spring break trip to
Cancun."

RICKY HARPER
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

HAVE SOMETHING YOU
WANTTOSAY?

HtghBgnta ola new report on akxnoluso
Oy U.S. college siuoenti. ages 10 to 24:
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budget and more options available.
Concider the type of person
you will be in the future if you
start slacking in college, skipping
class and parrying when you
have other important obligations, such as your studies?
You are here to benefit your
future, not to see how many keg
stands you can do in one night.
V\fe need to take the time we
have at college to learn to put
away our high school partying
ways, grow up and start concentrating on your futures.

Did you say something?
Your voice can't be heard
unless you use it. If you
have something to say.
send it in to The BG News.
lust remember to keep it
appropriate.
Send your opinions to
bgnews&listproc.bgsu.edu
or to volunteer with The
BG News staff contact us
at: 419-372-6966.

LIVING INDEPENDENTLY: College life is what you make
of it. It is a way to find who you are and see if you
are able to survive independently without
parentals. You decide what you will become.

Columnist

"All new underwear."

College eft-inking

college, the more we are delaying
our real future and making
money that will give us the life
we want.
Onceyouareoutof college
and in the real world, you will be
able to use your payc hecks to
not only pay rent and other
expenses, but you will also occasionally be able to go out with
your friends and have some
drinks.
However, if students want to
learn how to be responsible
adults, the best time to learn
may be during your college years
when you have more time to

Finally away from
PEOPLE home: A college life
ON THE STREET

Not drinking is a choice:
blackmale is a another game
made an announcement: "For
those of you who just chugged a
can, welcome to college. For
those of you who didn't, it'sgonna lie a long four years for
you." Then the parly began.
\Vhat he failed to mention was
that for some of those who
downed that brew, it was merely
a brief semester for them. They
are gone, and I am still here.
For the rest of the night. I sat
on lhat couch with contempt as
I watched mv friends get wasted.
Naturally (no pun intended),
the smaller ones got dninker
faster. My best friend, weighing
in at a robust 110 pounds and
towering at 5'3". spent the entire
nexl day bonding with her new
roommate as she rhythmically
emptied stomach contents into
a conveniently placed bucket.
I only went back to that
apartment one more time, and
yes, 1 did drink.
Could you blame me? The
dice game "Three Man" seemed
very alluring. I think I won,
because I only had to drink two
beers. As I was thinking to
myself, That tasted like expired
urine." the rest of my opponents
seemed to have trouble staving
in their chairs. Perhaps their
seats were convex. I may never
know.
I have lived the past two
years — and will do so for the
next two — with a chip of sobriety on my shoulder. So what if I
turn 21 in lanuary? I listened to
my friends on their 21st birthdays, as they pranced around all
day cheering, "1 can finally drink
tonight!" as if the legal age limit
stopped them in the past.
1 also never heard of the law
that permits somebody to get-

will probably forget to set your
alarm for class or oversleep and
miss it anyway.
Hopefully, most people are
here to get a degree and worry
about their future rather than
wonder where the next big bash
is going to take place and who
the designated driver will be.
Many times students get so
caught up in the party scene that
they forget the real reason they
are in college. College is not a
career, it is simply a way for us to
obtain the career we want after
four or so years.
The more partying we do at

KIRILLAF0NIN
FRESHMAN,
BI0CHEMESTRY

"I would give it to
charity for poor
people in Africa."

Welcome Freshmeat... er...
freshmen.
As a long, long time student
allow me to impart some things
that I have learned that might
help you as you become accustomed to your new settings here
al the University.
First, while getting your fouryear degree in four years is a
worthy goal, don't be disappointed if it takes, let's say
seven and a half years to graduate. If a lengthly stay in college
starts to depress you, keep this
in mind, each passing year you
get older and wiser, but the
freshman girls don't.
Secondly, on any road that
comes anywhere near campus,
apparently pedestrians have the
right of way.
If you look up and see a car
coming and slow your pace or
even watch the oncoming car as
you cross the street to make
sure it slows down, everyone
will instantly know you're a
freshman.
The correct method, as
demonstrated by the rest of the
student body, is to maintain
present speed and course and
lower your head so that you
cannot see an oncoming motor
vehicle. We do this because
when we have the right of way,
even if a car's brakes were to fail
or a driver was distracted by a
cell phone conversation, and
the car were to hit us, the large
metal car would easily crumple
under the mighty weight of our
body endowed with the mighty
powers of the right of way.
Finally, the thing that I have
learned in college that I wish I
knew when I came here was
that the typical incoming freshman is a complete and total
idiot. The best way to tell if
you're that typical incoming
freshman is if you immediately
assumed that you weren't a typical freshman. If you think you
aren't, then you are. If you think
you are, then you aren't.
For the typical freshman, this
is your first time away from

home on your own without
mommy and daddy there to
hold your hand and make sure
that you do your homework, go
to class or any of the other crap
you take for granted.
So you don't do that stuff,
you don't do class work, you
don't go to class... and suddenly wham bam thank you Sam,
you have no one to blame but
yourself.
Almost everyone I knew as a
freshman did it and so will you.
Not that I'm preaching the
"after school special" mantra
here. I actually think its good
thing for you to skip class. Go
ahead fail tests. Go ahead and
be a complete and total idiot.
It's a good thing!
All you Freshmeat have spent
the past 12 years doing homework, studying and other such
nonsense because it was all
going to pay off some day.
Guess what? That day is still far,
faraway!
It is, however, close enough
mat it's time to undo the years
of "because you have to" brainwashing that parents and teachers have force fed you. Take a
semester and do it your way.
Skip class, don't study, go to
class drunk, fill your Aquafina
bottle with Vodka and drink in
class, or whatever silly rebellious
tiling you feel like doing Go
ahead get it out (or in) your system.
At the end of the semester, all
of the sudden there are consequences and everything you
used to "because you have to"
suddenly has a real tangible
meaning to it.
Granted, for some of you it
may wind up being if I get
kicked out school, then I have to
live with my parents again and
they always check to see if I put
vodka in my Aquafina bottle."
Do whatever it takes to make
that transition from abstract
goal, to real goal with real consequences.
So to recap my advice to you,
freshmen girls are good. Also,
playing in traffic is good.
Drinking in class also can be
good.
But don't combine the last
two. That would be bad.

mm jmlnBk. u»
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Residence Life changes fire policy
By Angela L. Gorter
PUlSt

EDITOR

The importance of the
University's Fire Safety Policy
being stressed once again. As a
result of a fire in a Greek house
last December, the current lire
Safety Policy regarding ceremonial use has been permanently
changed.
It first started off as a trial during spring semester lasi year and
now lias become, for the most
pan. an unwelcome change to
the University's safety policies.
No longer can persons in
University buildings or residences, use candles in ceremony,
Specifically the Greeks' in their
private initiations, ibis also
includes prohibiting permit
applications to be given out or
accepted in regards to candle use.
Nicholas Hennessy, Interim
Associate Director of Residence
life for Educational Initiatives,
said.

What may have started as a
large concern in 1996 after the
devastating Rodgers Quadrangle
fire, is now a growing problem.
"Education is our focus," Sheila
Coressel Hall Director in the
Dodgers Quadrangle said. Each
resident must realize, she said,
"you are not just living with yourself and a roommate, but there
are over 500 residents |in
Hodgersl."
This point and many others of
die residence life fire safety policies were acknowledged at this
year's Orientation/Registration
Fire Safety Presentation, given by
Res I ife to students and their parents. The students and parents
were understanding of our concern and accepting of our policy,
I lenncssy, who gave the presentation, said.
The University's fire policy has
been influenced by both the Ohio
Fire Codes for buildings and by
the
department
of

"A person shall not utilize or allow to be
utilized, any open flame, burning candle or
candles in connection with any public
meeting or gathering for purposes of deliberation, worship, entertainment,
amuse, instruction, education, recreation,
awaiting transportation or similar purpose
in assembly or educational occupancies
without first obtaining approval."
OHIO REVISED CODE F402

Environmental Health and Safety
here on campus. "Even without
fire code specifications by the
state of Ohio," Hennessy said,
"BG would still have a no candle
policy."
In the 2001-2002 school year,
this
particular
regulation
changed for the first time in years.
Previously,
residents were
allowed to decorate their dorms
with unlit candles, but this

proved to be unsafe still, thus
revamping the rule to no remnants of candles.
Linda Newman. Executive
Director of the Office of
Residence Life and University
Dining Services said, that taking
the temptation away from the
students was the best thing to do
in order to prevent a disaster
from happening.
Temptation, one of the many

THE

quality health care, according to

Prescriptions filled at the
University Student Health
Service Pharmacy with
remaining refills can be
refilled online.

stall at the University's Student
Health Services.
Iflcaliil on the first floor of (he
Health Center Building across
from lerome Library on Ridge
Street, the facility is staffed with
five physicians, six muse practitioners, tour registered nurses
and two medical stall members.
The center also houses a lab and

By Carrie Whitaker
MANAGING ED'lOR

This option, dubbed the
Readyfill system, can be
accessed at:
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/heal

phanrnacj
The facility isoneiii i III III the
country accredited by the
Accreditation Association of
Ambulatory Health Care Inc.
(AAA! IC:I. Despite this factor, the
center's capabilities are often
misunderstood by the student
population, said Amy Dugan
assistant director and nurse practitioner with tin-(enter
"The professional stall is all
fully certified and qualified,"
Dugan said. "Sometimes people
think that we don't know what
we're doing."
According to I )ugan. the facility sees an average of 175 to 200
patients a day and appn iximately
32,000 clients each year.
The center charges for:

'X-rays

' Prescriptions
' Over-the counter medicines
■ Immunizations
• Injections

' Physical therapy
■ Physicals
• Minor surgical procedures
■ Electrocardiograms
" Dressings
' Summaries of Records
But according to Becky Utz,
assistant director of the center,
many students do not realize that
to come in and see a health care
provider about a concern is free.
"There's no fee to come in and
be seen by one of our professionals," Utz said. "People don't seem
to grasp that they can come in
and see a provider for free."
Call the center at 372-2271.

' laboratory work

Get Great Prices
and Great Values
at Goodwill for your
Clothing and
Dorm Needs

Samanlha Anderson BG NP*S

GETTING MEDICINE: A University student receives care at the
BGSU Health Center.

/
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SAVE

a

LIFE

posed

lire safety in the residence
halls and on campus as a whole,
is a top priority of Res Life.
Educating students on the best
ways to stay safe becomes
increasingly important with each
passing year.
"Be aware of your surroundings and be smart." Newman

said

For more information on the
University's fire safety policies
visit the online website:
http://wviw.bgsu.edu/offices/en
vhs/training/documents/schedule.htm. Additional information
can be found at resident hall front
desks and in the Office of
Residence life.

Want to succeed?
Heed this advice

BG NEWS

HEALTH CENTER
OFFERS ON-LINE
OPTIONS

rose to over 20.
Violators of each of these policies are dealt with on a case-tocase basis, Hennessy said. It
depends on how dangerous the
offense was and could have

"Do get involved on campus. Own your
experience here at the University. College
is what you make of it."

University health center
offers variety of services
Being away from home and the
family doctor doesn't mean that
students are without access to

voices to all students on campus,
is what the University's bookstore
provides, selling candles and
halogen lamps. By selling candles, the main cause of campus
fires, Newman said, sends mixed
messages to students.
Although there are signs posted, stating the fire safety policy in
front of each display, the appeal
to buy is still there.
Even the most responsible person can make a mistake. Sheila
Coressel acknowledges.
In addition to the basic decoration do's and dont's for campus
residence, Newman stresses the
importance of not tampering
with the fire safetv equipment as
well.
As most students who have
lived on campus know, a random
fire alarm that goes off at :t a.m. is
quite unpleasant. In February
2003 alone, there were 19 malicious fire alarms, second to
(ktober 2000 when the number

Oh. freshman year, what an
experience. There are a few
things all freshman should
know, maybe not listen to. but
know. It is ol course the first time
many of you have been away
from home and freedom is wonderful, but it can sometimes be a
scary thing. Use it wisely.
I. Do go to class. This may
seem like a no-brainer but you
would be surprised how often
this simple rule is broken.
Don't go to class if you are just
going to fall asleep. What's the
point?
2) Do turn off your cell phone
before class starts. It doesn't
impress the professor and you
will always be the annoying girl
or guy who simply didn't turn off
the darn phone.
Don't talk during class, here
again you will be labeled annoying.
3) Don't buy your books
before classes start. Professors
may tell you the book is not necessary and you get very little
money back for returns.

TODAY,

i

Do open the books that you
buy. In the past I have heard it
can help tremendously (note
the sarcasm).
4) Don't sit in the dorms. The
city of Bowling Cireen has a lot to
offer.
Do make time to familiarize
yourself with the University and
the city of Bowling (,reen.
5) Do get involved on campus. Own your experience here
at the University. College is what
you make of it.
Don't get involved in just any
organization. Instead, do some
research and find a group you
can enjoy. Trust me you don't
want to waste your time sitting
at some meeting when you
could be doing something you
really want to do.
6) Don't wait for people to
come to you. (let out and meet
people.
Do give people a chance,
especially people you may not
usually consider. Then! are so
many different kinds of people
on this campus, give everyone a
chance.

GAVE

PLASMA

My roommate used to do it all the
time. Finally, she talked me into it. I
was a little nervous at first, but

it

was really easy. It didn't hurt and
only took two hours.

Then,

we

found out that plasma was used to
make medicines for people with

hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt
even better. The money didn't hurt
either...it helps make ends

meet

when money is tight. But even after
'm out of college, I'm still going to

goodwill

give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's
the right thing to do.

Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Monday - Saturday
Noon-5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit.

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES 419-425-8680
1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com
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"The whole area is meant for educational
purposes. [The new area] is four to five
million dollars better than Harshman
Chapman. "

Kontak, Kaminski
ready for school year
By Kendra Ludemann
BtPOftUR
USCi is ,i common abbreviation that can be Men around
campus. Km what do these letters
mean? The letters stand for
University Student Government.
The
student
government
works as a liaison between the
student body and members of
the faculty. Each year, students
have the opportunity to run for
and be elected to numerous
offices.
This past spring semester, losh
Kontak and Sara Kaminski were
elected to president and vice
president positions respectively.
Kontak is a senior at the
University, majoring in history.
He is a member of IMPACT,
which is a critical thinking community on campus, and has been
a resident advisor for two years.
Kontak is also a paid singer with
Peace Lutheran Church.
During his freshman year,
Kontak participated in USG as a
senator for the (i>llege of Music.

josh Kontak
I le was on the USG Cabinet last
year as state and national liaison.
Vice president Kaminski is a
junior majoring in political science. She is president of College
Democrats and vice president of
the
University
Honors

Association.
Kaminski participated in USG
her freshman and sophomore
years as a senator for the College

of Arts and Sciences.
According to Kaminski, "USG
serves as a forum for students to
voice their opinions and make
the changes they want to see."
I lie organization will look at any
issue that is brought forth.
"If one person is dissatisfied
with an aspect of campus life,
chances are that others are as
well. The sooner something is

TOM KLEIN, DIRECTOR OF CHAPMAN LEARNING COMMUNITY

brought to our attention, the
sooner we can do something
about it," Kaminski said.
She adds that students should
contact USG members about
problems on campus. USG will
then work with administration to
address the problem.
"We often go beyond just relaying concerns to administrators by
either changing things ourselves
or asking the University to
change them," Kontak said. "I
would like to encourage all freshman to express any concerns
they may have to USG and we will
do our best to address them."
Currently, USG is addressing
the issue of "flexfunds" put into
place by University Dining
Services. Students feel that meal
plan money should be used at
their discretion, Kaminski said.
She said USG is working to
understand why "flexfunds" were
put into place. The organization
USG,PAGE 2

THINK YOU CAN DO BETTER?

UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT
ON CAMPUS FRESHMEN
The following numbers represent the number of students living on campus divided by fhe colleges they are currently enrolled in. The data
shows a consistent number of treshman students enrolling in Bowling
Green
Colleges
Arts and Sciences
Business Administration
Education and Human
Development
Health and Human Service
Musical Arts
Pre-Major Advising
Technology
Academic Success
I Source BGSU Oflice ol Admissions

2003

2002

2001

815
441

855
464

860
544

823
280
91
407
165
267

764
260
109
434
188
318

784
208
100
423
162
280

We're human. We make mistakes.
But you can help us strive in our
goal to be a mistake-free, quality
service to the student body and
faculty of BGSU.
If you have interest in being a staff
member of the BG News, send an
e-mail to
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
or contact us at: 419-372-6966.
Ask about
specials

(^rage> ialon)

Low-cost,
high-quality
Internet access

(behind Dairy Mart)

419-354-2016
l Unlimited
die l-up access

Women's $io.°°
Haircut
lstVisit

■

4

By Kendra Ludemann
REPOBIU
Renovations to Kohl Hall,
which began last spring, are
nearly complete and members
of the Chapman Community at
Kohl have moved in.
Senior Project Manager Bob
Boucher said a number of items
still need to be completed in
Kohl, but students will be able to
use die building. The items that
need to be completed are miscellaneous items that any construction project would have,
Boucher said.
"Students are moving in, and
that's the big picture," Boucher
said. On the upper levels of the
building, bathrooms and elevators are fully operational. The
lower level of the building still
needs to be finished.
So far, Tom Klein, Chapman
Community director, is very
pleased with the new location.
The classrooms are finished and
classes will be held in the
remodeled lower level of the
building.
The new location features an
art studio, music studio and a
"cafe with a cause," which students will eventually use to sell
food with the profits going to
charity. A seminar room, computer lab, recreation room,
study lounge, garden room with
an atrium and waterfall, and a
150 gallon aquarium have also
been added. The building also
has three classrooms and two
art galleries.
Yet to be finished arc a library
and a conference room.
"The whole space is meant for
educational purposes." Klein

$99/yr
WCN et support ! V.92
Mode •m Techon ology
• 30-4 0% falter d iwn
load i over V.90
* Moc em-on-hold
" Quit ker connect*

$5.°°

Broadband DSL
Not all DSL is created
equal ... ask us why
ours is better

said. "IThe new area] is four to
five million dollars better than
Chapman/Harshman, especially given the opportunities for
learning in the new place."
Students participating in the
Chapman program have the
opportunity to live in Kohl 1 (all
and take classes in the residence
hall. Instructors offices are also
located in the facility, allowing
students to work more closely
with faculty.
Mentors for the Chapman
Community at Kohl moved in
Tuesday for training Students in
the Chapman program moved
in Thursday for three days of
welcome days orientation.
Upon arrival, students will be
able to tour the new facility.

WE DELIVER « 3537770

What is a grinder?
An oven-baked gourmet sandwich.
We make 23 Afferent grinders, 8 types ol defi sdods, and wc also offer
10 tspifsso/eoppudno coffee chokes.
Satisfy your sweet tooth wttti favorites like cheesecake, Snicker's

■ 768/128K
" 24x7 connection
" Main phone line

pie, ond carrot cake.

2 Soups Daily

Your #1 Choke for o

4 Types of Baked Pasta

Hcottny MM!

do* i rxw intlud*

S23 E. Wooster St.

Call us for more information
419-354*6013

1st Visit

Ben Swan|lr BG Nevis

for students

425 E. Wooster St.

Men's
Haircut

Kohl fix-ups
nearly done

f

419-353-7770

Opp«ke oner fiM Ftntn

Catering ■ Dine in Cinyout - Derive ty Party Trays

www.wcnet.org
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Panhellenic Sorority Recruitment 2003
Sign up at www.greekbgsu.com!
Saturday. August 23rd
"Move in Madness" - Let a Greek student help
you move into your residence hall and then join us
on fraternity row for an evening block party
Monday. August 25th
Ice Cream Social on the steps of the
Education building llam-3pm
Wednesday. August 27th
Greek Carnival & Smoosh in a Bug
Come meet all the Greek chapters at the Union!
Thursday, August 28th
Come out to our tent at the stadium
before the 1st home football game - FREE FOOD!
Thursday September 4th
Info. Meeting - don't miss it! 9:15 pm in Olscamp 101
LAST CHANCE TO SIGN UP FOR RECRUITMENT!
Friday, September 5th
Campus Fest and the 1st rounds of recruitment

^nmtttr n^
r<i)BPAxn,
IK
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>KA

TOGETHER COMPLETE
PAMnLLmC RltRUIIMlMI 2003

Watch tor Greek life representatives in die Union anl around campus all this week.
CaH 372-2534 with questions!
NiAIVNIC-)HZ:TV.IHVHNWV>JieHZHVJHV?5rhX«t»AlXdIIOHNlAlVNI(=)l{ZnV.IHV

■■
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Mil

Counseling
Center
a deviwoa of Student Affairs

Cap fog witMfiftani
Stress Management
roblem Solving

Jfelf "
IfflWng Relationships]
National Testing Program

419-372-2081
320 Saddlemire Student Services
""'Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-5pm
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Ohio teens sick from moonflower
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — Some teens in
Ohio got sick trying to get high
from the seeds of a common garden plant known as a moonflower, federal health officials said
yesterday.
The cluster of illnesses, which
occurred last fall, may be a new
form of substance abuse in the

Akron-Cleveland area, the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said. The teens recovered after a day or two of medical
care.
Messages seeking comment
were left Thursday with police
departments in Akron and
Cleveland.
The cases seem to be the latest

twist on finding new and natural
ways to get high. Teens from
Wisconsin and Vermont have
been hospitalized after eating
parts of the jimson weed. A 15year-old in Hawaii was hospitalized in February 2002 after eating
flower petals from the angel's
trumpet, a poisonous plant

Officials
had access
to blackout
room

which resembles a giant-sized,
white morning glory and known
scientifically as datura inoxia,
may cause hallucinations and
toxic effects such as seizures and
coma, according to the CDC.
"Adolescents and parents
should be aware of the potential
toxiciry from recreational use of a

plant." health officials said.
The case of 14 Ohio adolescents who became ill last October
and November was recounted in
the CDC's Morbidity and
Mortality Weekly Report. The
report said the youngsters either
ate seeds from the plant or drank
tea brewed from the seeds.

Plenty of opportunities to get
involved with government
US6. FROM PAGE 6

is also searching for alternative
solutions to the issue.
Students desiring to watch
USC General Assembly meetings watch them live on Monday
nights at 7:30 or taped on
Tuesday or Wednesday nights at
10:30 on channel 6. The meet-

By Mark Jewell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CARMKL, Ind. — Two staff
members of the Federal Fjiergy
Regulatory Commission were in
the control room of a grid manager at the center of last week's
blackout shortly after the outage
began.
The two staffers had been at the
Midwest
Independent
Transmission System Operator
for routine matters before the
blackout began Aug. 14, Dan
larcamp, a director at the agency,
said Thursday at a news conference.
The two listened as Midwest
ISO discussed the blackout in
telephone calls with representatives of the North American
Electric Reliability Council, the
country's grid watchdog, Larcamp
said. I Ic would not reveal the conFERC.PAGE 8

found all over that state.
Although the night-blooming
moonflower is not on the federal
list of controlled substances, law
enforcement officials in the
Akron and Cleveland area prohibit the sale of its scedpods for
illicit use
Eating seeds from the plant,

ings are taped in 113 Olscamp
Mall.
More information about US(!
and who holds positions can be
found at the organization's Web
site.
Students can get involved
with USG by running for elections in the spring, or by filling
vacancies that may appear dur-

ing the year.
"losh Kontak and I arc very
excited to work with an
extremely enthusiastic and driven group this year. We have no
doubt we will accomplish a lot
and we hope that more students
will attend our meetings and
give us feedback," Kaminski
said.

Man critically wounds female,
then kills himself in Cincinnati
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Oanon Cummings AP Phola

CINCINNATI —A man shot
and critically wounded a female
acquaintance yesterday as she
sat in her car, then killed himself
after a police chase, officers
said.
William Reed, 38, of
Cincinnati,
shot
Minika

Monroe several times early
Thursday at an intersection
before fleeing in his car, police
said. Police chased Reed's car
and used spiked sticks to flatten
the tires.
Reed shot himself as officers
approached the car. police said.

He was dead at the scene, the
Hamilton County coroner's
office said.
Monroe, 30, of Covington, Ky,
was in critical condition at
University Hospital. Reed had a
previous relationship with her.
police said.

ANSWERING QUESTIONS: James P. Torgerson. president and CEO
of Midwest ISO addresses the media.

WELCOME BACK BGSU
Looking for school supplies?

"one ot the top 200 salons in
the country"- Salon TODAY

7ty your local

WELCOME FRESHMEN
Bring in your Student ID &
receive 3.00 oft haircuts. 5.00

H0MEPEP0T!

ofl chemical services, A 2.00

•f~,

otl tanning packages

Freshmen Only
B6SU approved lofts
mini fridges
area rugs
televisions
portable fans
blenders
floor lamps
computer, TV. phone accessories
desk lamps
self adhesive hooks
Kryptonite bike locks
storage totes
blacklights
shelving
extension cords
surge protector
phones
grills

HAIR AND JTANNING
•Featuring*

and much much more

David DeWalt: Owner/Stylist
Jessica Messer: Stylist
Lisa McCoy: Stylist
•CUT AND STYLE INCLUDED W/ALL CHEMICAL SERVICES•SPECIALIZING IN FOILS419-352-6459 529 Ridge Street
Bowling Green

You can do it, We can help!
(ocatcd: ii(i.o S. "Mijiri Sr.

Campus Pollyeyes & Pagliai's Pizza
Your Home Town Pizza House
Welcomes Students, Parents, Friends & Conference-goers:
Come Enjoy One Of Bowling Green's Best Eateries!!
Campus Pollyeyes conveniently located 1 Mock from Offenhauer & McDonald!

My BGSU is Extending Hours
for the Opening of Fall Semester 2003

Great Buffet Everyday!
All you can eat!
Includes Pizza, Soup
Salad and Breadsticks
(at Pagliais South location only)

My BGSU will provide added access for obtaining

Students' Class Schedules
Faculty Class Rosters
on
Friday, August 22 - 7:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.*
Saturday, August 23 - 12 noon - 10 p.m.*
Sunday, August 24 - 12 noon - 12 midnight*
Monday, August 25 - 12:01 a.m. - 6 a.m.*

! $1.00 OFF
I any large
I order of
■ stuffed breadsticks
' expres 9/3003 no othei discounts apply J

I

i Campus Pollyeyes ■
440 E. Court St.

BG SU

440 East Court Street
Bowling Green
352-9638
seals 70 people

BGSU
!•-■:

i--«avi.'ii

Standard availability continues
Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday from 8 a.m. - Noon

When you can't come in...have it delivered!

^ — .^
'Parking, Change Home Address and Hire a Student Employee
applications will not be available during these extended hours.

I any
4P£ I
I large *OQW» I
PogliQi-s
■ npm 93003: no otwdijcounttappv"
• Pagliais •
I
945 S. Main St.

945 South Main Street
Bowling Green
352-7571
•eats 120 people

@ Gyp«y L—> Hot) |

Questions may be directed to the Technology Support Center <TSC),
129 Hayes Hall, 2-0999, tsc@.bgnet.bgsu.edu
TSC will be open 11:00 a.m. -5:00p.m. Saturday, August 23 and
Sunday, August 24

Mastercard and Visa accepted.
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"It allowed our commission to have very timely information on
what was happening on the grid."
DAN lARCAMP, DIRECTOR OF MIDWEST INDEPENDENT TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OPERATOR

Blackout questions
still need answered
FERC. FROM PAGE 7
tent of those conversations
"It allowed our commission to
have wry timer) Information cm
what was happening on the grid."
Larcamp said at MISO's headquarters north of Indianapolis on
Thursday. He declined to elaborate.
Also yesterday, lames I'
Ibroerson, president and CEO ol
Midwest ISO. reiterated that the
grid manager initiated three calls
to FirstEnergy Coip.,amember of
the Midwest 1st>. around the time
some ol the Akron. Ohio-based
utility's lines foiled.
Tbrgerson declined to offer any
specifics ol those contacts. He
also wouldn't answer any additional questions about Midwest
iso's initial findings concerning
us response during the outage.
"We don't want to muddv the
water by speculating about what
happened and why," Ibrgerson
said.
As investigators examined
Midwest ISO's role in the blackout, questions are mounting I iver
whether the fledgling group's
loose control of member utilities
contributed to the outage's
spread. Unlike more established
groups ill till' East, the Midwest
ISO lacks the ability to directly
isolate outages.
Industry and academic experts
say investigators must consider
whether last week's blackout

could have been more quickly
slopped had the Midwest ISO
possessed such control. Another
key concern is experience;
Midwest ISO has been operating
for less than two years.
Mary Lynn Webster, a Midwest
1st I spokeswoman, acknowledged control over her group's
member utilities is decentralized.
However, she declined to comment on whether that could have
hurt efforts to slop the blackout.
While the Midwest ISO schedules wholesaler use ol lines to
transmit electricity, ii lacks the
authority and technical means to
interrupt transmissions as they
travel horn generators to consumers, tinlike most other ISOs,
the Midwest group (UK's not have
the authority to oversee its own
market, where power is traded
and spot pun bases made to meet
emergency needs.
Instead, when lines go down as
they did last week in the
( le\ eland area, the Midwest ISO
plays a son ol arms-length traffic
cop role. Ii issues directives to a
patchwork of utilities stretching
as far away as Montana, but must
rely on the utilities to follow its
orders.
Three IS( Is that formed a more
lightly controlled grid after the
Easts massive blackout of 1965
ha\ e Ii mg possessed the power to
commandeer transmissions by
utilities serving much of the
Atlantic Seaboard from Maryland
to New lingland.

"These other organizations (in
the East) have a long history of
closely working together," said
Chika Nvvankpa, director of
Drexel University's Center for
Electric Power Engineering in
Philadelphia.
But at the Midwest ISO,
Nwankpa said, "They are learning
as they go."
Brant Eldridge, executive manager of the Canton, Ohio-based
East Central Area Reliability
Council, which sets industry
standards to ensure the grid's reliability across nine states, said
investigators would likely be
"looking into that element of the
blackout and a lot of other questions."
However, Nwankpa said an
ISO's ability to interrupt transmissions directly is no guarantee
that outages will be isolated.
"Sometimes it is good to have
distributed control rather than
centralized c,...trol," Nwankpa
said. As an example, he said a bad
decision from a central authority
could override local responses,
which may be more appropriate.
Indeed, last week's outage cascaded into regions where such
central control exists. But it is
believed to have started in lines
owned by FirstEnergy.
Before last Thursday's blackout, Midwest ISO had at least
three
conversations
with
FirstEnergy about those line failures. It has provided few details
on those conversations.

BGSU Students, Faculty &
Staff, Get 10% Off Your
Order, Anytime with
Your BGSU ID.
No Minimum Purchase!

Danny Gawlowski AP Photo

CLOSING: The Lima Correctional Institute, seen above, was on the verge of being closed by the state,
but Allen County Common Please Judge Richard Warren barred the state from doing so.

State can't close down
prison, judge declares
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LIMA, Ohio — A judge on
Thursday ordered the state to
stop its plan to close the lima
Correctional Institution, saying
Gov. BobTaft lacked authority to
shut the prison down.
In lanuary, Tart ordered the
1,500-inmate prison in northwest Ohio closed to save $2.5 million a year and ensure the state's
finances remain in the black.
Allen County Common Pleas
Court ludge Richard Warren
ruled that corrections officers at
overcrowded prisons could be in
danger if I jma inmates continue
to be moved to other sites. The
law mandates that safety Ix1 the
primary concern in any decision
regarding prisons, he said.

that Ohio prisons are overcrowded, some by as much as
200 percent.
He said closing the Lima
prison could increase the
chance of eruptions of violence,
such as the 1993 Lucasville
prison riot that left one guard
and nine inmates dead.
Attorney General )im Petro
asked the court to stay its decision and planned to appeal to
the 3rd Ohio District Court of
Appeals, spokeswoman Kim
Norris said.
Taft
spokesman
Orest
I lolubec said the decision was
being reviewed by state attorneys and declined further comment.
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(•jcclud** Baker's Dozen. Bagel Packs and Bagel Bunch)

19033 North Dixie Hwy, 2 mi. N of BG
419-353-1420

145 S. Main Street
in Downtown Bowling Green
Hours: Mon. Sat.. 6:30am 9:00pm
Sun., 7:00am-8:00pm

▲ Chipping & Putting Greens - Sand Trap
▲ Open 7 Days, 8 a.m.-Dark
A Club Repair & Fitting
▲ Group & Playing Lessons

(419) 352-7100

THE WELLNESS CONNECTION

At Bowling Green State University
•Health ResourceLibrary
•Presentations
•Alcohol &
Drug Counseling
•Nutrition
•Peer Education
Opportunities
•Counseling

Taft overstepped his authority
because the state Legislature
never relinquished control of the
prison it created in 1982, Warren
said.
"This is not about discretion.
It's about the clear mandate of
the General Assembly." Warren
wrote in his decision. "Safety of
guards, employees, inmates and
citizens will not be compromised in order to balance the
governor's overall budget."
Warren also said a 1995 law
requires the governor to first
determine that a prison is not
needed before it can be closed
and that Taft gave "budget deficiencies" as his reason for wanting the prison shut down. The
judge said the evidence shows
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Bowling Green
church of Christ
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SUNDAYS
•Bible Class 9:00AM

HASKINS ROAD
BOWLING GREEN, OH 13ii02
PHONE: 119-352-6205

Congregational Singing Only

f£ATURMG;
• HensHtVs tee CRCAM
• SUMACS
• SNAKCS AM MORI!

•Morning Worship 10:00AM
•EveningWorship 6:00PM

FREE transportation
is available and

WEDNESDAY

EVERYONE IS WELCOME

•Bible Study 7:00PM

Cream

EVANGELIST- HAROLD DRIVER

3S4-6066
f33 S. MAW ST.

"The churches of Christ greet you" Romans 16:16 (NJK veision)

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking

dining services

BGSU €aU
DINING SERVICES

Sunftal Food Court

Saturday, August 73
Sunday. August 24

opening
tout's
7 30 am- 1000 am Continental BreeJdasi
t0 00 am 7.00 pm Selected Services
730 am • 1000 am Continental Breakfast
10:00 am • 2 00 pm Brunch
2.00 pm ■ 7O0pm Selected Services
4 00 pm • 5.30 pm Convocation PKTIK

Ol Express Convenience Store

Saturday August 23
Sunday. Auguat 24

Noon ■ Midnight
Noon • Midnight

Dining Center

Saturday August 23
Sunday, August 24

11 00 am < 7-00 pm Selected Services
10.00 am 7 00 pm Selected Setwces
4 00 pm • 5:30 pm Convocation Picnic

Galley Snacfc Etor

Sunday. August 24

6 00 pm ■ Midnight

Keepers Snack Bar

Sunday. August 24

1000 am - 2 00 pm

Cnily's E*press Convenience Sl<*r>

Saturday, August 23
Sunday August 24

Noon - Midnight
11 00 am M*1"pqnt

...-.-'■••■•.

It's as easy as:
The high-risk drinking rate has decreased 2.3%
since 2000.

Almost 99% of BGSU students do NOT drink daily.

When BGSU students drink, most (70%) choose a
designated driver.

Brought to you by Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, and ODADAS.
Data from the 2002 ACHA Health Assessment
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Princeton once again
tops US. college list
By Sieve Gwgerich
IHE ASSOCIATED miss

For the fourth consecutive
year, Princeton University has
topped the U.S. News & Wbrld
Report annual ranking of
"America's Best Colleges." this
time sharing the top spot with
Harvard University, which was
second last year.
Yale University is ranked third,
with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology fourth. Four
schools — the California
Institute of Technology. Duke
University, Stanford University
and
the
University
of
Pennsylvania — share the fifth
spot.
The University of CaliforniaBerkeley and the University of
Virginia, tied at No. 21, are the
top-rated public universities.
Williams
College
in
Williamstown, Mass., is rated the
country's best liberal arts college.
U.S. News uses a formula that
includes graduation and retention rates, faculty resources and
other factors to determine the

rankings, which are both popular and controversial. Critics
have long contended that parents and high school students
rely far too heavily on U.S. News
in choosing schools, and that
colleges gear some of their efforts
— such as admissions — toward
getting high rankings.
"We don't like the notion that
some colleges are acting in
response to the rankings." said
Brian Kelly, managing editor of
U.S. News. "We think that's a
shame."
This year's results will be published in the Monday edition of
the magazine.
For the first time, U.S. News
has ranked national universities
from 1 through 150. Third and
fourth-tier schools are left
unranked. Last year, the magazine published a top 50 list and
left second- through fourth-tier
schools unranked.
In determining the latest rankings, the magazine stopped factoring in yield — the percentage
of students that accept admis-
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College rankings
U S. New s 8 World R epoK published
its Hst of top-ranldng schools.
Rank

School

1. H«r*»d U rwversity
Princeton Universiy
3. Vsie Urii'vi'iiVy

100
100
98

4. MIX

95

5 California hstjrute
of Technology
Duke University
Stanford U riveisity
Uni^ersiyof
Pennsylvania
9 Dartmouth College
Washington (j riveisity
in St. Louis

94
94

94
94
88
88

sions offered by a university —
into its equation.
That seemed to make little difference in the rankings: Of the
top 20 national universities, only
one school — Vanderbilt —
moved into that group and it was

11. Columbia U riveisity
87
Northwestern University87
13 U niversi'ty or'Chicago '86
14. Cornell University
85
Johns HopMns
University
85
16. Rice University
84
17.Brown University
83
V8".EirioryUnivwsky
82
'l9.'Un'ivers'»yof'''
None Dame
80
YandertViit University 80

ranked 21 st last year.
Kelly said the magazine may
drop high school class rankings
from next year's survey.

WELCOME TO BGSU!!!!
t
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KLEVERS JEWELRY
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Welcome Back Students
* Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
* Engraving
* Plaques & Awards

Castl CH Chock

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. —The
board investigating the space
shuttle Columbia disaster plans
to issue its 250-page report on
what led to the accident next
week in Washington.
The document, to be released
on Tuesday, comes nearly seven
months after Columbia disintegrated in the Texas sky, killing
seven astronauts.
The report will detail all the factors behind the accident and
problems over the course of
NASA's space shuttle program.
The space agency, members of
Congress and journalists will
receive copies at the same time.
A spokeswoman for the
Columbia Accident Investigation
Board, Laura Brown, said supplemental material will be released
separately over the next month.
The 13-member board already
has determined that a 1 1/2pound chunk of foam insulation
gouged Columbia's left wing during liftoff in lanuary. The foam
from the external fuel tank likely

created a hole 6 to 10 inches in
size that let in the searing gases of
atmospheric re-entry during the
shuttle's return to Earth on Feb. 1.
Columbia was 16 minutes
away from a Florida touchdown
when it shattered into tens of
thousands of pieces.
The chairman of the investigation board, retired Navy Adm.
Harold Gehman |r., said last
month that the report will place
equal blame on the foam strike
and related technical problems,
and the "systemic failures,"
namely poor NASA management.
Already, five technical recommendations have been made by
the board for the shuttle fleet's
return to flight. Top NASA officials
have promised to heed all of the
board's suggestions.
The final report will be divided
into 11 chapters and include
numerous pictures and charts
The investigators had hoped to
release their report in late My, just
before Congress took off on its
monthlong summer recess. Bui
they needed extra time for writing
the massive document.

Newlove Rentals wishes you a great
2003-2004 school year!
Congratulations KA brothers on winning the
Marshall award 3 years in a row!

5 Years Young!

When it's time to start apartment hunting, let us find
you a new home. Stop by anytime!
332 S. Main St.
(419) 352-5620
www.newloverealty.com
Rentals
'' newlol("dacor.net

* Pendants
* Earrings

ENGRAVING

By Harcia Dam
IHE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

Welcome Back!

WW004W

* Watches
* Jewelry
* Diamonds
Serving the University since 1918
Open Monday-Saturday • Comer of Poe & Haskins (Fajrvievv llaza)

Shuttle report
to be released

NEWI9VE

353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

Check out our On line Store:

Textbook Reservations: BGSU Clothing and Gifts: Sports Info
530 East W

Visit us online
www.8bxgofalcons.com

RUSH SCHEDULE FOR SBX
Aug. 21st-Sept. 9th
Thursday, Aug. 21 .. .9:00am-7:00pm
Friday, Aug. 22
9:00am-7:00pm
Saturday, Aug. 23 . .10:00am-6:00pm
Sunday, Aug. 24 —11:00am-7:00pm
Monday, Aug. 25
9:00am-9:00pm
Tuesday, Aug. 26 ... .9:00am-9:00pm
Wednesday, Aug. 27 .9:00am-9:00pm
Thursday, Aug. 28 .. .9:00am-7:00pm
Friday, Aug. 29
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday, Aug. 30 . .10:00am-5:00pm
Sunday, Aug. 31
11:00am-5:00pm
londay, Sept. 1
11:00am-5:00pm
jesday, Sept. 2
9:00am-7:00pm
Wednesday, Sept. 3 . .9:00am-5:30pm
lursday, Sept. 4 —9:00am-5:30pm
1day, Sept. 5
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday, Sept. 6 .. .10:00am-5:00pm

(419) 353-7732
Regular Hours of Business
Monday-Friday9am-5:30pm
Satu rday 10am-5:30pm

Proudly supporting Falcon Athletics
for the 2003-2004 school year!
You have already chosen the best University, now choose the
BEST BOOKSTORE. Shop off-campus and SAVE 25%!
Serving BGSU
and the
community for
over 40 years.
*New ONLINE
Textbook
Reservation

Service
Visit us in person or online
Visit us online: www.sbxgofalcons.com
Email us: sales@sbxgofalcons.com
Store location: Corner of Manville & Wooster
T^T
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Glitches have plagued FirstEnergy
By Jim Krane
'HI ASSOCUIED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Before it came
under international scrutiny for
its role in last week's blackout,
beleaguered utility FirstEnergy
had staggered through a storm of
recent technical glitches.
In one. a computer worm hobbled the network monitoring its
nuclear plant. Another doused
lights on the 4th of luly weekend
on the Jersey Shore.
In lune, FirstEnergy was the
subject of a Cleveland suburb's
complaints for power outages
blamed on outdated equipment
and trees too close to power lines
— some of the same problems
cited in last week's massive outages.
Now. some experts say the trig-

ger for last Thursday's blackout
may stem from FirstEnergy's borrowing a large amount of power
from other Midwest utilities. The
system may have collapsed when
a FirstEnergy generating plant
and several power transmission
lines failed, snuffing lights from
Detroit to Toronto to New York
City, the experts said.
Tom Kraynak, manager of
operations and resources for the
Canton, Ohio-based East Central
Area Reliability Council, said that
scenario is one among many that
investigators are considering.
The practice of one utility
siphoning away electricity from
another to meet demands "could
crash the system," Kraynak said.
"It's possible if it's done with a big
enough amount."

"The public deserves nothing less than
complete, parallel and independent investigations by both DOE and NERC."
JOHN DINGEU, REPRESENTATIVE FROM MICHIGAN
In any case. Midwest utilities
had been given notice that their
portion of the grid was particularly prone to the kind of fastspreading outages that unfolded
last Thursday.
Three months before the
blackout, the country's grid
watchdog, the North American
Electric Reliability Council
(NERC), issued a report singling
out the Midwest as the only part
of the country that risked such a
devastating event. NERC said the
region could face "large, unanticipated power flows" this summer.

Accused molester set
to face trial in Pa
Tut

ASSOCIATED PRESS

HATBORO, Pa. — A man who
mentored thousands of youngsters at a nonprofit film and TV
production program will stand
trial on charges that he abused
boys by spanking them and holding them against their will, a
judge ruled.
More than 100 people —
including supporters of Robert J.
Clark Ir. — packed a courtroom
Wednesday when several teenage
boys testified that Clark, 61,
spanked them on their birthdays.
Some said the spankings were a
harmless ritual, while others said
they felt ashamed and embarrassed.
Clark, a retired high school
teacher, has pleaded innocent to
endangering the welfare of a
child, indecent assault and related charges.
Frank DeSimone, Clark's attorney, portrayed the spankings as a
common ritual seen on countless
football fields, saying after the
judge's nrling that he would "hate

MOLESTER ACCUSED: Robert J. Clark Jr., executive director of the
Cinedyd children's movie producti on studio, is accused of kissing
and sexually hitting boys.
to be a football coach in this commonwealth."
ludge Paul Leo set an Oct. 17
trial date. Clark remained free on
$100,000 bail.
Clark founded Cinekyd in his
basement in 1976, moving the

OTmtfjrop terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

jgs. High Speed Internet
tofe Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments

Heat Paid.
Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes

program to a small industrial
campus in Willow Grove the following year. It was a magnet for
kids who wanted to learn skills
such as videotape editing and
camera operation.

Concerns about oversight of
service in the Midwest were
raised as well more than a year
ago by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, which
worried that the region's fractured market threatened reliabilityDan Larcamp, a 11 III administrator, said Thursday that shortly after the outage began, two
staff members of the agency were
able to monitor the control room
of FirstEnergy's grid manager,
Midwest
Independent
Transmission System Operator in

419-353-5271

Rt. 25 N. Bowling Green
t mile north of the mnN

WWW greatlakesford-nissan COm

months ahead."
The improvement in the
index, after weakness during the
first quarter of the year, reflects
gradual but sustained growth in
business investment that could
gather steam later in the year,
said Ken Goldstein, an economist for the New York-based
Conference Board.
"With export growth still
months away, the burden now
falls on consumer spending and
business investment." Goldstein
said. "The bottom line is that the
leading economic indicators are
more favorable now than any
time since the recession started
more than two years ago."
The index measures where
the overall U.S. economy is
headed in the next three to six
months. It stood at 100 in 1996,
its base year.
Five of the 10 components of
the leading index rose in luly, led
by improvements in the interest
rate spread, the real money supply, and average new claims for
unemployment insurance.

By Adam Geller
tHE ASSOCIAtlO PRESS

NEW YORK — A closely
watched gauge of future economic activity rose in July for the
fourth consecutive month,
adding to signals that the
nation's business climate is
improving.
The Conference Board reported Thursday that its Index of
Leading Economic Indicators
rose 0.4 percent in luly to 112.5,
in line with analysts' expectations The rise in July's reading
followed a revised 0.3 percent
increase in June.
Economists said the rise in the
index likely foreshadows a
rebound in business activity this
fall, though it may do little to
ease unemployment in the short
run.
"We're seeing some of the best
numbers that we've seen in a
long time," said Parul lain,
deputy chief economist for
Nomura Securities. "That reinforces our belief that economic
growth should pick up in the

SUPPORT GROUP

Al vranls 4ie In KotMCtor Hala18 pjn.
Onler wtason tickets today,
cal 410072*171 or 1 -((00-680-2224

Come see for yourself...You are not alone!
-Women & men at all stages of recovery are
welcome
-Group support and
QUOTES FROM THE
encouragement
PARTICIPANTS
-Interactive discussions
-Confidentiality

Meeting times are subiect to change. For
more information contact Judy Miller, cofacilitator, at the
Student Health Service
372-7426

The coincident index, which
measures current economic
conditions, increased 0.1 percent in luly, the group reported.
It was bolstered by increases in
variables including personal
income and industrial production, but offset by continuing
declines in employment.
The Conference Board's reading on the economy was echoed
by the Labor Department's
report Thursday that the number of Americans filing new
claims for unemployment benefits last week fell to the lowest
level in six months.
The government said that
386,000 newly laid-off workers
filed claims for jobless benefits
last week. That was lower than
analysts had expected, and
below the 400,000 figure that
many economists say signals a
stabilizing labor market. But the
labor Department revised last
week's figure upward to 403,000.
Stocks were higher following
release of the two reports.

Bowling Green BALLET HISPANICO
State University Saturday, October 4, 2003
STRING QUARTET
College of Musical Arts TAKACS
Thursday. October 16, 2003
Moore Musical Arts Center The KoOack*rConc*rt

For Women & Men With
Anorexia and Bulimia
Fall 2003

Group meetings are
held every Monday
6:30-8:00 pm at the
Women's Center 107
Hanna Hall

blackout investigation.
Rep. John Dingell of Michigan,
the ranking Democrat on the
House Energy and Commerce
Committee, complained that the
Energy Department-led probe
might be compromised by the
Bush administration's support for
electricity deregulation. Dingell
said the investigation should
consider whether deregulation in
the industry created conditions
for a blackout.
"The public deserves nothing
less than complete, parallel and
independent investigations by
both DOE and NERC," Dingell
wrote to Abraham. There was no
immediate reply from Abraham,
who also declined to discuss
causes when briefing Ohio officials Wednesday.

Economic indicators show
continued improvement

THE WAVERLY CONSORT
"A Christmas Story"
Friday, December 6, 2003

MIDORI
Friday, February 13, 2004
The LOB M Nlschke Memorial Concert

MANI WINDS
Thursday, March 4, 2004
TO- U>UB4> F. n«*S n*' n> r.il C< ■ r« •> rt

LANG LANG
Friday, April 2, 2004
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A Great Lakes Ford Nissan c^j
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Carmel, Ind.
The two staff members listened as Midwest ISO discussed
the blackout in telephone calls
with representatives of NERC,
Larcamp said. But at a news conference at Midwest ISO, declined
to discuss those conversations.
In Detroit, U.S. Energy
Secretary Spencer Abraham met
with his Canadian counterpart
for the first time Wednesday to
discuss their joint investigation of
the blackout.
Herb Dhaliwal, the minister of
natural resources, said: "Wfe are
committed to working to make
sure we have some of those
answers as quickly as possible."
Not everyone was pleased with
the Bush administration's decision to halt NERC's independent

■OWEN-THOMPSON

I

„8am-8pm
„
..
Monday
8am-6pm Tuesday-Friday

"Your home away from home for your Ford or Nissan"

AT GREAT LAKES FORD-NISSAN WE WILL...

STUDENT UNION

OPERATING HOURS

...gladly service your Ford, Lincoln-Mercury, Nissan vehicle regardless
of where you purchased it, including all factory warranty work!
We'll also check for any outstanding factory recalls that may be due.

S

21 .95

••

Lube, Oil, Filter
Convenient Same Day Appointment
Excludes Diesels • Up to 5 Quarts • Expires 12/01/03

ZZAS

FOOD COURT
I

■

■

i

diSCOUnt W/BGSU ID (not valid with other otters)

■..

P.' •■Ul

GREENERY
1

Local Shuttle Service
to and from campus
}
. -■.-..

|

M

DUMMf

FREE

1

.

BLACK SWAMP PUB

CARNATION CAFE
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Students and Faculty receive a 10%
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MEIJER
Bowling Green
STATE

DNIVERSIT

Free Food
Tricycle Races
Eating Contests
Giveaways
and more...

Saturday
August 23, 2003
10:00 p.m. - 1 a.m.
MEIJI
O

Woosler

I-75

2111 EWoostef St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

$1,000
Dorm Room
Makeover
Contest

(419)373-8600
Meijer is located off exit 181 off of 1-75.
Shuttle service is being provided by
Al Mar Bowling Alley Bus. Buses will be
running from 9:45 p.m. thru 12:30 am
Pick up locations:
McDonald Hall (on Thursatm St. outside McDonald West)
Kreisher Quad (at the bus shelter)

(Details in-store)

Harshman Quad (at the bus shelter)

ABOUT

MEIJER

9 2A Hours <S>

Meijer.com

>p, one store, rood, fashion, pharmacy and all your
under one roof
£A
24 hours a day, 364 days a year
Jit car* accepted, electronic checking through ATM
the Mepr Credit Card and save 10% ott your first
tion for details
One Hour Photo services- color copies,

wJ Attention Parents!

Meijer Has Your Student's COLLEGE SURVIVAL TOOLS

Add your student to your Meijer Credit card or give them
Moiier Gift Cards to make sure ttieyre always
prepared! Buy Sift Cards or manage your
Mdjcr CrwMr Card Online at Mciier.com

Mj
il service, check cashing, UPS
r stores

r«"

Bit'|»|

MElJEI
_>

L

■- ■
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Police
search for
lost money

Toddler found dead in SUV
By Charles Richards

release the names of the driver or

'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

the child.

DALIAS — A toddler was left
in a sweltering sport utility vehicle for eight hours after a daycare
worker picked him up in the
morning but never look him out
of the back seat, police said. The
hoy was found dead after a frantic search.
The driver found the 8monUi-old boy's body between
the SlfV's back seat and its rear
door after the driver received a
phone call Wednesday afternoon. The driver flagged down a
passing patrol car and told an
officer that a child in the back of
the Chevrolet Suburban wasnt
breathing.
The driver turned himself in to
police, the Dallas Morning News
reported
Thursday.
Police
spokeswoman lattice Houston
said no charges have liecn filed
and the case is likely to be
referred to a grand jury, the
newspaper said.
Police did not immediately

1

The boy's grandmother came
to pick him up at TOT Tots Day
Can) Si Learning (inter in Oak
Cliff Wednesday afternoon and
discovered the child had never

arrived.
"Someone had placed the
baby in a carrier seat between
the back seat and the door.
Whoever was driving forgot
about it or didn't know about it,"
said police Sgt. Curtis Brown.
The county medical examiner
pronounced the child dead at
the scene. Results of an autopsy
were expected Thursday.
The temperature ranged from
95 to 98 degrees in Dallas on
Wednesday afternoon, said C :hris
Hobbins, a meteorologist wilh
the National Weather Service in
fort Worth.
"Inside the car, it could have
been 130 to 140 degrees, especially if the car wasn't parked in
the shade,'' Hobbins said.
There have been 36 reported

~x

1

heat-related deaths involving
children left in vehicles in the

nation this year, and Texas has
the highest number with nine,

BGSU
UNIVERSITY

bookstore

STORES

@ THE B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION

according to San Francisco State
University. Florida has repotted
live. Arizona four and California
three.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
More than $260,000 was still
missing a day after $320,000 in
cash fell out of an armored truck,
state troopers said.
A l^wis Systems of Iowa truck
was headed east on Interstate 80
about 6 p.m. Tuesday when its
rear doors opened and a container of cash and coins went rolling
across the roadway.
The driver and his co-worker
immediately realized the money
had fallen out and tried to stop
and recover it, police said. Cars
going both directions on the
interstate also stopped, with
about 40 to HO people gathering
the blowing money.
Two people, Martin Egan. 22,
and (ierilynne Candow, 35, were
stopped separately and arrested
on theft charges for snagging
some of the cash, said Li. Rob
llansen, Iowa State Patrol
spokesman.
About $60,000 was recovered
at the scene and from the two
arrests.
The missing money may be
traceable and officials are asking
anyone with information to contact police. Lewis Systems has
offered a reward of 10 percent of
the amount recovered for the
information.
State officials said amnesty
would be granted to anyone who
returns money by 4 p.m.
Saturday.

THERE IS STILL TIME

Fall Semester Hours*
Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Friday, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, 12-5:30 p.m.

FLOORS

419-372-2851

OF EXCITEMENT

Web site: http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
email: bookstore@bgnet.bgsu.edu

YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
751 HIGH STREET - Two BR Furnished. One
hath plus vanity. Limit 2 people.
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $535.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $450.00
505 CLOliGH STREET Cunpui Manor - Behind
Klnko's. Two Redroom Furnished. One Bath Plus
Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $490.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450,011
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One
Bath.

All New and Used Textbooks
All Required & Recommended
Course Materials
Largest Selection of Used Books
at 25% Savings
Online Textbook Reservations
Largest Selection of BGSU Clothing
General Reading Bestsellers
Reference Books
Computer Books, Supplies,
Software and Hardware
Art & School Supplies
Music, CDs, DVDs & Electronics
Greeting Cards & Gifts
Special Order Services

the

PEREGRINE

shop

Fall Semester Hours*
Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday, 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

419-372-9500

• Hours subset to change. Htxrs extended lor peak «me» sudi as start ol
and Mi oe posted at More or cat 419-372-2851 lor current information

Now Playing at the
University Bookstore:
Playstation 2 and XBox consoles,
games and accessories
Consoles
Games

One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $570.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $490.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $690.0(1
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished. One
Bath Plus Vanity.
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $570.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $490.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $690.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
840-850 SIXTH ■ Rock Ledge Manor. Two
Bedroom. Two Baths. Dishwashers. Extra Storage

Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus

Food, Beverages, Snacks
School Supplies
BGSU Clothing & Insignia Gifts
Commencement Products
Greeting Cards & Gifts
Health & Beauty Aids

WE BUY BACK BOOKS EVERYDAY
AND PAY THE MOST MONEY!
University Bookstore Back to Class
Extended Hours:
Saturday, 8/23 .. ... .9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday,8/24 ...
9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Monday, 8/25 ... ... .8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tuesday, 8/26 ...
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Wednesday, 8/27
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Thursday, 8/28 .. ... .8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday, 8/29 .... .8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday, 8/30 .. ...11 a.m.-3p.m.
Sunday, 8/31
CLOSED
Monday, 9/1 .. .CLOSED, LABOR DAY

Juan Garcia AP Phor

TODDLER DEATH: Chantienkia Williams, left, holds her 1-year-old daughter Leslie Macintosh as she
listens to her cousin, Paula Grant talk to the media following the death of a 7-month-old boy in the a
daycare center Wednesday. Aug. 20, 2003, in Dallas

By Amy lorentzen
ASSOCIATE0 PRtSS WRITER

$179.99

Vanity.
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
839 SEVENTH- One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $365.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $430.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $480.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $410.00
724 S. COLLECE Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1
1/2 Baths.
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480.00
School Year - One Person Rate - $455.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $590.00
841 EICHTH - Two Bedroom Furn. or Unfurn.
PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470.00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom, One Bath, Puroiihed,
Dishwasher
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $390.00
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
School Year - Three Person Rate - $680.00
One Year - Three Person Rate - $560.00

WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO
BEDROOM BUILDINGS. STOP IN THE OFFICE
FOR A BROCHURE.
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS
WITH
A $225.00 NON-REFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT.

$29.99 - $49.99

SERVING BGSU & THE COMMU
Methods of payment accepted: BiG Charge-Visa-Mastercard-Oiscover-Cash-Check

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Howling Green, OH
Located Acro»» From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-22BO.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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VOLLEYBALL: BG OPENS SEASON AT THE BOISE STATE INVITATIONAL. PAGE 14

Football
Thursday, 7 p.m.

August 22,
2003

Falcons look to improve on
their 9-3 record from 2002
against Eastern Kentucky at;
the Doyt.

www.hgnews.com/sporls

Women's soccer
Aug. 30-31, Hawaii

BOWIING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

\ndy Richards' squad opens in
Hawaii against Arizona Stale
and the University of Hawaii.

Men's soccer

FALCON FOOTBALL 2003

Today and Aug. 30
Mel Mahler takes his squad
and Ail-MAC goalkeeper David
DeCIraff to Duquesne for an
exhibition and then returns
home to host Cincinnati.

Volleyball
Aug. 29-30
I.iii inis attempt tO build on
last season's improvement,
beginning the season in Boise
at the Boise Stale Invitational.

Cross Country
Aug. 30
BG looks to get an early start
against MAC opponents by
competing in the Eastern
Michigan Open in Ann Arbor.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Faculty and staff
football tickets now
available
University faculty and staff
can pick up four free tickets to
the lirst home football game of
the season, slated for Aug. 28
at 7 p.m.
You may pick those tickets
up at Anderson Arena between
now and Wednesday from 9
a.m.-5 p.m.
The Falcons host Eastern
Kentucky.

BGfall
sports
aim to
succeed
JAYME
RAMSON
Running Wild
(iin Rowling Circen sports top
last year's overall athletic performance? The football team was
ranked nationally, the men's soccer team won the Mid-American
Conference regular season title
and RC athletes rebounded from
injuries, tragedy and losses to
improve the university's status as
a top athletic sch(x>l in the MA('..
This year could be even better,
With home games, meets,
matches
and
tournaments
scheduled for every varsity sport,
the athletic fields and arena will
never be quiet this fall. (Iheck out
the action, you might witness
Howling Green history.
The Falcon football team will
open the season under the lights
at Doyt Perry Stadium on
Thursday
against
Bastern
Kentucky. The team will play five
more home games throughout
the season.
Two of BG's away games might
be the most critical games of die
season. On Sept. 20 the Falcons
will travel to Columbus to play
the defending national champions. limTressel's team won't look
at the game as an easy one after
they needed a fourth quarter
comeback to defeat last season's
in-state opponent. Cincinnati.
Then, on Nov. 4, the Falcons
will play Miami of Ohio in
Oxford. The game will be televised on I-SPN or ESPN2. A good
game on national television
might attract recruits to the
Bowling Green program
After finishing 9-3 last season,
Uie Falcons will want to show
THIS YEAR,PAGE 2

Gridders
hungry
for MAC
title
After last seasons
late-season fade,
2003 Falcons eye
West title, bowl bid
By Dan Gedney
JSjIsUNt SPOTS 1011 OR

The Falcons' 2002 offensive squad set a high
standard for this season's squad to measure up to.
Bowling Green finished the
season ranked first in the
nation in red zone efficiency at
96.8 percent (61-63), third in
scoring, averaging 40.8 points
per game, eighth in total
offense with 448,9 yards per
game and 15th in rushing with
219.1 yards per game. The
Falcons also set 17 school
records and seven
MidAmerican Conference records
last season.
BGSU
alumnus
Greg
Studrawa will run the offense
this season. Studrawa, who
spent the previous two seasons
as the Falcons offensive line
coach, was the first person
head coach Gregg Hrandon
named to his staff.
The Falcons have a lot of size
on the offensive line. Each
player stands at least 6'4" and

weighs in at 300 pounds or
more. Brandon refers to them
as "our five blocks of graniteRyan Lucas. Andrew Hart,
Robert I laley, Andy Grubb and
Scott Mruczkowski are the five
that will probably start on the
offensive line, but they will
have plenty of competition.
"The thing that I think we
have that we haven't had in the
past couple of years is competition," Studrawa said. "We
held our breath with the five
guys we had the past couple
years and if one of them went
down it was a tragedy. Now
where we're not as solid like
that with experience, we do
have competition at positions
and I think competition will
breed those guys into becoming better players."
"Scott Mruczkowski is an
anchor in the offensive line,"
Hrandon said. "We've got a real
Division I offensive line, finally,

OFFENSE, PAGE17

KEY OFFENSIVE RETURNERS
The highly-powered Falcon offense from a year ago figures to be |ust as
potent this year, with this group of returnees. The unit lost Robert Redd,
its leading receiver, and Joe Alls, its leading rusher, but will replace
them with plenty of depth of both positions
Player

Key stats

Josh Harris
P.J. Pope
Cole Magner
James Hawkins
B.J. Lane
Omar Jacobs
Shaun Suisham
Charles Sharon

20 rushing TD's
577 rushing yards
26 receptions
546 receiving yards
6.2 avg. yards a tush
Redshirted last year
12-14 in FG's
33 receptions

Ben Swanger BG News
GETTING READY: Top left a
Bowling Green football player
tosses to a receiver during
practice during a drill.

"It can't get here soon enough. I'm ready to get out on the field
and play l ha l firs I game."
JANSSEN PATTON. FALCON CORNERBACK

Defense positive
about new season
By Zach Baker
SPORTS [DUOS

Ben Swtnftr BG News

COMING THROUGH: Michael Malone and Keon Newson run in
drills earlier this week in practice outside ot Doyt Perry stadium.

For the last two seasons, the
Bowling Careen football team has
been known for it's offense. This
year looks to be no exception,
with several starters returning on
that side of the ball. Hut the play
of the defense could determine
bow successful this season is.
Falcons' defensive coordinator
Tim Beckman said that the
defense is enthusiastic about the
upcoming season.
"We're excited; the guys are
working hard," Beckman said.
"The anxiety is there, and every
time we step on the field we want
to get better."
Beckman said the strongest
defensive area is in the secondary when' four starters arc
returning,
lanssen
Patton.

Michael Malone. lason Morton
and Keon Newson make up one
of the most experienced position
cores on the team.
Beckman said the secondary
will lie among the best in the
Mid-American Conference.
"That kind of experience, you
just can't pass it up." Beckman
said. They are as good as an)
body in this conference, all fourol
them together."
Patton, entering into his final
season at BG, said he is reach for
the season to start.
This is one of those seasons
where you know it's your last one
and you're just ready to play it."
Patton said. "It can't get here soon
enough. I'm ready to get out on
the field and play that first game."
Head Coach Gregg Brandon
said he has also been happy with

the leadership exhibited by the
starters, helping the younger
players in the secondary
"Our four freshman DBs
|dctcnsi\c liacks| can be as good
as the older kids in couple ol
wars, they're that skilled."
Brandon said.
In contrast to theexperience in
the secondary Beckman considers the linebacker core to !>e the
weakest on the defense, due to
inexperience. With the loss ol
Chris llaneline. Beckman said
plav en such as lovon Burkes and
Daniel Sayles will be asked to
Cany the load. Ktirkcs will lake
over for llaneline at middle linebacker, and Beckman said it's
Important for Sayles be strong
DEFENSE.PAGE 17
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Volleyball has high expectations
Nine letterwinners return,
bring confidence to team
played in 2002, but Susie Norris
feels that BG is up to the challenge of filling the voids left by
both players.
'(lamby and 1 jura were great
players and it's hard to replace
those two as individuals, but 1
think our team is really going to
be united this year," said Norris, a
three-year starter. "We have more
leadership and 1 think as a team
we'll fill them."
Norris set a school record in

By lason A Dnon
SP0B'S B* I

llopr springs eternal for the
BGSU volleyball team, the same
hope everyone tell n<iinn Into last
season
riio assumption was thai the
Falcons would eclipse 20 victories tor the fourth consecutive
year, but a 13-game road stretch,
and an OH start in the MidAmerican ('eminence knocked
the Falcons off balance and
impacted uh.it was supposed to
be a winning season.
Now; BG approaches the 200:1
season with "lofty" goals, a plan
and a nucleus of players that look
to improve upon a 9-21 record
and a -1-14 conference mark.
We've Invn workingextremel\ hard, trying to touch all the
skills. It's ,1 very good carry over
from last season with team
chemistry... It's just a lot of
excitement and I'm really glad
that carried over from the
spring, head coach Denise Van
llcWallcsaid.
"I think thai last >ear caught us
nil guard because we were coming off back-to-back East
Division Championships, and
then to six seniors from the year
before had an effect on them."
she added. "( iriainly. we want to
improve from last season, get
back to the 30-win mark and host
a first-round game in the MAC
Tournament t hir plan is to stress
teamwork, discipline and the
commitment to make these
things happen."
The Falcons return with nine
lettet winners and three new
additions to the team. The departures 1 >l krist in Gamby to gradualion and I aura 'Iwyman, who
decided to forego her final year of
eligibility, may prove to be costly,
however.
Gamby and Iwyman combined to produce MA kills and
started in .>! of the 60 matches

"We've been working extremely
hard, trying to
touch all the skills.
It's a very good
carry over from
last season with
team chemistry."
DENISE VAN DEWALiE. COACH
digs as a freshman w uh 462 and
has a career total of 1,129. She is
one of five seniors on the roster.
Nadia Bedricky, Sara Sikorski
and Samantha Rennau played in
a total of 207 games as juniors.
Libby Voshell, a four-year starter
for the softball team, rounds out
the senior class.
"We truly have four seniors
and then Ubby, who's coming
over from softball makes that five
seniors but we have to treat her as
a newcomer.. .since she has not
been playing volleyball," Van l)c
Walle said. "I really think that this
senior class can lead by example.
I think they have good verbal
skills, and 1 think they have the
right desire and commitment to
lead this team."
Van De Walle has just as much
confidence in the juniors, which
mirror the seniors in terms of
production and experience.

Ground

Amber Marcski, Melissa Mohr,
Taylor TWite and Bridget Protas,
who tetums after tearing her ACL
during the latter part of the season, each made at least three
starts and played in a total of 300
games a year ago.
"The junior class is extremely
competitive and will l>e on the
floor, Van De Walle said,
"knowing them, I just look at
them as players that are going to
compete to have a position on
the floor."
Emily Manser saw action in
101 games as a freshman and finished second to Norris with 306
digs. She is looking forward to
continuing her maturation as a
player and helping mentor the
incoming freshmen, Chrissy
Gothkc and Corrie Mills.
"I think there is a lot of room
for me to improve from last year
so I can make a bigger difference," Manser said. "I think we all
have tried to make the transition
as easy as possible for Chrissy
and Corrie...Of course, they are
going to experience tough times
But they have done a good job
adjusting to us."
The Falcons begin their second
season in the MAC West Division,
where preseason conference and
tournament favorite Ball State
resides.
Van IX' Walle. who enters her
21st season as head coach at BG,
is the MAC's all-time leader in victories with 368 and knows the
competition within the conference can only contribute to the
team's growth.
"The West Division is definitely
the tougher side. You look at
Western (Michigan), Northern
Illinois and Ball State...all those
teams have won championships," she said.
"We don't make a big deal of it

Part time
Package Handler
Positions Available!

5 Shifts to

r'Round Posi,ion
Choose From *♦Yea
5 Shifts To Choose From

♦ SUNRISE
(3:30am to 8:30am)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr
♦ DAY
(2:OOpm to 6:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ TWILIGHT
(7:OOpm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ PRELOAD
(3:00am to 8:OOam)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr

AND MORE TO COME: A Bowling Green
player spikes the ball during practice earter this week.
At left, Bowling Green players try to keep
a volley alive during a drill.

V0UEYBALI.PAGE21

When you absolutely, positively want a better wage

♦ OVERNIGHT
(Midnight to 5:OOam)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr

Ben Swinger BG News

♦ 3-5Hrs., 5 Days A Week

c

or iapt

Easy to get to:
Fad

- -•
Airport Hwy

♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Weekly Pay

<§■

Make any night
feel like Saturday night

♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-J10.00
♦ Weekends & Holidays OFF

FecEx
Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road,
Toledo, OH 43615

ttowwtf1*

(I mile north of Airport Hwy.)
Mak* h a BLOCKBUSTER Hiqhi

We accept applications
Monday-Thursday, 8:00 - 4:00,
Friday 11:00 -4:00.

Bring in this ad and receive a free rental!
'Membership rules apply

1-800-582-3577 Call Today
EOE

816 N. Main St. • 419-373-9888
BLOCKBUSTER f*n» dotKjf a«w> r-Hlod mar*! urn tiatMmarlu ol Btocfcounar. mc O2003 BloctdXittO'. Inc All RignM RoMrvoti
Carl and Ray *■• tiadtmarks ol EUocJtbuatw. Inc
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Women's soccer eager to start season
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

The BGSU women's soccer
team is getting ready to kickorT
their 2003 campaign and are looking forward to what they hope will
be another strong season.
The Falcons finished third in
the Mid-American Conference
last season and made it all the way
to the MAC tournament final
before losing to Miami. They
ended their season with a record
of 12-8-2 and a MAC record of 7-41.
It was a team that had to go
through the tragic death of a
teammate and plenty of hardships, but in the end still managed
to stick together. This season they
return 16 letterwinners and 10
starters for fourth-year coach
Andy Richards
Among the returning starters is
forward Kristy Coppes, whose 24
career goals ranks first in team
history.
Four out of five point leaders
return for the 2003 season, which
include Coppes.
midfielder
Samantha Meister, midfielder
Julie Trundle, and forward Britt
Anderson.
The senior Falcons tliis year will
be defender Kasey Freeman and
forward Carrie Richards
"Our seniors are great leaders
and have plenty of experience
from the years they have played
here." Richards said. "They know
that our expectations, as well as
standard increase every year and
they will play a big role in pushing
this team to keep working."
The team will welcome in seven
newcomers for this year from
Ohio and Michigan. These newcomers will be forward Karen
Brown, midfielder Lindsay Carter,
defender Kristen Grove, goalkeeper lenifer Kemahan. goalkeeper
Samantha Martinez, forward
(enny Matson, and midfielder
Sara Moore.
Richards commented on how
he is eager to get back and start a
new season. "I'm excited to get
back and get going again this
year," Richards said. "We are going
to have strong competition this
year and are looking forward to
competing for the MAC title
again."
This year's schedule will include
non-conference
opponents
Arizona State, Hawaii. Eastern
Illinois,
Cincinnati,
Detroit,
Wright State, Valparaiso, Michigan
State, and a home match against
Ohio State on Halloween to end
the season.
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MEMORIAL A memorial has been placed in the corner of
Cochrane Field tor Leslie Dawley. who passed away last November.

Falcons to honor
fallen teammate

Swanger BG Nn
READY TO GO: Members ot the women's soccer team prepare tor their opener next week

By Zach Baker
SPORTS EDITOR

The women's soccer team will
never forget.
It has been over nine months
since the team played their last
game at Cochrane Field, just one
day after their friend and teammate Leslie Dawiey passed away.
Now. about to begin a new
season, the Falcons will look to
move forward while at the same
time remembering their teammate.
Falcons' head coach Andy
Richards said it's important for
the team to honor leslie while
focusing on the new season.
"We want to respect Leslie's
memory, and remember what a
great kid she was," Richards said.
"Not just a great soccer player,
but a great person who always
had a smile on her face."
Richards said the
team
remembers Leslie as much now
for what she meant to the team
as a person.
"It's a difficult one to deal
with," Richards said. 'The kids
talk about leslie on many occasions, and more now then ever,
in the light-hearted sense. It's a

WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 16
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V|ne ard
y
Church
"' Bowling Green

demonstrating passion tor God &
compassion tor people

126 K. Wooster
Specializing
in Fade
Cuts and
Clipper
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balance."
To honor leslie. the team will
wear a number 18 (leslie's number) on the left arm of both its
game and practice jerseys this
season.
"We're going to have a daily
reminder of her, not that we
wouldn't IH- thinking about her
anyway." Richards said. "It's a
very important thing for us."
The team will also dedicate a
memorial to leslie in the right
hand comer of Cochrane Field
Team
co-captain
Carrie
Richards said that the team will
have leslie in mind all season.
"We're going to have her in
mind, and she's definitely
missed," Carrie said. "She's still
going to be thought about, especially when the MAC tournament comes by. She is in our
hearts."
This season, the team will also
deal with losing Krika Flanders to
graduation. As the team's goalie
and the Falcons unquestioned
leader, Flanders is now working
as a graduate assistant with the

Sunday @ 10:30 am

Walk-ins or
Appts. Welcome

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

Cuts
Located directly across from Dairy Mart

1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419 686 8117

BGSU's
PHOTOGRAPHY
HEADQUARTERS *

WELCOME STUDENTS
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!

friOnlk

• T-Shirfs

Call in your orders to us and
well pay for the shipping*

• Sweatshirts
• Hats

35mm SLRs
Digital Cameras

MINOLTA®

*/ Coffee Mugs

NIKON®

*/ Jewelry
-Gold.Sllver

Darkroom Supplies
Photo Accessories
Inkjet Supplies
Film Developing
Digital Printing

OLYMPUS®

• Pencils

CANON®

• Banks
*/ Jackets

FUJI®

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery, screen printing and sewn
on letters. Over 400 fabrics to choose from.

J-JOT J-JSW AKRUVALSlJHIi
New Fashion Jewelry ana Watches • Frames
Bath and Body Products • Body Jewelry
• Totes and Purses
*Hot new beaded items - personalized initial tees*

Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise

• Baby Tees • Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Pullover Jackets •

Wood Products

• Baby T

TAMR0N®

• Baseball T

Lenses

• Paddles • Letters • Frames • And Much Morel
Book your paddle party now for 30% off

»/ Charms

EPSON®
Rim Scanners

• Window Stickers
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• ID Holders

Digital Accessories

• Stationary
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Sweatshirts
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419-882-7077
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Men's soccer ready New captains
to
lead
team
to defend MAC tide
MEMORY, FROM PAGE 13
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The men's soccer team is taking
the upcoming season head on,
and they are anticipating a difficult yet successful season.
The falcons, who won a share
of the Mid-American Conference
regular season championship last
season, were projected to finish
third in the conference by the
MAC preseason coaches poll.
The Falcons finished with a 613 overall record last season.
However, they were 4-1 in conference play and finished their season with a loss to Akron in the
finals of the conference tournament.
The Falcons are looking forward to beginning the new season and will look to use their past
experiences to their advantage.
The team has 13 letter winners
reluming to the squad including
eight starters from last year. I lead
coach Mel Mahler is expecting his
seniors to take on leadership roles
on this young team.
Mahler is entering his I Oth season at BGSU and said he is looking forward to the upcoming season.
"We are excited in regards to
having a fresh start. We had a little
bit of a rough go last year, but
when it was all said and done it
was a wonderful learning experience about diversity," Mahler
said. "Our approach this year is to
start fresh and start on a good
note."
Mahler said that starting off on
a positive note means winning,
but he also said that the team
must concentrate on what they
do well in order to be successful.
The season opener for the
Falcons will be held at BG's
Mickey Cochrane Field on Aug.
30. The Falcons will take on the

University of Cincinnati, a
nationally ranked team last season.
"We're going to be tested right
off the bat. Cincinnati is a high
caliberteam,"Mahlersaid. "Then
we have to rum right around and
play Green Bay, then we have two
games on the road against two
very good teams. So by the end of
September we'll pretty much
know what we are made of as a
team."
The Falcons, however, should
look fresh in the season opener
against Cincinnati thanks in large
part to an exhibition game
against IXiquesne.
I he Falcons are hoping to
knock off any cobwebs that may
have grown during the offseason,
and the game will also give the
Falcons a chance to play as a
team for the first time this season.
The preseason game is scheduled to take place today in
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mahler said it
could serve as a useful learning
tool going into the season.
The Falcons will not get their
first chance to play in the MAC
until Sept. 21, when they take on
Akron. This away game will be the
first of many tough conference
games the Falcons will partake in
Bin Swnjei BG News
over the course of the season.
Other MAC opponents the KICKING IT INTO GEAR: Two men's soccer players sharpen their
Falcons will play this year include; skills in practice earlier this week.
Northern Illinois, Western
Michigan,
Marshall and
KEY 2002 STATISTICS FOR RETURNING PLAYERS
Buffalo.
Regardless of the schedule difThe Falcons will return this season having put up some impressive
ficulty the Falcons are optimistic
numbeis both as a team and individually. Despite losing four
about the upcoming season.
seniors, the team still has a number of strong scorers on the roster.
Returning starters and veteran
Below are some of the numbers put up in 2002 by some of the
leadership combined with great
returning players. Also listed are the team's records in 2002.
coaching should make what
Header
Key stats/
could be a very difficult season a
David
OeGratt
87 saves
great one for the Falcons.
Matt Martmka

Paul Seip
Cory Stevens
Paul Dhaliwahl
Eric Ouda
Team Conference Record
Overall Record

Welcome BGSU Freshman!!

Source wwwbgsufalcons.com

Study on.

17 starts
6 assists
17 starts
4 goals
15 starts

4-1
6-13
BGNews

women's soccer team at the
University of Creighton.
This season, Carrie and
Casey Freeman will each
assume the role of co-captains.
Carrie said that while they
won't be able to replace
Flanders, they will try to provide the leadership that the
Falcons — still a young team —
need.
"Erika was a great captain
and a great leader on our team,"
Carrie said. "I think Casey and I
both have a challenge ahead of

us. "Our goal is to keep the team
pumped, and we're going to do
what we can."
Richards said that the team
looks for leaders to emerge
before they reach their senior
year.
"We have tried to identify
younger kids within the program and tell them that they are
going to be leaders," Richards
said. "So that some of the kids
that are starting to come
through...have time to adapt
their own leadership style."

Ben Swinger BG News

KEEP AWAY: A player for the women's soccer team moves the ball
down the field earlier this week.

Women's soccer to
open in Hawaii
WOMEN'S SOCCER. FROM PAGE 15

Playing a team from last year's
top 25 in a three-team tournament in Hawaii to begin the season is a challenge the team is
looking forward to.
"We are looking forward to
going out there and playing well
with hopefully getting a few vic-

tories out there to start the season," Richards said.
The team begins play on
August 30th in Hawaii against
Arizona State with a match the
following day against host
Hawaii in the three-team tournament.
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Hitting the books? Apple computers pack everything to make your

Hitting the dance floor? With iPod. carry up to 7500 songs right in your

college career a success. They exchange files effortlessly with PCs and

hip pocket. It's light and goes everywhere. And it works effortlessly with

run the programs you need, like Microsoft Word, Excel, and

iTunes and the iTunes Music Store—the best way to buy and download

PowerPoint. Own your success Own a Mac. Study on

your music. Add speakers and you'll add a ton of new freinds. Rock on.

Save up to $300 when you buy a Mac laptop, an iPod,
and an HP printer before September 27,2003.*

University Book Store • Bowen-Thompson Student Union
(419) 372-7249 • bookstore.bgsu.edu
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Other product and company names mentioned here«n may be trademarks of their respective companies iJOOWA

Authorized C.impus Reseller
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Players expect to make
run at conference title
OFFENSE, FROM PAGE 13

so, I'm fired up about that."
Hart returns to the Falcons
after two years of battling
injuries.
"When you're injured and
watching and doing rehab you
have so much time to be alone
and do your work and just rehab
that you think about everything,
and I just can't wait to play," Hart
said.
Leading the Falcons down the
field this season will be quarterback Josh Harris. Harris, who set
five school records and two MAC
records last season, has compiled a 12-3 record as starting
quarterback over the past two
seasons while rushing and passing for 28 touchdowns apiece
during that timespan. Harris
also has a career 56.6 passing
percentage and has thrown
twice as many touchdowns as
interceptions (28/14) over the
past two seasons. Harris will lead
the Falcons in their quest to win
a MAC championship.
"I think BG can make a run at
the MAC championship because
we work that hard," Harris said.
"We train in the offseason to do

something like that, we talked
about it, we dream about it, we
focus on it and that's what were
going to try to do."
Harris poses a double-threat
to the opposing defense as he
can hurt them through the air as
well as on the ground. In 2002 he
had only two games in which lie
did not record a rushing touchdown. He also had eight games
in which he recorded multiple
rushing touchdowns.
Playing behind Harris will be
Omar Jacobs. Jacobs, a redshirt
freshmen, completed 26 of 44
passes for 164 yards and two
touchdowns in the spring game.
"We're treating Omar like 'you
have to prepare to be the starting
quarterback.'" Studrawa said.
"The next play, one play is all
everybody is from being nut and
we realize that with everything
we do and so we have to tell
Omar and we're treating Omar
that way that you have to practice and prepare like your the
starting quarterback,' there's no
other way around it."
The receiving corps has a large
void to fill with the departure of
Robert Redd. The Falcons have
numerous players waiting to
step up and fill Redds shoes.

"Those guys aa- all fighting for
the 85 or 90 balls that Robert
Redd caught, they all want to
fight for those balls now,"
Studrawa said. "They're doing
good, lames Hawkins is really
having a great camp so far.
Charles Sharon's having a great
camp, Cole Magner, those three
stand out in my mind right now,
but Brandon Jones and Derrick
lett and Steve Sanders are some
guys that are in a competition
role now where they are trying to
win a spot against those guys. So.
we have some good competition
there and kids that have played
in some games and some experienced kids that have caught
balls in some big games for us so
I expect that to be a strength."
The top returnees at the running back position are RJ. Pope
and B.J. lane. Pope rushed for
577 yards as a true freshmen last
season, lane averaged 6.2 yards
per carry and ran for 156 yards
and scored one touchdown last
season.
The Falcons begin their quest
to follow up on last season's success on Thursday. Aug.28 when
they host Eastern Kentucky at 7
p.m.

Ben Swanjer BG News

AGILE: Defensive back Jason Morton leads during a drill earlier this week.

All looks good for BG sports
Defense optimistic despite
departures in line; linebackers
THIS YEAR. FROM PAGE 13

DEFENSE, FROM PAGE 13

this season.
"I It's a guy who hasn't had a lot
of experience/* Becluiian said.
" I le's the one that Is going to have
to step up and perform."
'Hie defensive tine is an area
that is full of youth, with tWO red
shirt sophomores, one true
sophomore and a true freshman
|M'nrile<t in at the (op of the depth
chart.
Beekman said that while the

front four of Mitchell Crossley,
Mike ITialer, Matt Leiningcr and
IX'von Parks arc young, he isconfident that they will thrive.
"We've got a young defensive
front, but they've all played for
US," Beekman said. "Parks came
in in January and did a great job
for us, and has earned a starting
job right now."
One of the leaders on defense,
Patton said dial he likes what he
has seen thus far from the defensive line.
"It's a little bit of a change in

that aspect, but I think it's a
change for the best," Patton said.
"We got a lot more athletic up
front."
Patton said he expects the
defense to perform well this season.
"We have come out every day,
and you can see that we are getting better and better," Patton
said. "Just from what I have seen,
I can tell that we are going to have
a real special defense this year.

that their national ranking was
not a mistake. After a 6-0 record
at Doyt Perry Stadium during
2002, Bowling Green will probably produce another electrifying
home campaign with returning
quarterback losh Flarris taking
the snaps and healthy offensive
and defensive lines.
Both the men's and women's
soccer teams have MidAmerican Conference tournament experience after last season, with a number of returnees.

The men's team will have an
inipi irt.ii it match-up with Akron,
the defending MAC tournament
champs, in the conference opener on Sept. 26.
Ten starters return to the
women's soccer team. The
Falcons will play four consecutive
home games after returning from
a trip to Hawaii to play in a
Honolulu tournament Aug. 3031.
The cross country teams will
compete in two home meets this
season. In one of the meets, the
Falcons will go head to head with

CucTc
,iJWcrks

Toledo and their 2003 U.S.
National steeplechase champion, Briana Shook.
Four starters are back from last
year's volleyball team. Nine letterwinners return to the team that
went 9-21 last season. The season
includes a home tournament
with West Virginia, Murray State
and Iowa State, the first home inseason tournament for the
Falcons in three years.
The men's and women's golf
teams and the women's tennis
team will also be in action this
fall.

Witts wtfWOO'si
344 S. Main SI, BG across from Clark)
419-353 -6S08

Bicycle Sales & Service

•
•
•
•
•
•

NIC-NACS
BIRDHOUSES
SPUN CLASS
WIND CHIMES
FROSTED CLASS
GLOW IN THE
DARK ITEMS
• HOLIDAY SPECIALS
• WALL CLOCKS

352-9375

•IMCEMTS
• CANDLES
• CANDLE HOLDERS
• MIRRORS
• CARDEN/VARD
ACCESSORIES
• KNIFES
• SWORDS AND
MUCH MORE...

Give us a call for what's on SALE!

Students:

248 South Main St.
shopcyclewerks.com

'12.00 (9 holes) weekend
'16.00 (18 holes) Weekend
'10.00 (9 holes) weekday
14.00 (18 holes) weekday

Wttiis wv^"00 s*

& coupon

FALL PASS *90.00
* Tee time required
• Must present valid BCSU ID

57i

S79-S«Ta

| •

THE BEST
Tuffy Does It Right!
Auto Service
Centers
Tom and the crew at
Tuffy invite you to

$40.00 8sf

SAVE on our axr0GB inventory ol lop Quaky Hew*

■ wararew mutVs • good *> as cog as you own yourcar
■ "In tauot otner offers Most cars and IghttrucM

LUBE/OIL/FILTER
& TIRE ROTATION
»«•* -**. QC* Most Cars
I **J and Ligfti „CITGO
Trucks
I includes o» We* o* cnange ** up » 5 Quarts ol quarry
1
C*jo motor V chassis low. and a cornpttie v«r«»saMy
I nspecnon RotanaHourtras *h ifc ol c*w otsrs

$21

DEIA VU PRESENTS

i $20°° OFF ANY SERVICE
$
OVER 100|00
Present coupon betoye sewce
EicWes other otters

f " " " TIFETTME"MRRANTED
BRAKE PADS & SHOES
i 2 Wheel Service $20 OFF LIST
i 4 Wheel Service $40 OFF LIST
I *!*ma# Orm syw> raptcex "■—' T "aameo pads
|crsncet Heped- -tee Manrgs and nxhr* WcrvTums
.ragund S¥nrrm»cDatKami%/acafr0*oin'^ft»rmm
1
» addronal cost 'ri M*j ol otvr ofers UoO can anfl kgn frwM

1067 S. Main St ■ 353-2444 - Bowing Green

'■»'-•-'-- *'

«■ -

$33 Mln tattoo (above the waist)
$15 Barbells
$10 Piercings (hoop only)
It*
Also Includes gift shopi Items

I

SUNTHUR
ALL DOMESTIC BEER $1.00
S^ IMPORTS $1.25

smmr
SUNDIY
^> $3.00 DRINK*
$15.00 NUDE UNCES

M-F 8am-6pm / SAT 8«m-2pm

MUFFLERS

ENTERTAINMENT
& DRINK PRICES

IN TOWN

come in for an
alignment today!

LIFETIME WARRANTED

20% off with i
Student I.D. {

ANATOMY 101

NIllMEWOIKimOLVED

TUESDAY
$2.00 DRINKS a
24-1 DANCES

WEDNESDAY
$10 NUDE DANCES

THURSDAY
NO COVER W/
DEJAYUAPPAIEL
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Mark your calendars with BG athletics!
MEN'S SOCCER

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

Ttiu AUG. 28: EASTERN KENTUCKY
Sat SEPT. 6: at Purdue
Sat SEPT. 13: LIBERTY
Sat SEPT. 20: at Ohio State
Sat OCT. 4: CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Sat OCT. 11: at Western Michigan
Sat OCT. 18: at Eastern Michigan
Sat OCT. 25: NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Tues NOV. 4: at Miami
Sat NOV. 15: KENT STATE
Sat NOV. 22: at Ball State
Sat NOV. 28: TOLEDO

Fri SEPT. 12: WEST VIRGINIA
Fri SEPT. 12: MURRAY STATE
Sat SEPT. 13: IOWA STATE
Tues SEPT. 16: OAKLAND
Wed SEPT. 17: VALPARAISO
Sat SEPT. 20: at Ohio State
Fri SEPT. 26: IPFW
Sat SEPT. 27: WESTERN MICHIGAN
Wed OCT. 1: at Toledo
Fri OCT. 10: CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Sat OCT. 11: KENT STATE
Fri OCT. 17: TOLEDO
Sat OCT. 18: NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Fri NOV. 7: MIAMI
Sat NOV. 8: BALL STATE
Wed NOV. 12: AKRON

Sat AUG. 30: CINCINNATI
Sun SEPT. 7: WISCONSIN-G.B
Fri SEPT. 26. at Akron
Sun SEPT. 28: MICHIGAN
Sun OCT. 5: KENTUCKY
Sun OCT. 12: NORTHERN ILLINOIS
Thu OCT. 16: at Cleveland State
Sun OCT. 19: BIRMINGHAM SOUTH
Tue OCT. 21: OAKLAND
Sun OCT. 26: WESTERN MICHIGAN
Sun NOV. 2: DETROIT MERCY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

CROSS COUNTRY

Fri SEPT. 5: EASTERN ILLINOIS
Sun SEPT. 7: EASTERN MICHIGAN
Fri SEPT. 12: CENTRAL MICHIGAN
Sun SEPT. 14: CINCINNATI
Wed SEPT. 17: at Detroit
Fri SEPT. 19: AKRON
Sun SEPT. 21: WRIGHT STATE
Sun SEPT. 28: TOLEDO
Sun OCT. 5: at Miami
Fri OCT. 17: BUFFALO
Sun OCT. 19: KENT STATE
Fri OCT. 24: at Ohio
Fri OCT. 31: OHIO STATE

Sat AUG. 30: EMU Open
Fri SEPT. 5: TOLEDO
Sat SEPT. 13: MEL BRODT INVITE.
Sat SEPT. 20: Toledo Invitational
Fri SEPT. 26: Central Collegiates
Fri OCT. 10: Auburn Invitational
Sat OCT. 18: Pack-It Up lllim
Challenge
Sat NOV. 1: MAC CHAMPIONSHIP

Former Browns announcer Coleman dies
being treated for complications
from
bacterial
meningitis,
according to his son, William
Coleman.
Coleman, a Red Sox broadcaster for 20 years, called the team's
heartbreaking loss in the 1986
World Series, when a grounder
rolled through first baseman Bill
HuckJier's legs. He was also with
Boston through the "Impossible
Dream" season in 1067, when the
Red Sox made an improbable
World Series nin before losing to

By lay Lindsay
ASSOClAIiD PRESS WHITER

BOSTON — Ken Coleman. the
broadcaster whose resonant
voice carried Boston Red Sox fans
through some of their greatest
i ittories and biggest disappointments died yesterday. I le was 78.
Coleman called every touchdown Cleveland Browns Mall of
lame running hack Jim Brown
evei --cored.
Me died at Ionian Hospital in
Plymouth, Mass., where he was

St. Louis.
"He was a great announcer. He
should be in the Hall of Fame,"
said Johnny Pesky, the former
Red Sox shortstop who teamed
with Coleman in the broadcast
booth from 1969-74. "The first
thing that strikes you with him
was his voice. (He) had a voice as
good as any of them."
Coleman's broadcasting ambitions began around age 12 when
he was shot in the eye with a ssBB
gun and his dreams of becoming

a big league pitcher died, his son
said.
His first broadcasting job in
major league sports was in
Cleveland with the Indians and
the NFL's Cleveland Browns
between 1952 and 1965. His
years broadcasting the Browns
games "encompassed many of
the greatest moments and seasons in the history of this franchise," said Browns President
Carmen Policy on Thursday.
Coleman returned to Boston

Hall of lame in 2000.
Coleman was one of the
founders of the Red Sox booster
club, the BoSox Club, and was
involved with the Jimmy Fund,
serving as its second director.
Besides his son, William,
Coleman leaves a son, Casey;
three daughters, Kerry, Susan,
and Kathleen; three grandchildren, and his former wife, Fllen
Coleman.

in 1966, where he and partners
Ned Martin and Mel Parnell
rotated in three-inning shifts
between the radio and television
booths.
He left the Red Sox after the
1974 season, when a new station took over rights to Red Sox
games, and landed a TV job
with the Cincinnati Reds. He
returned to the Red Sox broadcast booth in 1979 and stayed
until his retirement in 1989. He
was inducted to the Red Sox

First United Methodist Church
Ministering
with both
Campus and
Community

if

* 332-1663 *
fax 373-030-1

I

FIST FREE
DELIVER!

AL-M/VR LANES

FREE CHEESE BREAD
WITH ANY TWO 12" SUBS
1432
E. Hooxfer

1010 N. Main, BG

coupon iwpire.s
9/25/03

■JST

We have the Sunday ticket and the area's only
Kosmic Bowling!

WELCOME

TO

BG!

R E C Y C
On Campus

352-4637
■ Complete Pro Shop
• Certified Instructor
■ Bill Wammes, Owner

• 16 Air Conditioned Lanes
• Sports Bar & Snack Bar

L

1506 East Wooster Street
at the Southeast corner of the BGSLI Campus
Worship
August 24 & 31

Come worship with our family this Sunday.
•Van shuttle service available.
•Contact church office for more details.
419-353-0682

419-354-6227
Red Bin

BGSU Collection Containers
are provided in:
• residence halls
• cateterias
• classroom buildings

fumcbg@wcnet.org

Welcome Hack!
Nnidenrs!

Off Campus

419-372-8909

10:00a.m.

September 7 and following
9:30a.m.Contcmporary Service
11:00a.m. Traditional Service

419-354-9297
Blue Bin

BLUE BINS available for residents in
participating apartments - condominiumsmobile homes.
Call your landlord for details.
RED BINS City Curbside Collection available
to residents in houses.

Take Recyclables to:

Bowling Green Recycling Center
1040 N. College Drive (by the airport)
www.bgrecycling.com
24-Hour Drop Off Accepts:
•Aluminum
-Magazines

i-r* *
Airport
BGSU

DROP-OFF AREA
OPEN 24 HOURS

Beverage Cans
•Steel Cans
•Phone Books
■Newspaper
•Only Plastic
Bottles #1 & #2
•Glass Jars and
Bottles

•Mixed Office
Paper
•Catalogs
•Corrugated
Cardboard
•Scrap Aluminum
and Foil

•finrfln Mfllal
For More Information
Wood County Solid Waste District • 419-354- 9297
www.wcswmd.org

Thank You for Recycling!
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NFL to air more games in HDTV
By Alar Robinson

games in high-definition when
he's not at a stadium.
Clearly, the fast-expanding
availability of NFL games in
HDTV is increasing awareness of
the technology; sales of bigscreen HDTV sets spiked sixfold
just before the Super Bowl last
winter. It also helps that set
prices have dropped quickly: 57inch rear-projection sets that
cost $5,000 in 2000 can be found
now for $1,500, about what an
analog big-screen set cost five
years ago. Sets with 40-inch
HDTV screens sell for as little as
$1,000.
According to The Yankee
Group, a Boston-based research
firm, as many as 9 million U.S.
households will have HDTV sets
by the end of this year. That
number is expected to double
again by 2005 and, by 2007,
when every U.S. TV station is
supposed to be broadcasting a
digital signal, should reach 41.6
million sets.
One of H DTV's early problems
is also fading as sales take off.
ESPN's high-definition channel
went on the air only six months
ago, but already is available
nationally via DirecTV and locally on numerous cable systems,
some owned by industry giant
Comcast.
lust a year ago, only a handful
of cable systems were HDTVcapable; now, the National Cable
and
Telecommunications
Association estimates one-third
of the nation's TV households
have access to HDTV programming. That's a key to HDTV's
growing acceptance since cable
TV wires pass 70 percent of all
U.S. households.
Within a couple of years, every
NFL game could be shown in
high definition, a breakthrough
that could result in higher revenues for the league. More
games in HDTV would likely
translate into greater sales of
NFL Sunday Ticket, a pay-TV
package that makes nearly every
NFL game available to those
willing to pay slightly more than
$200 a season.
Sunday Ticket can be seen
only on DirecTV but it is expect-

imperfections be seen by its
fans.
"Since HDTV gives you a
wider shot of the field, you are
able to see more action," said
Scott Kemper, an HDTV set
owner in Lawrence. Kansas. "You
can choose to watch the wide
receiver lock up with the defensive back as they fight for position down the field. Or you can
watch the safety adjust as the
quarterback barks out the play at
the line of scrimmage. ... It
makes watching football more
realisticIt's not just the picture that is
better, but the sound, too: the
technology also accommodates
digital surround sound, a format
familiar to moviegoers. As Rob
MacKenzie of Alexandria, Va„
said, "You are surrounded by the
noise of the crowd, the action on
the field, the PA announcements."
Even in a society where
changes in technology and popular culture that once took years
now take only months, the rapid
move to HDTV for NFL telecasts
is a dramatic metamorphosis for
America's most popular TV
sport.
Last season, only three playoff
games and the Super Bowl were
in HDTV. This season, there will
be 60 plus HDTV games even
before the playoffs, not counting
local productions such as the
Eagles-Steelers game that was
shown on Pittsburgh station
KDKA's digital channel.
"We think the high-definition
games will further drive consumer acceptance of the technology, just as the NFL has a long
standing tradition of doing so,"
McCarthy said. "In the '60s. it
was expanding the game nationally with the networks. In the
1970s, it was 'Monday Night
Football.' In the 1980s, it was the
NFL on cable on ESPN. In the
1990s, it was DirecTV and satellite. HDTV is next logical technology that we think our programming will further drive."
Count NFL commissioner
Paul Tagliabue among the converts. I le has a fancy plasma set
in his New York office to watch

IHI ASSOCIATED PRESS

As announcer Bob Hompeani
went through his pregame
checklist before the EaglesSteelers exhibition game, he
added a task to his usual routine
of memorizing player numbers
and talking to key players.
He made an extra trip to the
makeup department.
"It's in high definition." he said.
"People arc going to see me like
they've never seen me before."
No doubt every player and
coach in the league will soon feel
much the same way.
High-definition television's
integration into the American
sports landscape speeds up this
fall with three NIL games per
week. Por the first time, every
Sunday night and Monday night
will be in high-definition, plus a
weekly CBS Sunday game in
selected markets. Most playoff
games on ABC, CBS and ESPN
are expected to be in HDTV
Why the rapid expansion, only
a year after not a single NFL regular season game was in highdefinition? Simple, lust as the
driving force in real estate is location, location, location, in the TV
industry it's picture, picture, picture.
HDTV is the first technological
breakthrough since the color set
that has spurred millions to buy
new TVs.
"NPI. games are such
unscripted drama, with a backdrop of stadiums filled with
vibrant colors and enthusiastic
fans, it's a touchdown for HDTV,"
said Brian McCarthy, the NFIi
director of corporate communications. "It's very intense and it's
very crisp."
It's also very startling for those
who haven't previously watched
a game in high-definition. The
picture is six times more detailed
than those on traditional analog
sets and lacks the scan lines so
visible when a viewer stands
close to an analog TV. Tiny blemishes invisible on normal
screens are very evident in
HDTV
It's a perfect picture, but never
before will so many of the NFLs

JIBehrminAPPtiMo
GOING DIGITAL The NFL will broadcast more games in HDTV this season, including Detroit games,
featuring the Lions' first-round draft pick Charles Rogers
ed to move onto digital cable
tiers within a couple of years.
Because league research
shows HDTV converts are
among the most likely to buy the
NFL package, all of CBS' HDTV
games can be seen by Sunday
Ticket subscribers, as long as
they don't violate local blackout
restrictions. All future Sunday
afternoon games in HDTV are
expected to be made available to
Sunday Ticket purchasers, as
well. The ABC and ESPN games,
which are played at night, have
never been included in Sunday
Ticket so those networks' HDTV
telecasts won't be, either.
Fox, which owns the rights to

VARSITY LANES

most games in NFC stadiums, is
currently on the high-definition
sidelines but plans to begin
HDTV programming by fall
2004. Since its NFL rights are
among the network's prime
assets, it's logical to think Fox's
expansion into HDTV will
include the NFC games.
The NFL isn't relying on its
broadcast partners to be the
only producers of high-definition programming. The league's
first 24-hour-a-day, 7-days-aweek channel, The NFL
Network, will launch on DirecTV
and some cable systems in
November, featuring an hourlong, tape-delayed "game of the

week" shown midweek In HDTV
Numerous HDTV set owners
said it took only one look at an
NFL game in high-definition to
spur their friends and family to
also buy sets.
Mike Poindexter of Selma,
Calif., so loves watching games
and movies he bought four
HDTV sets. Al Keown. of
Phoenix, said four friends were
so enthralled by a recent
Monday night preseason game
in HDTV they also bought sets.
"Get a guy in front of an HI)
football game and ladies, you
can kiss the new car or pool
goodbye," said Rob Miller of
Lancaster, Pa.

We Care About
The Water You Drink

$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

• Just Mk a Gallon

• Chemical & Sodium Free
• Natural Hydration
• Serviced & Sanitized Daily
• Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
•Self Serve - BYOB
• NAMA Approved

BEGINNING AUGUST 25TH
Who:

Any college sludenl

When: Monday - Thursday,
900- II 00 pm

709 S. Main St
Bowling Green, Ohio
Ph# 419-352-0397

On Mondays the entire center is reserved
for college night So no college student will be
turned awayK »

A+ CONJVENIENCE: Same Day
Drop Off iervice - "In by noon 01 by five"
50e p/lb.
A+ SERV CE: Friendly Personal Service
9 a.m.-9 p.rn. Daily!
A+ QUALlA': Providing the suds
since 19611

Where: Varsity Lanes 1033 S Main St
Bowling Green OH
>
(352 5247J
N
What:

Price:

2 hours or bowling
& shoes, slice of pizza"
& pop

Bring this ad in for a free wash

Only $6 00
per person

One coupon per person per visit

& drink specials

NORTH
1091 N. Main II

SOUTH
996 S. Main

352-2430

<mi:lM,:m

W€ ALSO CARRV:
UF€-SIZ€ STflNDUPS • N6LU & US€D DVD'S •
VID€0 GflM€ MUS6UM • COMPUT6R GAM6S

$6.75 STARTING PAY • $1.00 ADDITIONAL 3RD SHIFT
Weekly Paychecks
$100 Referral Bonus - Free Checking
College Tuition Reimbursement Program

JOB HOTLINE - 1-877-497-9326

ATM
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Located In Downtown BC at:
116 S. Main St.
(Next to Huntington Bank)
Give Us a Call at:
419-352-5882

Store Hours:
M.-Thur.l2:00-8:00
f. Sot. 12:00 9:00
Sunday 12:00-6:00

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

Open 24 Hours

- • •

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Arcade with 2 Dance Dance Revolution Machines
and many more!

BARNEY'S ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

Full and Part-time Positions Available
Paid Training
Paid Vacations After 1 Year - Legal Program

(next lo The Pharm, BG)

expires 12/03

Buy • Sell • Trade • Rent

off per gallon
on any grade fill-up
Cash sales only
Expires 9-13-03

Limitl -9-13-03

North: 1058 N. Main

(next lo Pugliai '$, BG)

VIDCO GAMCS

.040

ANY FOOTLONG SUB
in the North & Greenwood Contra Stores

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main

New and Used

BARNEYS

$1 OFF

(Look For The Walermills)

2 w PUIV

352-0534

GREENWOOD CENTRE
1602 E. Wooster 352-3443

CONVENIENCE MART

Watermill
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Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U.
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

Si a We Accept Visa & Mastercard ©© ^
Introducing...Papa's Chicken Strips
available with Buffalo, BBQ, or Honey Mustard sauces

Papa John's Welcomes BGSU Students with 2 Great Deals.

1 Large 1
Topping Pizza

EAT THE CLOCK!

Every Monday and Tuesday

$5.00
Available in Thin or
Original Crust

On Monday
■

Hurry!!!
Offer expires 9/8

Tuesday
Call Between
5:00 and 7:00

Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Pickup or Delivery, No Delivery Charge

826 South Main
353-7272
(Next to Big Lots)

The time you call is the
price you pay for a large
1-item pizza!
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Volleyball to face
OSU this season
home to show BG what we've
got."
On Sept. 20, the same day the
football team takes on Ohio State;
BG will play the Buckeyes in volleyball for the first time since
1983.
OSU's volleyball team is
ranked 18th nationally in the
USA Today/AVCA Division I preseason poll.
The Falcons kickoff their 16game MAC schedule on Sept. 27
when Western Michigan comes
to Anderson Arena.
The fourteen home matches
tie a school record for BG. Also,
for the first time in league history
all 13 teams will participate in the
MAC Tournament.
"I think it's going to be good for
the conference in general...to
have everyone competing until
the end because there are certain
schools that know by a certain
date that they are not going any
funher,"Van De Walle said. "Now
that we know everybody's going 1
think that will keep everyone
sharp, crisp and looking forward."

VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 14

because we know we need to
compete against the best to be
the best and eventually we want
their mindset to not only be on
winning the West, but winning
the conference and to go on."
The Falcons 2003 Schedule
Preview
The Falcons start the 2003 season on Aug. 29 when they travel
to Boise, Idaho for the Boise State
Invitational. Then, they travel to
Peoria. III. on Sept. 9 to compete
in the Bradley Invitational.
BG returns home on Sept. 12
and welcomes Iowa State.
Murray State and West Virginia
for the BGSU Invitational- the
first time in three years the
Falcons will host an in-season
tournament.
"I'm kind of excited because
we have two weeks to prepare
and then we leave for Idaho.. .So
we can play teams that we've
never played before," Norris said.
"I'm excited to get that experience done first and then come

Ben Swangw BG News

GOING FOR THE KILL Above, a member of the Falcon volleyball
team attempts to get a shot over a blocker At left, two players try
to keep a volley alive

WELCOME BACK

GO FALCONS!

P

Planned F&renthoocf
of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
•Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening & Treatment)
• HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

• Eimcrgcncy C'imtr.u.cpiior
• Birth Conirol
• Gynecological Exam*
• Pregnancy Testing

Low Fees - Adjusted lo Income
We Accept Insurance. Medicare. & Medicaid
1301 J*"erson Avenue
Toledo Ohio
419-255-1115

1039 North Mam Street
Fjxllay, Onw
419-432-4611

3401 Glendaw Avenue
Totedo. Ohio
419-385-8778

1-800-230-7526

4$
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STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Acrylics. Spa Manicures and Pedicures
located next to Dairyman
Hours:

Mon.,Tues.,Thurs.,Fri. 10-8 p.m.
Wed, 10-6 p.m.
Sat., 9-5 p.m.

415 E. Woosier St.
Howling (ireen
Phone/Fax 419-352-8092

Trade Sterling • Jennifer Ban-son • Jennifer Vhilacre

Frittriity and Sorority Date Parties Welcoae
• Urge Shelter House
• 50 Acres/Urge Sand Beach
• Coolers Welcome

352-9203

Portage Quarry
i miu sou* si so m At. is
VHMW.poftogaquarTv.cMi

&

Sludging Abroad?
Heed Extra Cash??

NEW & USED
TEXTBOOKS

RUSH HOURS
Starting Aug. 24

We pay cash for
your books
year round!

Monday &
Tuesday
8:30am-8pm

Large Selection of BGSU
Imprinted Sportswear
and Other BGSU
Imprinted Items.
Large Selection of
Posters, Dorm Supplies,
School & Art Supplies,
Greeting Cards & Gifts,
Computer Supplies and
Much, Much More!!!

Sunday
llam-6pm

Wednesday &
Thursday
9am-8pm
Friday
9am-6pm
Saturday
9am-5pm
Sunday
12pm-5pm
Monday
(Labor Day)
12pm-7pm
Tuesday
9am-7pm

r^,___CV'-^SK'

[MasterCard]

BGSU EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAMS
Travel Grant money is now available to undergraduates studying abroad during the Spring
2004 semester.
Applications can be picked up at the Education
Abroad Office. 1110 Offenhauer West. For
more information call 372.0479 or email
edabroad(a>bgnet.bgsu.edu. Applicants must
demonstrate Financial need.
Deadline: September 30, 2003
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Clarett saga continues as
assistant meets with NCAA
By Murray Evans
im ASSOCIAICO p«ess
LEXINGTON. Ky. — A former
Ohio Stale leaching assistant who
charged
that
star tailback
Maurice Clarett received preferential academic treatment met
tor more than two hours with
NCAA officials and a university'

committee
"They were concerned about
test scores, about cheating in the
classroom, things like that." said
Norma C McGill. a teaching
assistant in Clarett's AfricanAmerican and African Studies
(lass last fall.
During the
meeting on
Wednesday McGill was shown
lest SCONS lrom the class, which
she said had been altered since
she left the school.
The meeting took place at a
downtown hotel in Lexington,
McGill's hometown, where she
returned after leaving Ohio State
during the week of final exams
last Tall.
Later in the day, coach |im
[Vessel said Clarett probably
wouldn't play in the season opener Aug. 30 against Washington
because he hadn't been practicing with the team.
Clarett. considered by many to
be .in early candidate for the
lleismun Irophy. has been held
■ nit ul all of Ohio Slate's team
functions, including preseason
practices, until questions about
his eligibility are resolved,
lie has appeared at several

Ohio State practices, running
sprints by himself or watching
from the sidelines.
"I would doubt it," Tressel said
after a kicking scrimmage when
asked if Clarett would be in the
opening-game lineup. "We've
had what, 19 or 20 practices?
There will be some guys, along
with Maurice, perhaps we may
not have" available for the opener.
"1 hope il will heat up." McCiill
said of the investigation. "I was
hoping that the NCAA would
investigate and see what's going
on at OSU with the football team,
and the academics at OSU would
be investigated, that a panel
would be set up and they would
see what departments are actually assisting students and student athletes in getting their grades.
not just the African-American
Studies Department.''
Clarett set Ohio Stale freshman records with 1,237 yards
rushing and 18 touchdowns last
year as Ohio State went 14-0 and
won its first national championship in 34 years.
Mark lones, the NCAA's director of enforcement, did not
immediately return a request for
comment Wednesday.
lones, two other NCAA officials, members of Ohio State's
investigative panel and a university lawyer met with McGill.
McGill has charged that Clarett
walked out of a midterm exam
last fall and ended up passing the

entry-level course after professor
Paulette Pierce provided him
with an oral exam. McGill said
that Clarett was the only person
of the more than 90 students taking the class who received an oral
exam.
McGill has alleged that other
athletes sat together and copied
answers during three quizzes in
the class and that Clarett told her
and Pierce that tutors gave
answers to players.
McGill said Wednesday that
during the meeting with the
NCAA and Ohio State's panel, she
was also asked about widereceiver'cornerback
Chris
Gamble,
linebacker
E.J.
Underwood and graduated
wide- receiver Chris Vance.
Tressel said Wednesday that he
knew of no inquiries by the
NCAA
about
Gamble,
Underwood or Vance.
McGill went to The New York
Times with her concerns and a
story based on her accusations
was published in luly. She
declined to meet with the Ohio
State panel formed to investigate
charges in the article
In the article. Pierce said of
Clarett. "I don't think, at one
point in the class, he was trying.
When I started working more
closely with Maurice, and paying
more attention to him, he started
to learn more."
Clarett could not be reached
for
comment
Wednesday
because he has an unlisted

17360 \ Dixie Hu> • Just North <>/ the WoudlnnJ Town Center
Free Transportation AvailaMe, call Pastor Pete at 4/9-352-0672

College lituci uuu aaysprntflassemfil^i irrpjeulleKe him

"His Presence, Our Purpose"
Simdus Morninjt Worship Services
■ 8l30amc7 10:30am
Monday lileniilg Fresh ffnt'ountt'r
- 7:00pm

r\/\A/i A

aardart@bnnorth.net

iyspring

888-955-5075

Chris Russell AP P'::.!.,

OSU MEETING: Running back Maurice Clarett exits St. John's
Arena, flanked by his mother, his attorney and Hall ot Famer Jim
Brown
phone number.
Ohio State spokeswoman
Elizabeth Conlisk said the university was conducting the "most
thorough investigation possible.
We established a committee of
highly regarded and ethical faculty expressly for that purpose."
The NCAA also is investigating
Clarett's finances, including a
police report he filed claiming
stereo equipment, cash, clothing
and CDs valued at more than
$ 10,000 were stolen from a car he
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Beer

Wine at C
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352-BUTT

VV

DRIVE-THRU

MAJOR BRANDS

PRICE
$2.69/pack
$3.69/pack
$2.54/pack
$4.59/tin

All cigarettes at State minimum prtcM. Prices subject to change, excluding non-mters, whM supplies last
Some prices reflect manufactured buy down.
Surgeon General* Warnings: Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxkte

IJJJ

OSU players
suspended,
reinstated

nazarene

come as you are

tfl

ftfa

a church on (no
">e move

I0:(K) a.m. service
101 Olscamp Hall
6:00 p.m.-Acts 2:42 Groups
senior pastor: scott estep
419.352.2289

www.bgnazarcnc.org

:MUMmnnsa
muffler
\

COLUMBUS. Ohio — The
NCAA has reinstated 10 Ohio
State football players who were
ruled ineligible by the university
last week for signingautographs
at a health care group's convention in May, The Columbus
Dispatch reported Thursday.
The players were allowed to
practice but could have missed
at least one game.
The university ruled them
ineligible on the day it disclosed the violations to the
NCAA.
The NCAA reinstated the
players after determining that
mitigating circumstances contributed to the violations, OSU
athletic director Andy Geiger
said.
"Everybody
is
eligible,"
Geiger told the Dispatch. "We
were confident that was how
(the NCAA) would rule because
they already had given us a verbal indication that would be
the case."
Geiger confirmed that the
group included some prominent players, including starter
Chris Gamble, but not tailback
Maurice Clarett. He declined to
list names.

.i caring church Family

902 I. WOOSTER ST.

THE HEM PROS IN TOWN

Brakes
Shocks
Tune-Ups
Belts
Tree Inspections
High Performance
M-F 8A- 6P SAT 8A-2P
125 W. Poe Road,
Bowling Green 3S4-0120

Scott Feehan, owner/operator

www.mufflerbrothers.com

$12.95

5 quirt, Lube, Filter (most cars)
Not valid with any other offers.
Expires 10/30/03

OIL CHANGE

BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET
Camel, Winston
Newport
Doral
Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak

had on loan from a local dealership. Clarett later admitted he
had exaggerated the value of
what was stolen.
The sophomore-to-be from
Youngstown has apologized for
embarrassing Ohio State.
McGill said she was hoping her
role in the controversy was over,
although the NCAA told her they
would remain in contact with
her.
"I'm tired of the story," she
said.

Your source for:
Hemp Tees • Tie Dyes
Frogg Toggs

419-354 <>686

Vlslt u At 0ur Drlv0mThn

ANDYGEIGER.
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

IHt ASSOCIArc D PRESS

CUSTOM DECORATED SPORTSWEAR
EMBROIDERY
J-^
HEADWARE
JACKETS
SWEATS
TOWELS
APRONS
JERSEYS
-C~&ZJZ2^
TEES
OPEN MON.-FRI. 10-6, TUES. 10-5

Dayspring Assembly of Qod

"Everybody is eligible. We were confident that was how
(the NCAA) would
rule."

Muffler Brothers 125 W. Poe Road, Bowling Green 354-0120

! 25%TOFFMUF'FLERS]
£'49.95* B R A KE S i
■

Not valid with any other offers. Expires 10/30/03

Muffler Brothers 125 W. Poe Road, Bowling Green 354-0120

n.j
«
_ r -L — n
.* ....
Pads or Shoes, Front
or Rear, most cars

Not valid with any other offers.
Expires 10/30/03

i Muffler Brothers 125 W. Poe Road. Bowling Green 354-0120
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COUNCIL
would like to welcome the
freshmen class and to remind them
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Have FUNI
Meet
oeonfer

Fall Fraternity Recruitment Dates
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BOWiN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

Flexible schedules
£»
Flexib
Student management positions **^
50% discount on food while working
Uniforms furnished
Potential to earn $1,000 scholarship
after working 520 hours

3 Competitive Wages: Late night employees
closing 3 times per week start at $7.00 an hour!

September 8, 9, & 10
l0KAMNOnePXTYQSVZABXAE*)rHIdKAMNOIl

I

3 sec manager for details
Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Thursday 10am-2am
Friday & Saturday 10am-1am

For an application stop by Wendy's In
the Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
Or apply on-line at www.pertorla.com.
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Intriguing US. Open kicks
off Monday in New York
By Howard Fendrich
IHf USSOCItKD HISS

NEW YORK — Venus Williams
gets to play a qualifier in the first
round of the U.S. Open.
Andre Agassi starts off against
someone who's 10-17 in 2003.
Andy Roddick, though, won't
get a chance to ease into the last
Grand Slam tournament of the
year.
A final between No. 4 Roddick
and No. 1 Agassi is possible
thanks to Wednesday's draw, but
first things first. Roddick was
drawn to begin with a tough
match against llm llenman —
the only player who beat him
during the summer hard-court
season.
"If Roddick gets through the
first round,'' U.S. Davis Cup captain Patrick McEnroe said at the
draw ceremony at United Nations
headquarters, "he should be in
wry good shape to get through to
the semis"
Roddick leads the calendaryear ATP Champions Race and,
with three titles in the past month,
heads the list of men's favorites at
the season's last Grand Slam tournament, which starts Monday.
1 le's 20-1 on the hard-court circuit,
winning
titles
at
Indianapolis, Montreal and
Cincinnati, The lone loss was
against four-time Wimbledon

AP File Ptwto

CELEBRATING: Andre Agassi blows kisses to the crowd after beating Andy Roddick earlier this year. The two could meet in the U.S.
Open final.
semifinalist
Henman
in
Washington, D.C
Henman won that event and is
currently ranked 33rd. The top 32
players were seeded for the Open,
so he is the top player Roddick
possibly could have met in the
first round.
Overall, Roddick is 30-2 with
four titles and a semifinal appearance at Wimbledon since pairing
with coach Brad Gilbert after a
first-round loss at the French
Open.
"I feel good right now," Roddick

said at last week's Cincinnati
Masters. "1 don't think I'd be winning as many matches if I wasn't
confident."
Eventually, he could meet
Australian Open runner-up
Rainer Schuettlcr in the quarterfinals, where other possible
matchups are: eight-time major
champion Agassi vs. No. 5
Guillermo Coria, 2001 Open winner Ueyton Hewitt vs. French
Open champion luan Carlos
Ferrcro, and Wimbledon champ
Roger Federer vs. No. 7 Carlos

A to Z Data Center
We Do Shipping & A Whole Lot More!
(419) 352-5042

148 S. Main Street, BG
Between Ace Hardware & Ben Franklin
Hours 10:00-5:30 M-F 11.00-2:00 Sal.

11 ,/;'
NEIGHBORHOOD

Effective 8-25/03

PACKING • SHIPPING • COPYING
- LAMINATING- FAXING
Airborne/FedEx/UPS Services

iDi
DSL

768K

Broadband

$19.95

With coupon. • BxpilM 9-3043
5* Black or White Copies Max. 20 • Expires 9-3003

Sprite signs
on LeBron
rHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA— LeBron lames has
signed a six-year marketing deal
with Powerade and Sprite, which
also has an endorsement agreement with NBA star Kobe Bryant,
who faces rape charges in
Colorado.
Coca-Cola Co. the parent company of both drink brands, has
stopped running Sprite ads featuring
Bryant.
Company
spokesman Scott Williamson
said Thursday dial the deal with
lames — this year's No. I pick —
was "unrelated to Kobe Bryant's
situation."
Earlier, the company had said
it had planned to stop running
Bryant ads temporarily before
the charges came out.
lames' deal will include extensive marketing activities for the
two brands, including advertising, promotions and appearances. Financial terms were not
disclosed.
"I have been drinking Sprite

and Powerade for a long time,"
lames said in a statement. "I have
always admired the way Sprite
and Powerade spoke to young
people and athletes, and I can't
wait to be a part of it."
last week. Gatorade pulled out
of negotiations with lames, the
Cleveland Cavaliers rookie who
has already secured over SI00
million in endorsement deals,
including a $90 million contract
with Nike in May.
lames twice was named
Gatorade's Player of the Year, and
it had been assumed he would
become one of its pitchmen, following in the footsteps of his idol,
Michael lordan.
In addition to his deal with
Nike, lames signed a S(> million
contract with Upper Deck trading cards. He also has a $13 million contract with the Cavaliers.
The 18-year-old Akron, Ohio,
basketball star entered the NBA
draft out of high school.

Bowling Green Alliance Chute h

c i
V.92 56K Dial-up $18.95
Spam/Virus-free E-mail
Wireless E-mail
Web Hosting
All Newsgroups

WELCOME BACK
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s 9:10 a.m.
e> 9:30 a.m.

fellowship
worship

reaJ

People
friends
«i faith*

reaJ
re

419-354-4678
info@idiamerica.com
www.idiamerica.com
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LEBRON JAMES, CLEVELAND CAVALIERS

Bowling Green's
Premier Internet
Service Provider

internet direct incorporated

10% OFF Any FedEx Package- Ground Or Air

WELCOME BACK

Moya.
Coria knocked off Agassi in the
French Open quarterfinals
Agassi will open against Alex
Corretja, twice a finalist at Roland
Garros but a first-round loser 10
times this year — including
TUesday at a tournament on l/)ng
Island.
Agassi, at 33 the oldest No. 1 in
ATPTour computer ranking history, won the U.S. Open in 1994 and
1999. He lost last year's final to
Pete Sampras.
With Sampras all but officially
retired, and Serena Williams sidelined by left knee surgery, it's the
first time since 1971 that neither
defending champion is participating.
The most intriguing potential
women's quarterfinal pits 2000-01
champion Venus Williams against
three-time major winner lennifer
Capriati.
"Without Serena playing this
year, it certainly opens the door
for a couple of other contenders,"
McEnroe said.
The other possible women's
final-eight matchups: No. 1 Kim
Clijsters vs. No. 5 Amelie
Mauresmo. 199B champion
Lindsay Davenport vs. No. 8
Chanda Rubin, and French Open
champion
lustine
Heninllardenne vs. No. 7 Anastasia
Myskina.

"I have been drinking Sprite and Powerade
for a long time. I have always admired the
way Sprite and Powerade spoke to young
people and athletes, and I can't wait to be
a part of it."

Everything you need and only
minutes from campus!

^TV
419-354-4447
Visit the "Wild Wing"
• Movie Theatre

14540 Bowling Green Rd. West
just 4 miles west of campus

419-353-8810
www.autovillebg.com

i

cominc soon:

• 5 screen theatre for
$B.7B/person,
Thursday:

* Lifestyles for Ladies Only
complete fitness center
call for information

S3.50/person with
Student ID

• Quarters Bar 8 Grill
Sports Bar

• For movie times call:
419-3B4-0BB8

V Ask about our specialty auto
locater network!
We have found everything from
Berettas to BMWs!

i

• Woodland Banquet Center
• Xscape Action
Entertainment Center

Apparel
• Aunt Pat's
Bridal 8 Formal
• BG Sports

• Eldar Baarman
• Famous Footwear
• Maurices

Special programs for all BGSU students

Specialty

Call 419-353-8810

• Claires
• Dollar Tree

www.autovi I lebg.com

• Badlo Shack
• Sam Goody
• Waldanbooks

Monday-Friday until 5:00pm
Saturday 9:00am to 1:00pm

Services
Fiesta Hair Fashions

Outside normal hours,
call for appointment
WELCOME BACK

WELCOME BACK
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Free Shuttle Services from campus
Call 372-0236

• 10 tans for 820 and 2 free with Student ID
and this ad (mall location only)

World Nail

WELCOME BACK

• FuJl set for S28, nil for $18 with Student ID
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pi 0p At Kroger

-

•/Sponges

•Backets
•Household Cleaners
•Robber and Latex Gloves
•Bleach

•Backpacks

•Air Freshener i/p|astjc Hangers
•Candles
•Laundry Basket
•Carpet Cleaners

KROGER COUPON

•Rug Doctor® •ftubbermaid®
•Brooms

•Trash cans

with a purchase of
$50.00 or more
of groceries.

•Mops
•Extension Cords
•Dust Pans
•Light Bulbs
•Small Appliances

"$50.00 Purchase excluding Beer, Wine, Tobacco,
Fuel, and Other items Prohibited by Law.
One Coupon Per Household.
Coupon Expires September 30,2003.

•Surge Suppressors
•Printer Paper
•Ink Jet Cartridges

•Pen, Pencils
Kroger Ptc&m Card

FREE!

•Highlighters
•Health & Beauty Items

Sign up takes less than one minute.
Kroger Plus card entitles you to special yellow tag savings,
hot front page feature prices, and special promotions.
»
Just stop by the service desk to get yours today!
\

Assorted Varieties

PREPAID PHONE CARDS
Keep in
touch
with
family
and
friends!
Available at
each
register.

Tropical
Showplants

In 10-Inch Decor Pots

WITHfe

Kroger
^ Gift Cards
are the prefect
gift for your
college student!

COPYRIGHT 2003. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED NONE SOLD TO DEALERS SAVINGS REFLECTED
Of F PRICE WITHOUT KROGER PLUS CARD. 'DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50e. DOUBLE COUPON VALUE CANNOT EXCEED THE RETAIL PRICE OF THE ITEM.
DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

Visit our Website at www.kroger.com or call Customer Service at 1-800-KROGERS.

OAR: Read our exclusive interview with a
band member of one
of the hottest college
band's in Ohio. Of A
Revolution orignated
in Columbus and since
then has taken over
late-night television;
PAGE 28
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calendar of events
Friday
10 p.m.
Illicit Citizen
Howard's Club H

10 p.m.
Brian Boscian
Easy Street Cafe'

cue

10 p.m.
Rizzo
Nat& Watty's

Club Safety

Saturday
10 p.m.
Russell Martin
Acoustic show.
Bring instruments and play
along.
Easy Street Cafe'

CfWTr

10 p.m.
T-Shirts
Howard's Club H

BAC

By: Andrew dayman
Another semester has begun at
Bowling Green State University, and
so has the usual crop of wide-eyed
newcomers seeking to immerse themselves in the "college experience."
For many of these University rookies,
that experience is as much about
socializing as it is about studying. In
fact, when not adjusting to residence
halls or lecture halls, the true extroverts of the new class will likely be
testing themselves at Bolwing Green's
hallowed halls of intermingling — the
nightclubs.
An inexperienced clubber is usually
open to any guidance from a seasoned veteran relating to fashion-tips
wear underwear with short skirts),
proper dance moves (ixnay on the
obotray), or good pick-up lines ("Do
you believe in love at first sight, or
should I walk by again?"). The most
critical advice is the kind that can help
ensure safety during a night on the
town.
The best way to avoid dangerous
situations at a club is simply to not go
to the club. But that's not a viable
option for many students, so we'll just
skip ahead to the dos and don'ts.
"Relax, have fun, respect other people and respect the bar." Sean Carr
said. Carr is the general manager at
Junction Bar & Grill on Main street.
"If you do that, you should have nothing to worry about."

9:30 p.m.
Great Drive-In Movie: The
Matrix: Reloaded
McDonald Hall Quad Lawn.
Rain location is Union ballroom

10 p.m.
Rockwells
Nat&Wallyd

Tuesday
9:00 - 10:30 p.m.
Comedy/Open Mic Night.
$5.00 cover
Easy Street Cafe'

9:30 p.m.
The Matrix: Reloaded
Union 206

Wednesday
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cate

Thursday
Game Night
Easy Street Cafe'

7 p.m.
BGSU Football vs. Eastern
Kentucky
Doyt Perry Stadium

10 p.m.
Saturine Hello opening band
The Cupcakes
Howard's Club H

CLUBS PAGE 26
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Calendar of Events compiled by
Sean Corp. Contact him at
scorp@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Drunken behavior a cause for dismissal
CLUBS, FROM PAGE 25

Junction is one of Bowling
Green's three major nightspots.
The others are Uptown/
Downtown and Skybar. All are
on Main street
Since it is more of a traditional
bar than a dance club, lunction
has a more relaxed atmosphere
than its competition, but Can is
careful to point out that a stria
code of ethics is still in place for
patrons.
"If there is any inappropriate
behavior, toward a woman or a
man, we won't hesitate to
approach someone and ask
them to calm down or possibly
to leave," Carr said.
In other words, a good rule of
thumb at lunction, or any club,
is to avoid volatile situations and
keep a cool head. This includes
escorting a friend from the
building if he or she may be a
threat to the comfort or safety of
others at the club. Anticipating
danger is a great way to prevent
it.

Sometimes, of course, you
cannot anticipate when a club
outing may end up putting you
in harm's way. For instance, if a
serious fight or a fire breaks out,
a person's instinct is often to
panic. Michael Pheifer, a manager at Uptown/Downtown, advises his patrons to remain relatively calm by putting their faith in
the club's staff.
"If there's a problem, whether
a small fire or fight, always look
for a bouncer and explain the situation," he says. "We have the
biggest club in BG, but we have
also have the most people on
staff, including about twenty
bouncers on most nights."
Uptown is above the street
level Downtown. They are two of
the most popular local hangouts,
bringing in large crowds most
nights. With big crowds, plenty of
safety issues can arise. In the
rarest of instances, such as the
recent tragedies in Illinois and
Rhode Island, a combination of
overcrowding with fire or
fisticuffs can lead to deadly

Local undergrad
hangouts have
different appeal

results.

Tim Guthrie, a detective with
the BG Police, says that most
dangerous club scenarios can be
handled safely through the
awareness and preparedness of
those in the club. "When you
arrive, familiarize yourself with
the building," he says. "Look for
where the fire exits are and know
your surroundings."
Then, in an emergency, you
will be able to get outside as
soon and as safely as possible.
While it's imperative that clubbers be prepared for the worst,
most nights can go off without a
hitch as long as several simple
guidelines are followed.
"If you see security or a worker
moving through the crowd, don't
get in their way. They are there to
protect you and do their job said
Mike Hanhold, a bouncer at
lunction.
"Don't use fake IDs or drink if
you are underage... you can and
will get in lots of trouble,"
Hanhold said.
Pheifer ag>eed, noting that a

valid state identification is
required just to step through the
door at Uptown arid Downtown.
He said they will not recognize
student IDs.
Having seen his share of club
fledglings out on the town,
Hanhold concluded with this key
advice: "Be smart. New students
equal the low end of the totem
pole in college, especially with
the nightlife. Travel with groups
of friends and watch out for each
other."
The importance of friends
should never be underestimated
on a nightclub venture. To
ensure safety in clubs and also
on the way to and from the club,
the presence of trusted individuals can be the difference
between a great night and a disastrous one.
Detective Guthrie emphasizes
just how constant group support
needs to be. "People need to
watch their drinks and know
who their getting their drinks
from (whether it's alcoholic or
not). If you go to the restroom,

"lunction- A two-story complex that features an intimate
dance floor on the second floor.
Tux's, as it is known locally, can
only hold up to 160 people, but on
most weekend nights, features a
D) who spins dance-fans
dancingest dance songs. Bar hoppers hoping to hear Neil Diamond
might be disappointed. But if you
like
top
40,
frat-rock,
lunction/Tux's might be your
place.

have someone you trust watch
your things. If you are leaving,
always let someone know. And
most importantly, don't go home
with someone you don't know."
This brings us to the important distinction between safety
inside an outside the club.
Within the club itself, there are
strict rules and people to enforce
them. Outside, an individual
must have the good sense and
judgment to get home safely.
This does not mean they must
go it alone. Even if someone has
been separated from their
friends for the evening, Bowling
Green has several services in
place that can be utilized by students in such a situation.
A great alternative to a solitary
walk home is the Campus Escort
Service, which is available
Saturday 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. and
from dusk to 6 a.m. the rest of
the week. By dialing 372-8360,
students are guarenteed an
escort to or from anywere within
Bowling Green city limits.
2-Ride(372-RIDE),isanon-

•Uptown-Perhaps the most
versatile of the clubs in Bowling
Green. Tuesday nights are "Drag
Night" and Wednesday nights are
"Goth Night." The dance floor at
Uptown is a very sizable 5,000
square feet and can hold up to 230
people. For those that are not
down with the dancing downstairs at Downtown features pool
tables, air hockey tables, and two
very, very long bars. But it's dark in
there, so those who aren't fans of
drag queens, watch out!

call van service that is available
to students at various campus
locations and some off-campus
apartments. Its hours of operation are 3 am. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, Saturday 3 a.m.
to 8 am. and Sunday 7 p.m.
through 8 am.
Another option for the postclub journey home is the
Bowling Green cab service,
which runs throughout the
night
Any of these options can help
keep a student out of harm's way
while giving him or her a sense
of added security during a long
night out
Whether playing some pool at
lunction or dancing the night
away at Skybar, the goal of the
new clubber is generally the
same — to enjoy the company of
others and have a good time. As
long as they value the club and
themselves enough to include a
wise amount of caution with that
fun, the adjustment to the "college experience" should be a
pleasant one.

•Skybar- If you're 18, a
female, love to dress up, love
Nelly and are inclined to
freak, shake and whatever
superlative use to describe
dancing Skybar might just
be the closest thing to heaven. The dance floor, the
largest in town, exceeds
6,000 square feet and can
hold up to 450 people. But
under-agers, beware of the
bevy of bouncers that are
perched on high platforms
overlooking the dance floor.
If you have a drink in hand,

make sure it's a Coke and not
a RUM and Coke. They will
catch you and you will be
thrown out. For the swanky
swingers out there who prefer hitting on girls or boys
instead of dancing with girls
or boys, Skybar features several roomy booths. The
booths are so big customers
have room to set their drinks
down and put their foot in
their mouths.
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

Sunday, August 24
1.SO p.*.
"Hire" Education
314 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Find an on-campus job and explore career options

you
can make all the
difference
in the life of a new
freshman.

Health Center Building
■ All Prescriptions Filled

• Care for acute illness/injury

• Immunizations-Routine & Travel

• Women's Health Clinic

• TB Testing

• Men's Clinic

•Anonymous HIV Testing

• Lab & X-ray Services

• Nutrition Counseling

• Student Health Service

• Physical Therapy

• Wellness Connection

■ Low Competitive Prices

• Well Check-up

• Full Service PHARMACY

■ Convenient Location

• Allergy Injections

• Most major Drug Cards Accepted

• Transfers from other Pharmacies
• Private Physicians
• Urgent Care & Emergency Room

Hours:
Mon, Tues, Fri: 8am - 4:30pm
Wed: Sam - 7:30pm
Thurs: 9:30am - 4:30pm
Call for appointment: 372-2271 •Pharmacy: 372-7443

Ml

Student Health
Service

UNIV 411
aching,
it could be
the most rewarding credit hour
you've ever earned!

fir

is)

Springboard
I Iti'ul'ii;: Onasn SiHid t nivvnity

Conuci us dl 2-9504 or spring bgnel

UPS WILL HELP
Share your knowledge of BG while
performing a great
COMMUNITY SERVICE!
We train you each week.
No experience necessary!!

PAY FOR YOUR
COLLEGE EDUCATION

Class is once a week for

less than 2 hours.

For some, working at UPS as a Part-lime Package Handler is the only way
a college education is possible. UPS employees who are students can gel

Sign up for ONE CREDIT HOUR of UNIV 411
(2.5 GPA required)
MONDAY
8:30-10:20
9:30-11:20
10:30-12:20
11:30-1:20
12:30-2:20
1:30-3:20
2:30-4:20
4:00-5:50
5:30-7:20
7:00 - 8:50

TUESDAY
9:00-10:50
11:00-12:50
12:30-2:20
2:00-3:50
3:30 - 5:20
5:30-7:20
7:00-8:50

WEDNESDAY
8:30- 10:20
9:30-11:20 j
10 30 - 12:20
11:30-1:20
12:30-2:20
1:30-3:20
2:30-4:20
4:00-5:50
5:30-7:20
7:00 - 8:50

THURSDAY
9:00-10:50

help wilh their tuition through the UPS Earn and learn' Program And it's
available day one ol employment.

PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS
• S8.S0S9.S0/hr. with increases ol SIX

11:00- 12:50

alter 90 days 6 SOC at one year
• Paid Vacations

1:00-2:50
2:30-4:20
4:00 - 5:50
5:30-7:20

THANK YOU!
Visit our website for more information!

- Weekends fj Holidays Off
• Excellent Benefits
(Medical/Dental/Vision/lile 6 401(C)
• Weekly Paycheck
• On site classes

CALL UPS TODAY!
419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537

http://www.bgsu.edu/ofrlces/tpringboard
Or contact Pam Pinson at soring@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or (419) 372-9504

www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer
'Program guidelines apply

The UPS
EARNs*
■ r ADM

Get up to $ 2 3,000* in College

Program

up$ Earn and team Piogiam.

Education Assistance with the
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Ben S«anjer BG Nan
ON THE INSIDE: Beckett's on N.Main is a sure hit with those who seek a relaxed atmosphere.

Pool sharks find a home
with Becketfs
ByJoeBugBee
PUISE HIRIlIfl

Throughout town, almost
every bar and restaurant features at least one pool table. A
bar, a kitchen, maybe a jukebox
sure, it all might I »■ part of the
atmosphere, but the main focus
of the patrons, the main mojo, is
to play pool. But are there truly
any "pool halls"?
Then is now.
Beckett's, located at 146 N.
Main, might finally quench the
thirst of those bar-hoppers in
need of a nightly, even hourly, fix
of billiards. Though Beckett's
only features three tables - two
of which can be used for $8 an
hour, die other is a quarteroperated table - co-owner Walt
Ferrell is confident that his pool
hall will become just as popular
as his other enterprise, SamB's.
"What we have here |at
Beckett's]," said l«rrell. "is an
upscale pool hall. It's not barebones, like other bars around
town."
In addition to the billiards
tables. Beckett's also features six
hir.li cli■linnKiii lelevisions dial
will broadcast several college
and professional football games
this autumn, something bartender and son of co-owner
Walt, Todd Terrell said will bring
in even more revenue.

Also, instead of opening at 4
pin like it has been all summer, Beckett's will open up its
doors as early as 11:30 in the
morning during football season,
another move the Ferrell's hope
brings in new clientele.
"It's a nice place to hang out
during and after die game,"
Ferrell said.
Beckett's has been open since
lune, and even though the summer is usually a slower season
for many Bowling Green businesses. I'errell said business has
been picking up lately, especially on weekends.
The reason for the solid business, bartender I'errell said, is
because Beckett's is one of only
four bars in town that has a
Sunday liquor license. With
eight beers on tap and a full bar.
Beckett's provides an alternative
place to drink and eat. especially
for "pool junkies."
"That gives us a huge advantage." he said.
Named after Irish poet and
playwright Samuel Beckett, the
pool hall features a menu that
differs completely from its coowned counterpart. SamB's.
Specialties at the pool hall
include fried - chicken fingers.
11 II vy.ii cll.i balls, scallops, wings,
fish, and pizza.
The younger Ferrell did not
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New bar has infamous name
Bom in Ireland in 1906, playwright and novelist Samuel
(Barclay) Beckett has roots in
Bowling Green. He serves as
namesake for two Bowling Green
establishments: SamB's restaurant and Beckett's, Bowling
Green's newest bar on N. Main
Street.
Raised in a middle class
Protestant home, Samuel Beckett
searched for freedom from family
and social obligations. He attended Trinity College and graduated
in 1927 with a BA in French and
Italian.
Beckett's first work in 1930.
"Whoroscope." was a dramatic
98-line poem focusing on protagonist Descartes and his meditations of the passing of time and
the changeability ol life.
Mostly written in French,
Beckett's works always focused
on the darker and philosophical
sides of literature.
Some selected works of the
poet/playwright:
-WHOROSCOPK1930
- PROUST 1931
- MORE PRICKS THAN KICKS
1934
- MURPHY - 1938

There is
nothing to
doinBG
By Angela L Gorier
PULSE EDITOR

Ask around. Chances are
that you will find more people
complaining about the lack ol
social events in Howling (Ireen.
than not.
I have discovered dial
throughout the city's limits and
a fraction of a mile or two outside them, diere is plenty to do
in our small home away from
home.
Since it is only going to get
more beautiful outside as the
leaves will begin to change
soon, outdoor activities seem
to be the best and cheapest
ideas around for
entertainment.
Driving up
and down
Bowling Green's
long and semiplain streets, I
have found a fair
amount of outdoor enjoyments All you
have to do is use
your imagination, not your
wallet.
-Wood
County
Fairgrounds,
located on W
Poe
Check the local papers, the
grounds themselves and the
city's events calendar on
www.visitohio.org/calendar for
updates on future events.
- Wood County Historical
Center, located on County
Home Road a small distance
south of the city of Bowling
Green
- Hashlinger Farms, an
apple-picking and li mi tilled
experience, a short drive down
E. Wooster past Meijer
- BGSU Driving Range and
Golf Course, located behind
campus on E. Poe
- Carter Park, a huge and
beautiful park with pavilions
and a disc golf course, on the
left side of Campbell Hill Rd.

- EN ATTENDANT GODOT
1952

hesitate to name the reason for
Beckett's success. "Truthfully, it's
a lot nicer than other bars in
town," he said. "That's it."
The senior Ferrell, however,
was a little more subde explaining on why Beckett's will be successful. "Basically, it's a casual,
comfortable atmosphere, really."

Top Summer Songs
Dashboard Confessional
"Summer Kiss"

Beckett's is open daily from 4
p.m. until 2 am.

Nelly
"Hot in Herrc"

THlJlS

FIRM COOHTRT
WATCH FOR
SLOW MOVING

Andy Williams
"Moon River"

FARM MACHINERY
ON aojpww

Bob Dylan
"Summer Days"
Frank Sinatra
"The Summer Wind"'
The Beatles
Here Comes the Sun"
Prince
"Sex in the Summer"
Soul Asylum
"Summer of the Drugs"
The Rolling Stones
"Street Fightin' Man"
Bruce Springsteen
"Fourth of July, Asburv Park
(Sandy)"
ZiggyMarley
"True to Myself

You Mean You Still Sell Records???

-Howling Green City Park
that offers an aquatics complex and skating rink, located
on Conneaut and lairview
Road
For Uiose of you who do not
mind spending a buck or two:
[he Cla-Zcl movie theater,
on \ Main
" Ilie Quarry" or only
Iwach-typc land in BG, where
S. Main turns into S. Dixie, past
Wal-Mart. The cost is $4, but
this Quarry closes labor Day
weekend (unless the weather
keeps up)
- Woodland Mall and its
own cinema, on the right side
ofN.
Main
-AlMar
bowling
alley, on
the corner of N.
Main
and II
Poe
If you
like the
nightlife
and love
to boogie, BG
also
offers a
full strip of nightclubs and bars
located up and down Main
Street and Wooster including:
lunction, Uptown' Downtown,
SkyBar, Howard's, led's,
Brewster's. Brathaus. Beckett's,
EasyStreet, Checkers, the local
hangout, Ziggy Zoomba's.
Kamikazes, Quarters and Nate
& Wally's, just to name a few.
In addition to all of these To
Dos around town, don't forget
that we have a beautiful campus and quaint downtown
area filled with antique shops,
thrift stores, diners and restaurants and record stores. There
is always something to do. just
use your head.

Changes
mic
Welcome BGSU Students!

Import LPi

143 East Wooster
In Lovely
Downtown
Bowling Green

Newt Used CDs
Stickers
Buttons
CD Repair
Buy, Sell, Trade
■

Love

181 South Main
Bowling Green
Ohio, 43402
(419)352-4101
(419)352-2611

Y,/,tanqes

(9n®Mane

rutanaes
f% ®Mant

ISffo off
any product

20% off
any service

w/select stylists, expires 11/30/03

w/select stylists, expires 11/30/03

.

www.madhattermusic.com

T

MEnDMSH
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Tuesday, August 26
3-4 p.*.

VIDEO SPECTRUM

m

S«G Welcome

Recreational Sports: Something for EVERYONE
Krtischer Sundial: 8 O'clock Dining Aral

A

4-5p.1t

Movie wurwe PAZAvise

Getting Involved on Campus

yOUK ALTFRA/ATIVB VIPEO STOKE

CHECK
US
OUTAT

314 Bowen-Thompton Student Union

Qp.%.

k ▲

The Evasons, Marvels of the Mind
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
"Get Psyched!" Find out why The Evasons are considered by many I
world's greatest mind readers.

Wednesday, August 27
4-5 p.*.
Academic Myths
Kreitcher Sundial: 8 O'clock Dining Ana
Learn how college differs from high school and how to be successful at BGSU

WWW. VIPEOSPBCTKUMV&. COM

Friday, August 29
730 p.*.

112 E. WASHINGTON ST. 419-352-4171

Dive-In Movie: Swimfan
Andrtwi Pad. Student Itecreatien Canter
Watch "Swimfan" from the comfort of inner-tubes or poolslde chairs.
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The revolution
of OAR.
By Andrea WHirtn
PULSE ASSISTANT ID TOR

The Revolution of OAR.

You may have seen them perform live at our own Anderson
Arena in the spring of 2001. or
perhaps you taught them on
Oman or Ictterman this summer, but it's hard to ignore the
buzz that surrounds the fiveman band of OAR.
OAR., which is an acronym
for ...Of a Revolution, (a passage
taken from a short story written
by Marc Robcrge, the lead singer
and guitar player) is comprised
of singer/guitarist Marc Roberge,
lead guitarist Richard On, bassist
Benj Gershman, drummer Chris
Culos and saxophonist lerry
IX'Pizzo. The sound of OAR.
mixes influences of reggae, folk
and acoustic rock. The guys
arrived at Ohio State University
in Columbus in 1997, having
already gained a modest following as high schoolers in their
suburban hometown of
Washington, D.C.
Within three years, they had
become a breakout regional
favorite in the Midwest, playing
for crowds of college fraternities
regularly and venturing into
cities such as Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Chicago. By the
time founders Marc Roberge
(vocals/guitar) and Chris Culos
(drums) graduated in 2001 from
Ohio State, OAR.'s flock of fans
had grown so much that they
immediately began a national
touring schedule, playing to
crowds of around 1.500 people
everywhere they went.
The band has built one of the
most loyal and successful fan
bases by an independently
released artist with four albums
under their belt via their own
Kverfine Records label. OAR. has
sold an amazing 290,000 in the
U.S. The band's do-it-yourself
success can also be partially
attributed to technology-sawy
fans who are encouraged to
download, record, swap and
trade the band's music. The band
consistently sells out 1.0003,000* capacity theaters and sold
over 128,000 concert tickets in
2002 alone. They are also accredited with sold out shows in
advance at New York City's
Uammerstein Ballroom without
any airplay or radio adverts They
have sold out two different threenight stands at the 1 louse of
Blues in Chicago and the HoB in
Los Angeles.
Now. after four releases that
made them one of the most successful indie bands ever. OAR.
has made the transition to a
major label with their
Lava/Kverfine Records debut. In
Between Now and Then. The
band members rejected numerous aggressive pursuits by major
labels in the last year, but were

intrigued by a low-key approach
from Lava President lason Horn.
Lava Records is the Atlantic
Records-distributed label that's
home to Kid Rock and Uncle
Kracker. among others.
OAR decided to briefly return
to their roots on In Between Now
and Then. They chose to introduce themselves to radio and
video with "Hey Girl," one of
their first songs. As an additional
introduction, OAR. has also
included a bonus live DM) with
In Between Now and Then.
Filmed at a show at Irving Plaza
in New York last winter, it captures the infectious enjoyment of
an OAR. concert with three
songs: concert staple "That Was a
Crazy Game of Poker," "Risen,"
and "Revisited."
I had a chance to speak with
saxophonist lerry DePizzo during a tour stop in San Luis
Obispo, California.
A.W. - "Have you managed to
bring in a more diverse fan base
after signing with Lava?"
I.D. - "Yeah, it's starting to
develop. We were introduced to
radio around May or so and little-by-little we have reached a
newer and broader fan base."
A.W. - "Do you feel that the fan
response to signing with Lava
has been mostly positive?"
I.D. - "I would definitely say it's
mostly positive. The audience
has been really supportive to it."
A.W. - "As far as performing on
Conan and Letterman, did you
have more of an it's been worth
the wait' or 'it's about time' attitude?"
I.D. - "We were just happy to
do it. We're completely excited to
do stuff like that, especially with
the benefits that come from
being with a major label. It was
really just a tun and exciting
opportunity. Conan O'Brien, I
watch all the time and
letterman, to play at the Ed
Sullivan Theater really made the
experience - to play where FJvis
and the BeaUes were introduced."
A.W. - "What's next for OAR.?
Any future plans?"
I.D. - "We're going to continue
to tour this summer, fall and
even into winter. Hopefully within the next year we'll do another
live record and we've been writing new music on the road."
A.W. - "What can fans expect
from the new music you've been
writing?"
I.D. - "I'm not really sure what
the new music has to offer, we're
just in the beginning stages, but
we've got to keep it upbeat and
lively. We're growing and maturing"
A.W. - "Why did you decide to
go with 'Hey Girl' as your first
single and not 'Crazy Game of
Poker?"
I.D. - "Crazy Game of Poker" -

at short - took up nearly seven
minutes and radio will not play a
song that long. To introduce a
band with a single that's seven
minutes long would be shooting
yourself in the foot. We chose
'Hey Girl' because it's a song that
has been with us for a very long
time. We chose a song that audiences had taken a reaction to
and we wanted to introduce a
new audience to it"
A.W. - "As a college student
myself, I'm curious how you guys
managed to do three shows a
week while you were still in
school? That must have been
crazy!"
I.D. - "It really was. Some of us
managed it a little bit better than
others. I didn't manage it too
well, and I didn't graduate college because of it. But Marc and
Chris were able to finish on time
in four years, which is amazing.
Anyone who can graduate from
Ohio State in four years is amazing! For four years we would play
a couple nights a week and it was
a pretty hard task, but we managed to accomplish it. At the
beginning of each quarter the
band would sit down with our
syllabuses and say, 'OK, we can't
tour on these days cause we have
finals.' It took a lot of planning...
studying in the car. It was fun
though, it was a cool way to go
through college."

PHOTO PROVIDED BY UVA RECORDS

BAND OF THE SUMMER: OAR. members, left to right, drums. Chris Culos; bass, Benj Gershman;
singer/guitarist Marc Roberge; lead guitar, Richard On; and saxophonist lerry DePizzo.

DISC0GRAPHY
The Wanderer
Missing Pieces
That Was A Crazy Game Of

Poker
Black Rock
Conquering Fools
Get Away
About an Hour Ago
Toy Store
About Mr Brown
Ladanday
Souls Aflame
City On Down
Untitled
So Moved On
Night Shift
Ran Away To The Top Of The
World Today
On Top Of The Cage

City On Down
Get Away (9.30 Club Version)
Destination
Conquering Fools
About An Hout Ago
Black Rock

On Top Of The Cage
She Gone
Delicate Few
disc two
The Wanderer
Hey Girl
Anyway
Hold On True
Night ShifL.Stir It Up (With
Junior Marvin)
About Mr. Biown
That Was A Crazy Game Of
Poker

I Feel Home

The Wanderer
When Can I Go Home
To Zion Goes I
Hey Girl
I Feel Home
Risen
Hey Girl
Delicate Few
Hold On True
If Only She Knew
Untitled
She Gone (Only In Dreams)
King Of The Thing
Night Shift
About Mr. Brown
Someone In The Road
Here's To You

In Between Now And Then
Now
Dareh Meyod
Risen
Right On Time
Mr. Moon
Revisited
Hey Girl
lames
Coalminer
Old Man Time
Anyway
Road Outside Columbus
Any Time Now
Whose Chariot?
Then

OAR
LOCAL TOUR SCHEDULE
Friday 9^/2003
Germain Amphitheater
Columbus, OH
Tickets available at Ticketmaster,
Tickets $10.00 General Admission.
Doors open at 3:30 PM. All Ages
Sprite Liquid Mix Tour w/
N'E*R*D*. The Roots, Robert
Randolph & the Family Band, Talib
Kweli and Slightly Stoopid
Sunday 9/7/2003
DTE Energy Music Center
Clarkston, Ml
Tickets available at Ticketmaster,
Tickets $10.00 General Admission,
Doors open at 300 PM. All Ages
Sprite Liquid Mix Tour w/
N*E*R"D*. The Roots. Robert
Randolph S the Family Band, Talib
Kweli and Red Wanting Blue
Wednesday 9/10/2003
Tower City Amphitheater
Cleveland, OH
Tickets available at Ticketmaster,
Tickets $10.00 General Admission,
Doors open at 3:30 PM, All Ages
Sprite Liquid Mix Tour w/
N*E"R*D'. The Roots, Robert
Randolph & the Family Band. Talib
Kweli and Slightly Stoopid

CHECH OUT OAR'S WEBSITE
0FAREV0LUTI0N.COM TO SEE
MORE TOUR DATES AND BAND INFO

Any Time Now
disc one

Come discover God's Truth with us!

nogrills real life
Each and every sandwich and salad

RELATIONSHIP ■ TRUTH - PURPOSE

is prepared to your exact taste.
Stop in today and see for yourself!

Bible study
Monday Nights 7pm
301 Napoleon Rd.
call 419.352.6635 or check out our wel>
at www.wcnet.org/-reallife/

842 S. Main St.

• Massages • Facials • Body Wraps • Waxing
• Manicures & Pedicures • Electrology • Refiexology
• Bed Tanning • Sunless Spray Tan
— Unique Gift Department —
■ Lange's Antique Oaks • Hand-Made Jewelry
• Youngbtood Mineral Cosmetics and Hormeta Swiss Skin Care

i

353-8204

AlovJng in?

$1.00 off
any foot long sub
with the purchase of a
medium soft drink.

524 E.Wooster
' — Gift Certificates & Custom Gift Baskets Available
T^J
1616 E. Wooster, Suite 15, BG
AlVG)„
(419)353-4757
~@,

\He\come Bac*//

Expires: 10/30/03

352-8500
Not valid with any other offer.

We have all your needs!
•Bathroom Accessories
•Bedding: Comlorters / Sheets
•Kitchen Accessories
•Curtains
•Waste Baskets
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Summer delivered much hoopla
humble world here in the
Midwest. And what better people to greet us on our trip down
the Yellow Brick Road than those
poUdcaBy incorrect Miinchkins?
Naturally these are the
Munchkins of celebrity also
known as reality TV stars. These
pseudo-celebrities looking for 15
minutes of fame not through
hard work but by eating liquefied
pigliver on Fear Factor or being
pimped out by their parents on
American luniors. In fact,
Muniiikinland seems to begetting bigger with the number of
reality programs growing exponentially.
In this Ix>llipop Guild of
debauchery we have seen people shack up with staged drama,
faking tears and awkward relationships.

By Sean Corp
PUISE WRItO

Have you noticed Bowling
Green doesn't just represent
another small Ohio community
it is more like the land of Kansas
from The Wizard of Oz.
lately, Bowling Green has had
tornadoes in the sky. winds of
almost 100 miles per hour lay
ravage to the area, torrential
rains flooding the streets mid, for
good measure, was one of the
lucky areas affected by die recent
power outage that stretched
from Detroit to New York and up
through Canada.
Of course, if Bowling Green
represents Kansas then what
about the mystical land of Oz?
Our Oz is Hollywoixl of course; a
land full of color and oddities
that seem not of our

On our way to meet the
Wizard, we run into that lovable
character that only needs a
brain, the Hollywood executive.
Only someone without a brain
could have a hard time figuring
out why all the movies this summer have not made the billions
of dollars expected of them.
Almost everything has failed to
live up to expectations from
Terminator 3 to Hollywood
Homicide, and of course Gigli, (I
won't rub salt in that
wound.. .unless of course Ben
and I. In decide to do another
20/20 interview).
Of course sometimes having a
brain isn't all it is cracked up to
be.
lust look at "The Hulk" and
"The Matrix: Reloaded." I
almost had a seizure trying to

figure out the last 20 minutes of
"The Matrix" (and why exactly
they felt I needed to see Keanu
Reeves' ass) and "The Hulk" was
so busy being serious they forgot
to lighten the mood by adding,
perhaps a joke or two This
summer has taught our poor
scarecrow two things:
1. Sequels:
Don't mean that much when
the first one is barely out on DVD
and
2. When you have so many
big movies coming out week
after week .everything will suffer
because it is all being lost in the
crowd.
Next we meet a woman sorely
in need of courage. Hillary
Clinton's long-awaited memoir
finally came out this summer.
This was the biggest story in

the book industry not involving
Harry Porter or collectible editions of the Lord of the Rings
novels with Orlando Bloom on
the cover. The memoirs
amounted to a tepid bestseller
that failed to be even as interesting as the Star Report.
Oh well, I'm sure that in 2008
this cowardly lioness will be
ready to be queen of the forest.
Now we have run into the
Wicked Witch of the West also
known as Liza Minelli and her
faithful flying monkey David
Gest. Fortunately we were able
to slip by them while they argued
over their prenuprial agreement.
Am I the only person who
thought this was a match made
in heaven?
Now it is time to talk about a
horse of a different color. The

most disturbing trend throughout the summer has been the
passing of some of the most
enduring stars of Hollywood.
Already this year we have seen
the passing of Buddy Hackett,
Buddy Ebsen. Bob Hope,
Gregory Hines, Robert Stack and
Barry White just to name a few.
Now a sick few of us, myself
included, can make a couple
bucks betting on who gets the
longest ovation during the in
memoriam segment during next
year's Oscars.
On that tasteless note I think
it is time we return to Bowling
Green, but Mr. Hope 1 think I'll
miss you most of all. Now let's
tap our heels and go back where
there is no place like home.

OSU student awarded a million
By Chad Curts and lodd LaPlace
THf LANTERN

(U-WIRL) COLUMBUS. OhioSince its conception last summer.
F.rica Beeney's screenplay, The
Battle of Shaker Heights,* has
weathered quite a storm. It siixnl
its ground against thousands of
other submissions in the second
Project Greenlight contest, a pair
of overly zealous amateur directors and the suits at Miramax.
And now that its tempestous
jaunt to Hollywood is over, I he
Battle of Shaker Heights" is getting a royal homecoming
Saturday with an area premiere ,it
the Wexner Center for the Arts.
Beeney, a former Ohio State
graduate student, said she couldn't be happier with the treatment
her film is getting.
"I'm really looking forward to
showing at the Wexner Center it's an honor and an absolute

pleasure,'' she said. "Since I went
to graduate school at (OSU) and
worked at the Wex. it's a double
homecoming."
Written in two months, "The
Battle of Shaker Heights" was
selected Ian. 18 as the film for the
second round of Project
Greenlight. a contest begun by
actors Ben Affleck and Matt
Damon to locate undiscovered
talent outside of I lollywood. The
second contest also tapped
Lfram Potelle and Kyle Rankin to
direct the picture in a separate
Greenlight contest, a change
from the first contest when the
winning screenwriter also directed Iris film, "Stolen Summer."
Awarded a SI million budget,
the filming of Beeney's screenplay was captured for a series
running all summer on HBO, and
Beeney said she is pleased with
the results of the process.

T feel that considering our
budget and time limitations, we
absolutely could not have gotten
a better group of people," she
said. "The cast was amazing The
crew were absolute professionals."
"The Battle of Shaker Heights"
is a character study of Kelly, a
teenage war reenactor just trying
to make it through high school.
"I just suddenly saw this kid in
my head and fell in love with him
and knew I had to see where he
would go and what he would
say," Beeney said.
The picture stars a collection of
up-and-coming
Hollywood
actors including Amy Smart
("Road Trip"), l-lden Henson
("She's All That") and Shiri
Appleby (TVs "Roswell"). But the
most notable member of the
young cast is "Holes" star Shia
LaBeouf.

"Shia LaBeouf is Kelly, without sit back and watch."
lust before she left for
a doubt," Beeney said. "I think
that 'Shaker Heights' is one of California, Beeney was working
those movies in which an incred- as a graduate assistant at the
ible actor gets just the right mate- Wexner Center, so Karen
rial for him, and it launches his Simonian, spokeswoman for the
career to the next level. Shia was Wexner Center, said a premiere at
just as good an actor before this the Wexner Center was a natural
movie, but now I think people are fit.
"She and the Wexner Center
really starting to take notice,
talked before she left for Los
which is great."
Dave Filipi, associate curator at Angeles." Simonian said. "It
the Wexner Center, said the pur- made so much sense -- it was an
pose of the project is to help instant and mutual thing.'1
Simonian also said Beeney will
develop novice directors and
be on hand to introduce the film
screenwriters.
"It was also very hard work in prior to the screening, as well as
terms of the re-writing that hap- to answer questions about the
pened beforehand and the con- experience after the feature.
"The Battle of Shaker Heights"
versations and discussions
throughout," Beeney said. "I was opens in Ins Angeles and New
feeling excited sometimes and York on Friday, and will open in
worried other times. When you're Columbus, Ohio, Aug 29.
the writer, once production
starts, sometimes all you can do is
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Refined men
find new identity, a trend
dent women they find alluring
Robb has watched it happen.
As a 32-year-old single man in
Orlando, Fla, he understands
that today's women are more
refined and are looking for more
sophistication in their men.
"As women have gained more
independence, the modem
man has had to adapt and fulfill
her needs in more expanded
ways. We can no longer take a
direct macho-ism approach,"
he says.
Many women have taken
their general gripes about what
is considered "manly behavior"
and found that they would
rather live alone than endure
some antiquated notion of the
cheap-beer swilling, sportsfiend approach to masculinity.
Now we men have to try harder if we arc going to win the
hearts and minds of the women
we desire. We can't simply rely
on being a good match on
paper we need to be a good
match in practice.
That can mean understanding the way women behave.
Who better to understand the
ins and outs of shoe-buying and
wine-sipping than the man who
participates in both pursuits.
Many guys like to date
women who can sit back and
enjoy a football game, so it
stands to reason that women
would be attracted to guys who
wouldn't have a problem mallhopping with them.
In the end, though, metrosexuals aren't behaving as they are
in order to impress someone;
they are doing it because they
like the way they feel when they
indulge themselves.
Women have long understood that it feels good to be
pampered, be it the spa, the
masseur, the gourmet lunch or
the trip to the tanning salon. But
women who have held fast to
their right to self-indulge may
have to move over to make
room for the metrosexual who
has decided that he too likes to
pay $100 for a haircut, as long as
it comes with a glass or two of
merlot.

By Eric Edwards
ORLANDO SENTINEL

(KRT) - There has been considerable chatter of late about a
word recently introduced into
the lexicon of single life: metrosexual.
A metrosexual is single.
A metrosexual is neat.
A metrosexual is refined.
A metrosexual spends more
money than is practical on
beauty products and Italian
shoes.
But while his sense of style
steps into areas once occupied
by the gay community, the metrosexual is really looking for
women and also looking out for
himself.
Mctrosexuality is defined by
the WordSpy Web site as "a
dandyish narcissist in love with
not only himself but also his
urban lifestyle."
Though the word may have
been coined years ago. it is experiencing a renaissance as more
guys begin paying attention to
how they display themselves.
A New York Times piece
described the metrosexual as a
man who pays close attention to
his appearance and physique
and who often favors the finer
things in life, preferring to sip an
expensive cocktail at a posh
club rather than sit home with a
six-pack and the TV tuned to
baseball.
Metrosexual is a term lhat
loosely helps stereotype men
you think that arc gay until they
turn around and steal your girlfriend during the seventhinning stretch.
But metrosexuality is more
than a look. It's a sign of the
times.
As women take greater ownership over their personal and
professional lives and eschew
the notion that they must rely
on men to provide them with
security or prosperity, they have
raised the bar for the type of
men with whom they want to
spend time.
In doing so, they have elevated the playing field for men who
are finding it increasingly hard
to attract the strong, indepen-

McDonald's was the first
fast food franchise to
locate on Wooster Street
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A quick lesson in the
art of the Ramen noodle
By Heather McPtierson

OBLiNDO SENTINEL-

(KRT) - Welcome to a grown up world. So you conquered the
admissions process, but what
about supper?
Students headed for college
campuses this fall are no doubt
packing clothes and gathering
school supplies. But what about
fuel for the body and brain? And
what about the many appliances that can transform a
package of ramen noodles into
something edible?
Let's start our lesson in campus cuisine with the nonperishables. From forbidden George
Foreman Grills to permittable
microwaves, there are enough
campus housing rules to make a
can of Easy Cheese implode.
Campus Web sites (search
under "housing"! list a lot of
culinary do's and don'ts for
incoming students. With a few
variations, the lists are similar.
The common theme on the
"don't bring" lists are appliances
with exposed or open heat coils,
such as those found in toasters
or toaster ovens. However, many
campuses allow the use of these
items in designated community
kitchens. Open flames, such as
those found on portable butane
grills, camp stoves or hibachis
areno-nos,aswell.
Parents and students may be

surprised to learn that George
Foreman grills, which are at the
head of the class in nationwide
sales, made the "don't bring" list
at many campuses.
"The (George foreman) appliances throw off so much steam,"
explains Joseph Paulick, assistant director of resident life at
the University of Central Florida.
"And for the safety of the students the fire systems are much
more sensitive these days. The
grills could set off the sprinkler
systems. Also, they collect a lot
of grease and most people at
this age don't know how to
properly dispose of it."
Microwaves, coffee makers,
hot pots and other appliances
with closed heating elements,
however, are welcome at most
campuses.
In general, most campuses
require that acnial cooking be
done in designated areas. But
late-night noshers are in luck:
The prevalence of modem zap
cooking and ready-to-heat foods
has encouraged some institutes
of higher learning to make
allowances for dorm-room
microwaves. Maximum
wattages vary from 700 to 1,500,
so check before you pack.
Cooking utensils, cutlery,
plates are the responsibility of
the student. Think sturdy, lightweight and unbreakable. And
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add a side salad with a low-fat
dressing and a glass of skim or I
percent milk."
Both experts say that the infamous "Freshman 15," which
refers to the pounds often
gained the first year away from
home meals, can be avoided if
students follow a healthful meal
plan.
I lere are a few lips for college
bound students from Mitchell
and Zeckler
Make sure to start the day
with breakfast for increased
energy and concentration and
less grazing throughout the day.
Set apart studying and snacking. Snack in the domi kitchen,
not in your room with books.
Stay active join a recreational
team, walk around campus or
go to the gym.
Take the time to eat three to
five small balanced meals. Try to
avoid eating on the way to class.
Watch portion sizes.
for healthy snack-attack strategy, the dietitians recommend
keeping a stash of pretzels, nuts,
yogurt, cheese, packaged tuna in
water with crackers, granola
bars, graham crackers, peanut
butter, Smart-Pop popcorn (94
percent fat free), oatmeal and
whole grain cereals

Wehm

Your Ho
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don't forget the dishwashing liquid. Your home has a dishwasher, your dorm room does not.
What's the kitchen lesson
most students will need remedial help with?
"Taking out the garbage," says
UCF's Paulick with a laugh. "I'm
serious We get calls from parents complaining about bugs
and odors, and it's most often
linked to food in their children's
trash cans."
"In our grab-it-and-go society,
having access to healthful foods
in a dorm room may mean that
your son or daughter grabs
breakfast before that earlymorning class," says registered
dietitian Susan Mitchell.
"This way they're not so hungry later and are less likely to eat
the door off the refrigerator and
end up eating any fat-laden fast
food in sight," says Mitchell,
who is the author of "Eat to Stay
Young" (Kensington, 20001 and
co-author of "I'd Kill for a
Cookie" (Plume, 1998).
loan Zeckler, Albertson's
supermarkets registered dietitian for Florida said, "Focus on
great carbs whole grain bread,
whole wheat cereal, oatmeal,
whole wheat pasta and brown
rice and fruits and veggies....
Convenience foods work well
too if you balance the day.
Round out frozen meals and
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SPACE SAVERS INC.
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Maximize ALL your living space!
/ADVlANTAGES or A LOFT

What's
Cooking?
If that's a question you've asked yourself
before going to a dining center or snack
bar to eat, maybe it's time you tried the
University Dining Services Menu and
Events Line. Call to hear select menu
items, the hours of operation and to learn
what special events are coming up.

Menu and Events Line

• Single, Double, and Triple Bed Lofts offer
students the option of studying, relaxing,
or sleeping in the semi-private areas.
• A Loft helps you create a comfortable
and more productive study atmosphere.
• A Loft helps you to MAXIMIZE what
little living space is provided.
• A comfortable, home-like atmosphere
will produce mof* success in the class
room I
• Space Savers lofts offer student the
option of changing their rooms around,
since all loft parts are Interchangable.
WHY LOFTS ARE POPULAR OKI
COLLEGE CAMPUSES
• Because a large percentage of students
live in very small and compact dorm
rooms; therefore, a loft is the best way
to economize this space.
• Because sometimes as many as FIVE
STUDENTS are cramped into a room.
• SPACE SAVERS' flexible loft designs
allow a student to place more of his/her
personal belongings In their living
quarters, such as a book shelf, couch,
stereo, TV. refrigerator, etc. thereby
creating a more home-like setting and
\a more productive study atmosphere.
/

Plan A

Plan B

Loft
$125.00
Take Down Free
Total
$125.00

Loft
$125.00
Set Up $25.00
Take Down Free
Total
$150.00

IrVe have been on the B.G. campus for 15 years!
The only loft company on campus all year!

Call 419-352-5475
405 Thurstin Ave. • Bowling Green, Ohio • 43402
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1
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Third time's a charm for 6
By Chris Marian

■ilCIDOSCOPE

(U-WIRE) - Over the past three
years, Eve 6 has all but disappeared from the music scene.
With the mediocre release of
"Horrorscope" in 2000 falling
short of expectations many fans
including myself had thought
that Eve 6's luck had run out
However, with the release of
their new album "It's All in Your
Head" Eve 6 has exploded back
into the world of the living.
The new release is a well-balanced production, which holds
true to the punk flavor fans love
with tracks like "Think Twice,"
while also demonstrating the
band's ability to pump out some
wonderful acoustic blues on
songs like "Hey Montana"
While the album does not
have the appeal of Eve 6's selftitled debut it is a huge step up
from the disappointing
"Horrorscope."
The CD starts off rather slow
with "Without You Here," and
immediately picks back up with
"Think Twice," which is a won-

derful mixture of powerful punk
riffs, tempered by lead singer
Max Collins signature vocals.
1 would dare to say that this
song is the best release by the
band with the exception of their
debut single, "Inside Out"
The next three songs on the
CD are disappointing.
"At least we're dreaming," and
"Still here waiting" are painfully
boring and "Good Lives" is a
complete failure lyrically.
However the CD completely
redeems itself with "Hey
Montana" This powerful
acoustic track rings of blues
influence while still maintaining
a punkish tone in the lyrics.
The CD continues smoothly
with "The Night On" and returns
to the harder side of Eve 6 with a
powerful anti-suicide song entitled "Friend of Mine," which is
sure to be a hit in the near future.
"Girlfriend" a rather angry
song is another that fans can
expect to climb the chart. It
operates on the same formula
that made "Inside Out" a hit.
Powerful guitar riffs, and stun-

ning lyrics with just a hint of sarcasm in the vocals.
The rest of the CD is less powerful but is a good wind down
leaving the listener satisfied.
Most of the mistakes in the CD
surface in the first half of the CD
and seem to have more to do
with the production of the
album than the band.
Almost all CD's have a few
weak songs but the proper placement of these songs prevents
them from taking too much
away from the album.
The fact that all of the weak
songs were placed at the beginning of the CD tires the listener
out and quite honestly many
may stop listening before they
get to the heart of the album that
begins at track six.
That would truly be a tragedy.
So in short "It's All in Your Head"
is a great album.
Not as great as the bands first
CD but great nonetheless. So
keep up the good work and for
God's sake get a new producer.

Technology gets rooted
By Kent Kimes
MIGHT RIDDCR

(KRT) - Rusted Root drummer
lim Donovan was afraid of computers.
"Who needs it?" said the musician, summing up his technophobia in a recent phone conversation fromWinston-Salem, N.C.
You can understand his stance:
With drum machines, computerized drum programs and rhythmic sequencing so prevalent in
popular music, he c"uld be out of
a job.
But since 1998, Donovan, the
driving force behind Rusted
Root's eclectic, world beat, percussion-heavy sound, has
embraced technology.
"Now I'm a junkie," he said.
Despite use of his newfound
computer skills on Rusted Root's
latest album, "Welcome To My

V%S»»«'

Party," don't expect to hear any
electronically sequenced percussion at the band's shows.
Live performance the six-piece
Pittsburgh, Pa.-based band's
bread and butter is still a loose,
organic (dare we say jam band?)
experience.
"It's different each night," said
Donovan, who studied African
drumming at the University of
Pittsburgh.
After forming in the late 1980s,
Rusted Root broke through into
the mainstream with its 1994
album "When I Awoke," earning
an opening slot on limmy Page
and Robert Plant's reunion tour.
The group has since been bubbling below the surface as a cult
favorite with a grass-roots following
Donovan also had a chance to
experiment with computers on

v
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For Keeps
144 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
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his dance- oriented, electronicaflavored solo album "Revelation
*9."
A collection of multi-instrumentalists, several members of
Rusted Root have solo and side
projects and often perform as the
opening act at the mothership's
shows.
It hasn't happened yet, but
Donovan hopes to either open for
a Rusted Root show or feature
material from "Revelation *9" in
the band's set.
Because he has become
involved in technology and some
of his songs are posted online,
Donovan naturally has an opinion on the great downloading
debate gripping the record industry.
"If you download a song and
like it, buy the record," he said.
"Or at least buy a T-shirt,"

(excludes Thomas Xinlade 'Arvxori, sale items. St special orders)
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Rolling Stones join
online bandwagon
(KRT) - Now you can get
what you want from subscription music services if what
you're looking for is 40 years
worth of rock' n' roll from the
Rolling Stones.
The legendary rock band is
making its entire catalog from
its 1964 debut album through
last year's anthology disc,
"Forty Licks" available for the
first time to online music services, beginning with an exclusive arrangement with
RealNetworks' Rhapsody service and retailer Best Buy.
The deal represents a milestone in the development of
fledgling pay music services,
which have been hampered by
the lack of songs from the
Stones and other big-name acts
as the Beatles, Madonna and
Metallica. These notable gaps
are cited as the primary reason
customers cancel their subscriptions presumably in favor
of unlicensed file-swapping
networks such as Kazaa
"When people talk about the
legitimate services, and they
criticize them for having holes,
the two most prominent bands
that get mentioned are the
Beatles and the Stones," said
Phil Leigh, digital media analyst
for Raymond fames & Assoc.
"This clearly eliminates that
one hole I think it's significant
because, without intending a
pun, this rolling stone can gain
some momentum."
RealNetworks will use its
two-week exclusive access to
the Rolling Stones' catalog to
launch a new retail promotion
with Best Buy, which will
demonstrate the Rhapsody
music service at kiosks in 560
retail stores nationwide and sell
subscriptions in the store and
though the company's Web site.
"This is the first time you've
seen retail take a step forward
and bridge the gap between

Downtown - Bowling Green
*Old Fashion Bulk CANDIES
•Fresh Made FUDGE
•Custom Framing & Supplies
'Posters & Framed Art
•Party Supplies & Balloons
'Art Supplies
"Stationary & Cards

Restaurant

Concession Stands

Snack Bar

154 S. Main St.
Open evenings til 9pm

Except Sale Items
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BGSU DINING SERVICES

OPERATING HOURS

COMMONS
" " .

BGSU STUDENTS TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
Convenience Stores

419-532-3389

ALL RESIDENTIAL DINING SERVICES NODUS EFFECTIVE MONDAI. AUGUST 25

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
DINING SERVICES IS NOW HIRING
Campus Dining Centers
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loadable singles.
"Some of my clients would
be totally happy to do it, but
they want to control how their
music is consumed. In a capitalist system, you're allowed to
do that," said Peter T. Patemo,
whose Los Angeles firm represents Metallica and Dr. Dre.
Other acts use digital distribution rights as a crowbar to
reopen contract talks with
music companies and negotiate more favorable terms for
online sales.
The handful of one-name
mega-artists with leverage recognize that their music will
drive traffic to these budding
Internet music stores.
"Why should they help
somebody build a business
without getting something for
it?" said another Los Angeles
agent with big-name clients,
who requested anonymity. "The
question is whether the artists
are saying to the labels: I'll give
you permission, but I've got to
get some kind of bonus"
It's unclear what induced (lie
Rolling Stones to release the
band's 500-song catalog, whose
earliest recordings are controlled by ABKO and whose 19
albums released since 1971 are
distributed by EM I
Music/Virgin Records.
A publicist said the band is
on tour in the Netheriands and
unavailable for comment.
From the perspective of EMI,
the details are irrelevant.
"You've got one of the world's
most popular, arguably the
greatest, rock n' roll bands,
bringing their works into digita)
format. You'll be able to get
' Brown Sugar' and
Satisfaction' or whatever," said
Jeanne Meyer, an EMI spokeswoman. "It's a big step toward
mainstreaming legitimate digital music services."

BEN FRANKLIN Crafts

Qifts * CoCCectibCes * Candies * Jewefry * 7{ome 'Decor

NOW

offline and online," said Sean
Ryan, RealNetworks' vice president of music.
This major new retail campaign, together with the digital
release of songs from rock's
most enduring act, show the
gathering forces around Pay
Music Services.
Apple Computer's splashy
launch of its iTunes Music Store
cast pay music services as hip,
chic and surprisingly desirable.
Its first week's sales of more
than 1 million songs demonstrated consumers were prepared to pay for what they
could otherwise readily download for free even if sales have
since stabilized at a more
sedate pace of about 250,000
songs a week, according to
record executives.
Apple's success attracted the
attention of retailers, including
discount online site Buy.com,
which rushed to open its own
BuyMusic store July 22. larger
retailers such as Amazon.com
and Wal-Mart are reportedly
developing their own online
music stores.
But the lack of top-selling
acts including the Beatles, Led
Zeppelin and Garth Brooks
remains a major obstacle to the
success of these services.
"What you really need to
make this an utterly mainstream experience is making
every bit of content available
online," said Ryan.
Some notable artist holdouts including Bob Dylan and
Bruce Springsteen have relented. But not everyone.
For some artists, it's an issue
of artistic control. Some acts
from rap breakthrough acts like
the Beastie Boys to alternative
rock phenom Radiohead to
metal bands like Metallica
object to having their works
diced up and sold as singles.
And they won't release tracks to
services like iTunes, which
insist on offering 99-cent down-

By Dawn C. Chmielewski
MIGHT IIODER
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Recreational Snort;
w w w.bgsu.edu/rec

4

INTRAMURALS ■ FACILITY HOURS

INSTRUCTION
Student Roc Center
Dance Room
9/2-10/9

Saturday:
9:00am I 1 :00pm

Monday
rtiesday

Sunday:
Noon ll:00pni

Men's & Women's Doubles
Golf enli it's due Sept. 4

5 30pm
5 30pm

rhursday* 5:30pm

Wednesday' 5 3()pni
Thursday*
5 30pm

Friday'
Sunday

IZpMwnmln »»i Mchdm

Perry Field House
Man. I WiilMHUsDillllik-,
W
Ti'iinis

SludeiitvMemher*: $30

Saturday:

•Siu.leiitvMcnibers S25
*Non members: $45
(due 10 Full Break)

Sunday:
Noon-10 00pm

Storekeepers
Needed.
Applications and
take home test due

by noon on 9/2.
Mandatory clinic on

Kyokushin Karate
SRC Dance Room

Srptcmbet S-Decrmber 3
Sundayi Mondays and
Wednesdays

Call 2 2790 for nioro
lnfonii.it Ion

700-8 00pm Beginner
8 00-'ioopm Intermediate

9/2 & 9/3.

If you would like
to see your ad
appear here...

30
33
35
36
37
38
41
44

c.iii 2 27i i for more Info
Sipn up in iln- SRC MalnOnite

Call 2 2711 for more Mb
up in the SRC M.un Offlri

D

Cost
Members $40
Nnn members $5C
Limit:
20 per clasi

Call 2 2711 or email
tiiorespPyahoo.com lor info

Sign up in ihc SRC Main Office
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city Hiost
visited by
Americans
is Tijuana
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Hamelin musician
Snitch
Spend lime indolently
Traditional saying
Costa
Chilled
Detroit dud
Long, long lime periods
Attract
Demented
Annie Hall
Modify
Surplus
Scaredy cat
Spouse
Spheres
Graven image
Discard
Applications
Bridal path7
Singer Lovett
Skin openings
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46
47
49
51
55
56
59
62
63
64
66
67
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71

PISRN€LLO'S
'203 N. Main ^^ 352-5166

Make your home at:
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Birchwood -Triplex
Models Now Open

530 S. Maple St.

Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30
Sat. 10-2

Membership to Cherry wood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool 'New Equipment
•Sauna
-Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

Highland

The BG News will not
knowingly accept advertisements thai discriminate, or
encourage discrimination
against any individual or
group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion,
national origin, sexual orientation, disability. Status as
a veteran, or on the basis of
any other legally protected
slalus.
The BG News reserves the
righl to decline, discontinue
or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be
defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or
false in nature. All advertisements are subject to editing and approval.

WELCOME FRESHMEN'

Management
30 E Washington St. BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
WCLCOMC

8GSU STt/oetrrsf
We MSH you A
successft/i mm/
Our properties:
Jay-Mar
The Highlands
The Homestead
We only have 4 units
remaining - hurry in!

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmtnls

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

j

HMtniSUM
VUIMIflS
■ GVPSYLANt
1 xomt Oopot

N

t

Check back with
us as you start
apartment hunting
for 2004-2005!

FREE HEAT

www.bghlghlandmgmt.com

419-353-7715 t=*

hlghland@wcnet.org

ARSITY
QCIARE

si
APARTMENTS

The Kpiscopal
Church
Welcomes You!

7

M

St. John's
Episcopal
Church

1505 E. Wooster
On tfie corner of
•Mercer Sc Wooster,
across from the
Oiarshman Quail!
SUNDAY WORSHIP:
9:00 amTraditional

(wirft Communion)
10:00 am Christian Edu.
11:00 am Contemporary
Service
(w'rfi Communion)

Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
Panheltemc Council Announces
SORORITY RECRUITMENT 2003!
Come to the Greek Carnival by the
Union on Wednesday. Aug. 27 to
sign up. or visit www.greekbgsu.com
SWM 39 seeks female companionship, possibly more 2andy@toast
net. 419-335-6665. Surprise.
the Biggest Back To School Poster
Sale". The biggest and best selec
tion. Choose from over 2000 different images
FINE ART, MUSIC
MODELS, MOVIE POSTERS, HU
MOR, ANIMALS. BLACK LIGHT,
SCIENCE FICTION, PERSONAL!
TIES, Landscapes, Kids. Photography. Motivational. Most Images
ONLY $6. $7. S $8 eachi See us at
Bowen-Thompson
Student
Union
Second Floor - Multi-Purpose Room
on Mon. Sept. 15th thru Fri. Sep.
19th. 2003. The hours are 9 A.M. - 6
P.M. The Sale is sponsored by UAO

Wanted
Subleaser(s| wanted now to May 19.
2004: Cambridge Commons, 724 S
College at Napoleon 1st floor. 2 BR.
1 1/2 bath. $470 mo. Contact Thorn
at:rainefh@tkabudd.thyssenkrupp.c
om (4191 257-2231 ext 274.

NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
\f .Health/Dental
Insurance
/ .Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person

Mon. - Fri. 2-jM
4(11 \\ . Dnxwl Road

Maumue, OH 43537

(419)353-0881
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See our coupon menu
the telephone directory or
k about our SPECIALS!
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Lunch

Personals

372-6977
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WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now1
www.Sunchase.com
or call 1 -800-SUNCHASE today1

Classified
Ads

ANSWERS

SIOHIUN

Spring Break 2004 w STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Group discounls1
800-648-4849 or www.slsliavel.com

www. PreferredPropertiesCo.com

Harvest
Feedbag contents
Butter portions
Is unable to
Ridiculously incongruous
Drive in Beverly Hills
Louie De Palma
Winken's shipmate
Thanks _l
Spoken
Pitiful artwork?
Gilpin of "Frasier"
Inch Nails
Characteristic
Thicket unit
Plant starter
Spicy dip
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Travel

Preferred Properties Co.

Actress Nazimova
Soil
Genetic duplicate
Oliver 8arratt IV
Choir part
Nuisance
Disney World draw
Agile

48 After-market
purchases
50 Takes on as one's
own
51 Change with the
times
52 Plantation machine
53 Saw wood?
54 Remove restraints
55 Irked
57 Pennsylvania city
58 Fan blade
60 Singer Redding
61 Info
65 Author Levin

VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

en Weekdays 4P.M.

contact the BG News
Ad Department at
372-2606 or visit
204 West Hall.

Tree ol the tropics
Creative flash
Mindy McConnell
Freudian topic
" unto Caesar..."
Hippie's money
MGM symbol
Complexion damage
Shaq's target
Fragranl bush
Penetraling
Goose eggs
Perfect places
Asian country
Former spouses
Billiards shot
Decisive takeover
Ish

29 Hebrew lawgiver

■MudtritvMembers: $2.5
*Non members: $45
(due to Fall Break)

SIRII

WALL

Softball OITlri.iK .mil

Cost:
StudentvMembers: $30
Non-inemberv $50

Non-members: $50

\oon-7 00pm

If delivering Hi I30PFII.
due by 3pm l( sending
elerlrrinlc-.illv. due by

7:00pm
Noon
7:00pm

Cost:

Monday-Friday:
7 00am-12.00am

■■'■'.'

*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
23
25
27
28

1

Student Rec Center
9/2-10/12
Monday*
5:30pm
7:00pm
Tuesday
5:30prn
7:00pm
Wednesday 5:30pm
7:00pm

Yoga Classes

Monday Friday:
6:00am-1 l:OOpm

pEfer*

brought to you by

AcroSpin

SPECIAL

Student Rcc Center

3-Pltch Soft hall Tourney
entries dm" Sept. 3

19.372271

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted
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Help Wanted

BABYSITTER with experience
needed to care for 9 mo old girl in
our BG home. Flexible daytime
hours (3-4 days, 6-12 hours/week).
Start immediately. Good references
and credentials a must. Deborah
Schocket (419-352-3340:
dschock@bgnet.bgsu.edu).

Marketers needed for
mortgage
companies. $8.00/hr.. four bonuses.
Immediate positions. 419-8230520.
ask for Maria.

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541

NOW HIRING STUDENTS!
Work on campus raising $ lor BGSU
while getting paid top dollar. Job has
flexible hrs. and is a great resume
builder Serious applicants only Call
Ryan at 20400 or e-mail
ryan.gallagher@rutfalocody.com

Bass guitarist looking for guitarist or
band to jam with. Ask for Dan. (419)
354-1247.

Reliable child care wanted in my
home. Tuesdays 8 Thursdays
352-2539

Clerical Assistant for Continuing &
Extended Education Duties include:
setting up record notebooks and
files, word processing, filing and
photocopying. Must be proficient in
Word and Excel. Looking for an individual who is a self-starter, motivated, and possesses excellent organizational and communication skills.
Prior office experience preferred.
$5.90 hour. 10 hours week. Submit
resume and two letters of recommendation to Mary Hennmgs. Continuing & Extended Education. 40
College Park by September 3. 2003.
Easy walk from Campus. Work
pt/time or full time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
min. of 15 hrs.'wk. Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
$6.00'hr. These are unskilled |Obs
involving assembling & packaging of
small parts. Apply in person b.w the
hrs
ol 9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough SI..BG.OH, only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.
I am a student at BGSU who lives in
Toledo. I require a ride to BGSU
each day at 1:30pm for classes. I
have gone blind so I cannot drive
anymore and or that is what my
friends tell me anyway. LOLII will
pay $8.60 per hour to pick me up at
home & drive me to BGSU. Please
call 419-244-5840 or email
Bluesaxia'buckeye-ewess.com

We're looking for a part time nanny
for an adorable 5 month old in our
Bowling Green home 8aby care experience preferred. Hours & pay negotiable. Good references required.
Employment to begin September 2.
Call or email Leigh Ann Wheeler or
Don Nieman al 419-353-2179 or
wheeler@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

For Sale
$500! Cars/trucks Irom $500. Police
impounds Hondas. Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558.
Wood futon frame w/ mattress. Excell, cond. Light colored wood. Tan
mattress cover. $220. 419-874-4748
Perrysburg.

For Rent
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water & trash pick
up. Call 419-352-6335
2 bdrm. apt. 1 block from campus
Oft street parking. One year lease
$600 mo 419-353-1005 (Kay)
854 8th St. S Indigo Arms, 1 bedroom. $385 mo. plus electric. Available now. 419-392-3354.

Need to update your resume?
Out of school, no job? Laid off?

Grad student apartment
1 bedroom. $410 month

Call 1 866-280-5857.

(419)206-0535

We are Quantum Group.
We will guarantee you employment
within 7 business days.
Let us help you be successful.

House for Rent
1 yr. lease. $1,200 per month,
4 bdrm, 1 block from campus.

CHI^
VILLAGE
14 W Woosler
152 0528

419-494-7799
Large 2 bedroom, basement apt.
$575 mo. utilities included.
No pets, no smokers. 353-4528
Subleaser needed at Sterling Univ
No nutes., you can choose them
1st mo's. rent is FREE! $300 mo for
12 mo. lease Call (513) 519-4872.

Trinity United
Methodist Church

WELCOME
FRESHMEN!
THE ONLY
CHINESE RESTAURANT
DOWNTOWN!

Worship Tini_es.

GREAT FOOD
r t
GREAT
• » ATMOSPHERE
PICK-UP
DELIVERY
DINE IN

J

9:15-Traditional
Service
I0:30-Sunday School
II: 30-Contemporary
Service
200 Nonh Summil Sma
Bowliru Giwn, Ohio 4*402-2527
l*oi*4l9-M.l.90JI
. FIX4I9-J5UI9I
F-mail !nmty@*iflet.ofg

FraisOig and Proclaiming Chrlsl
at Oil Heart of Bowling Gmn

